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ABSTRACT 
This thesis provides a consonantal comparison of the Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 
languages of Myanmar and Bangladesh, with primary focus on initial and medial 
consonants. Its main purposes are to provide new data from the Rakhine and Marma 
languages of Bangladesh and to make some initial observations about the historical 
relationship between the three languages based on compiled consonant correspondences. 
Although much literature is available on the Burmese language as the primary 
representative of the Southern Burmish languages, little information is available on 
Rakhine and Marma. This thesis thus extends previous work on the family tree to these 
two close relatives. It compares new Rakhine and Marma wordlist data from Bangladesh 
to previously-collected Burmese and Rakhine data from Myanmar. It identifies cognate 
forms and regular sound correspondences, as well as exceptions, with reference to 
previously documented Burmese sound changes. 
Marma is more conservative than Burmese or Rakhine in retaining the pronunciation 
indicated by Written Burmese orthography; in some cases, this is a direct reflex of 
reconstructed Proto-Tibeto-Burman. Burmese and Rakhine share two innovations that are 
not found in Marma ([ʧ] < PTB *kj; [s] < PTB *ʧ/*ʦ). These innovations may indicate 
that modern Burmese and Rakhine are a subgroup of the branch containing Marma, 
although some similarities of Rakhine and Burmese may instead be due to geographic 
and sociolinguistic factors, or borrowings from Burmese into Rakhine. The Rakhine 
xiv 
variety of Bangladesh differs somewhat from the Rakhine of Myanmar, which bears a 




CHAPTER 1  
LINGUISTIC AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND 
In this thesis, I compare sound correspondence sets of the consonants of Burmese, 
Rakhine and Marma. Burmese is a Tibeto-Burman (TB), Lolo-Burmese,
1
 South Burmish 
language (Sprigg 1963; DeLancey 1992; Matisoff et al. 1996; Thurgood 2003; LaPolla 
2005). Hill (2013:333) lists Rakhine as part of the Burmish language family on his 
“working St mmb um of the Burmish   ngu ge f mi y”. Though it is not mentioned by 
Hill, Marma also belongs to the Southern Burmish language family; Wheatley (2003:195) 
lists both Rakhine and Marma as dialects of Burmese. Figure 1 is  n  d pt tion of Hi  ’s 
diagram. The ISO 639-3 standard identifies these speech varieties as Burmese [mya], 
Rakhine [rki] and Marma [rmz] (Lewis et al. 2014). All three are spoken primarily in 
Myanmar and Bangladesh; Burmese is the most well-known language of the Southern 
Burmish branch. While much has been documented and written about Burmese, there is 
not much information available about Rakhine and Marma. 
                                                 
1
 Lolo-Burmese is also referred to as Burmese-Lolo (Benedict 1972), Burmese-Yiish (Wheatley 2003) 
and Ngwi-Burmese (Bradley 2007). Lolo was the name used before 1950 for the Yi Branch from China, the 
largest nationality speaking various languages in this subgroup of Tibeto-Burman. Many people in China 
now consider the term “ o o” pejor tive, thus Br d ey recommends using the   be  “Ngwi” for this br nch 
instead, referring to Lolo-Burmese as Ngwi-Burmese (Br d ey 2007:3  ).  I use “ o o-Burmese” for this 
branch as this term is firmly entrenched in the literature without a general consensus on a replacement term, 






Figure 1. The Burmish language family 
The goal of this thesis is to provide previously-unavailable data on the Rakhine and 
Marma languages of Bangladesh, and to make some initial observations about the 
historical relationship between Burmese, Rakhine and Marma. Much literature is 
available on the Burmese language as the primary representative of the Southern Burmish 
languages, yet there is little literature available on Rakhine and Marma. In this thesis, I 
extend previous work on the family tree to these two close relatives of Burmese and 




previously-collected Burmese and Rakhine data from Myanmar. I identify cognate forms 
and regular sound correspondences, as well as exceptions, for consonants of these 
languages. Based on these sound correspondences and the shared innovations they 
demonstrate, I discuss the initial implications for the historical relationship between 
Burmese, Rakhine and Marma.  
The rest of Chapter 1 provides the linguistic and social backgrounds of these three 
languages. It gives an overview of the locations, population, names and dialects of 
Burmese, Rakhine and Marma, with a few comments on language contact. Chapter 2 
discusses methodology, including the selection and background of language consultants 
and the procedures used for collecting, editing, transcribing and analyzing wordlist data. 
Chapter 2 concludes with a discussion of the data and the conventions used in sound 
correspondence tables, a list of initial PTB consonants and invariant consonant 
correspondences of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma. Chapters 3 through 5 list consonant 
correspondence sets; Chapter 3 contains most stop correspondences (bilabial, alveolar 
and velar, except for certain coronals), Chapter 4 lists resonant and nasal correspondence 
sets and Chapter 5 concludes with an interrelated group of coronal correspondence sets. 
Chapter 6 presents a summary of correspondences from Chapters 3-5, a relative 
chronology of Burmese sound changes and a discussion of the historical relationship of 
Burmese, Rakhine and Marma. The thesis ends with a summary and conclusions in 
Chapter 7. Appendix A provides an English translation of the demographic questions 





Burmese is the national language of Myanmar (formerly Burma
2
) the largest country 
in mainland Southeast Asia; Yangon (formerly Rangoon) is the capital and largest city 
(Shiwaruangrote 2000:1).  There are around 30 million first language (L1) speakers of 
Burmese, and around 10 million second language (L2) speakers spread throughout the 
country (Lewis et al. 2014). Burmese is spoken throughout most of Myanmar, and is 
widely used in central Myanmar. Bradley (2007:352) suggests Burmans moved to the 
valley of Upper Burma around 960 AD after being displaced as a result of the conquest of 
the Pye by the Nanzhao. 
“Myanmar” is also the official language name of Burmese. Burmese people use 
“Bama” as an ethnonym for ethnic Burmans and “Myanmar” as an ethnonym to refer to 
all groups that comprise a part of the country of Myanmar (Shiwaruangrote 2000:6). The 
spoken form of Burmese is called “Bama” and the written form is called “Myanma” (or 
Myanmar); in English, both forms of the language are called Burmese (Thompson 2013). 
The Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2014) lists the dialects of Burmese as Beik (also called 
Merguese or Mergui), Mandalay Burmese, Yangon Burmese and Yaw; Bomang is a 
version spoken in Bangladesh. The dialect of Yangon Burmese is considered standard 
(spoken) Burmese (Shiwaruangrote 2000:1). The government uses the High or literary 
version of Burmese which is older and dissimilar to the spoken Low version; school 
                                                 
2
 The government changed the name of the country from Burma to Myanmar in June 1989 under the 
Ad pt tion of Expressions   w  under the s me   w, “R ngoon” w s ch nged to “Y ngon”  nd “Ar k n” 




textbooks are also written in High Burmese. Burmese is written using Myanmar 
(Burmese) script (Bradley 2007:387; Lewis et al. 2014). 
1.2 Rakhine 
The Rakhine people live mainly in western Myanmar and in southeastern 
Bangladesh. In Myanmar, they live in Rakhine State and in Chin State. In Rakhine State, 
Rakhine people live as far south as Gwa, in Thandwe, on the islands of Ramree and Man 
Aung and extending north up through Sittwe and Mrauk-U to the southeastern border of 
Bangladesh (Yaw and Statezni 2012:1). In Chin State, they live in Paletwa Township 
(Lewis et al. 2014). The location of Rakhine and Chin States within Myanmar is shown 
in Figure 2. 
Rakhine also live in southeastern Bangladesh (Lewis et al. 2014). In the 18th 
century, many Rakhine migrated from their homes in Rakhine (Arakan) State, Burma, 
due to political turmoil; they settled in southeastern Bangladesh and southern Tripura in 
India (Bradley 2007:351, 359). Maggard et al. (2007:5) state the majority of Rakhine in 
B ng  desh  ive in Cox’s Bazar, Patuakhali and Barguna districts. Figure 3 shows these 
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Rakhine is considered a regional dialect of Burmese by many researchers (e.g. 
Jarernponganarn 1997; Wheatley 2003) while others claim it is sufficiently different from 
                                                 
4





standard Burmese to be a separate language (e.g. Okell 1995; Watkins 2007). Okell 
(199 :4) s ys th t the R khine peop e h ve “preserved   strong sense of sep r teness” 
from the Burmese. Many Rakhine “continue to se f-identify themselves by their 
relationship to the early modern Arakanese kingdom”  nd fee    distinct sep r teness 
from the Burmese (Charney 2002:215, as quoted in Yaw and Statezni 2012:5). Rakhine 
pronunciation corresponds more to Written Burmese (WB) than does modern spoken 
Burmese (SB). One example of this is in Rakhine’s preserv tion of /ɹ/ which in SB h s 
merged with /j/ (Okell 1995:2). 
Rakhine is one of the officially-recognized large minority groups in Myanmar; it has 
the second-largest number of speakers there and is used by  bout 4.4% of My nm r’s 
total population (Yaw and Statezni 2012:2). It is spoken as L1 by around 800,000 in 
Myanmar and 200,000 in Bangladesh; there are around 1,020,000 Rakhine L2 speakers in 
Myanmar, as Rakhine is a language of wider communication (LWC) throughout Rakhine 
State and in Paletwa Township, Chin State, Myanmar (Lewis et al. 2014).  
In the past, Rakhine were known as Arakanese but since 1989 those in Myanmar are 
referred to as “Rakhine” (Watkins 2007:275). This group has also been called Rakhain, 
Rakhaing and Rakkhaine in the scholarly literature (Matisoff et al. 1996; Lewis et al. 
2014). In Bangladesh, “Arakanese” who live in the coastal areas are called Rakhine 
(Kilgo and Moore 1993, as quoted in Maggard et al. 2007:1). From the 17th to early in 
the 20th century, Rakhine speakers in Bangladesh were called Mogh, but this term is no 
longer used (Ghosh 1960:17, 19; Bradley 2007:358-359; see quote under 1.3 Marma 
below). Rakhine dialects in Myanmar are Chaungtha, Kyaukphyu, Man Aung (Chebuda 




(Lewis et al. 2014). The dialect spoken in Thandwe Township, in the south of Rakhine 
State,  is more like SB than the dialects spoken in the north Rakhine State townships 
(Yaw and Statezni 2012:31). The Sittwe dialect of Rakhine is considered the most 
prestigious (likely partly due to the fact that Sittwe City is the largest city and the center 
of trade); the intelligibility of the Sittwe dialect seems high throughout Rakhine State and 
it is also understood in Bangladesh (Yaw and Statezni 2012:1, 8; Lewis et al. 2014). 
Rakhine is used in all but formal domains in Rakhine State; school books are in 
written Burmese, but children are taught by Rakhine teachers using Rakhine 
pronunciation (Yaw and Statezni 2012:7). Most Rakhine there speak Burmese as L2; the 
Rohingya language
5
 is used as L2 in Buthidaung and Maungdaw townships. In 
Bangladesh, many Rakhine men use Bengali as L2; other L2s for Rakhine in Bangladesh 
are Burmese and Chittagonian. In Myanmar, Rakhine is written using Myanmar 
(Burmese) script, however the script is not standardized and is used informally (Lewis et 
al. 2014). A small number of Rakhine speakers in Bangladesh are literate in Burmese 
script; most Rakhine in Bangladesh are literate only in Bengali. Rakhine children from 
several communities are becoming literate in Burmese script through their use of Rakhine 
kindergarten primers. 
                                                 
5
 Mus ims  iving in the north R khine St te of My nm r  re c   ed “Rohingy ”  the Rohingy  
language is classified as a member of the Bengali-Assamese branch of Indo-Aryan, and is similar to 





Marma is the second largest ethnic minority group in Bangladesh; most Marma live 
in the Rangamati, Bandarban and Khagrachari hill districts of the Chittagong Division 
(Maggard et al. 2007:4). In 2007, around 150,000 Marma lived in Bangladesh; in the 
2001 Indian census, 30,600 Marma lived in the Mizoram and Tripura areas of India 
(Lewis et al. 2014). The locations of the Marma in Bangladesh are shown in Figure 4. 
Marma have been known as Mawrma, Marama and Mrama (the Burmese form of 
“Mr m ” is Mr m rgyi)  though they  ive m in y in B ng  desh there  re some M rm  
in India and Myanm r ( ewis et   . 2014). Br d ey (2007:3 9) s ys th t the “Mr m   re 
a remnant of the Arakanese court who fled over 200 years ago when the Burmans seized 
Ar k n.” In B ng  desh, “Ar k nese” who  ive in the Chitt gong Hi   Tr cts (CHT)  re 
called Marma. In much of the literature Marma is considered a dialect of Burmese 
virtu   y identic   to R khine (M tisoff et   . 199 : 0). In the p st, “Mogh” w s used for 
Marma speakers as well as for Rakhine, but it is no longer used, as it is a pejorative term. 
Kilgo and Moore (1993, as quoted in Maggard et al. 2007:3) write about the term Mogh: 
In the literature and through the years the Arakanese in 
Bangladesh have been given many different names 
including Mogh, Magh, Mugh, etc. For the Bengalis the 
word Magh (and its various forms) historically signifies a 
race of pirates who left a bitter memory of plunder and 
persecution. It is reported that for this reason in the Census 
sheets of 19 1 the “M ghs” requested th t they be referred 
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The Marma are one of the largest and earliest language groups to settle in the CHT 
(Bangladesh 2014; Marma 2014). M rm  is used  s    WC in the Cox’s Bazar and 
Bandarban districts by several other language groups. In Bangladesh, Marma speak 
Bengali and Chittagonian as L2; in Rangamati and Khagrachari districts, the Chak 
language is an L2 of some Marma (Lewis et al. 2014). As with Rakhine speakers in 
Bangladesh, most Marma speakers are only literate in Bengali; literacy in Burmese script 




CHAPTER 2  
METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, I discuss the selection and background of my Rakhine and Marma 
language consultants from Bangladesh. I describe the procedures used for collecting 
wordlist data and for editing and transcribing them. I then describe data collected by 
others on Rakhine and Burmese, including an overview of the procedure I use for 
analyzing the data. I discuss the data and conventions I use in sound correspondences 
tables. I then list an inventory of PTB consonants and discuss invariant consonant 
correspondences of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma. I conclude with an overview of the 
consonant correspondence sets presented in Chapters 3 through 5. 
2.1 Language consultants 
Three   ngu ge consu t nts (here fter “consu t nts”) were se ected, one of whom 
speaks Rakhine and two of whom speak Marma. The Rakhine consultant, to whom I will 
refer as RB (Rakhine Bangladesh), is a male between 35 and 40 years of age. The Marma 
consultants, to whom I will refer as M1 and M2, are female; M1 is between 55 and 60 
years of age and M2 is between 25 and 30 years of age. 
RB currently lives outside of, but in close proximity to, a Rakhine-speaking area. RB 
spent his early childhood and adolescence in Rakhine-speaking areas, but left for reasons 




Bengali at work; he has occasional interaction with Marma speakers, conversing with 
them in Rakhine or Bengali. RB uses Rakhine on occasion for his job and speaks Rakhine 
in his household.  
Since I was recording outside of the Marma-speaking area, consultant selection was 
limited. Although they currently live outside of Marma areas, both M1 and M2 speak 
Marma in their houses. Both had spent childhood through adolescence in Marma areas. 
M1 left her Marma area after high school for employment. She speaks mainly Bengali at 
work, but uses Marma to communicate with Rakhine speakers; as part of her job, she 
occasionally travels to Marma-speaking areas. As a result of having lived outside a 
Marma-speaking area for a longer period of time, M1 conferred with family members 
about less common lexical items. M2 left her Marma area less than a year ago because of 
her husb nd’s emp oyment  she uses m in y M rm  on   d i y b sis but uses Beng  i for 
shopping. M2 did not have contact with Rakhine speakers before moving to her present 
location, where she lives closer to Rakhine-speaking areas than Marma areas. M2 
conferred with her husband on some lexical items for her Marma wordlist. 
Table 1. General Information about Bangladesh Consultants 



























Rakhine Rakhine Bengali Rakhine Bengali Rakhine office 
M1 F 55-
60 
Marma Marma Bengali Marma Bengali Marma  residence 
M2 F 25-
30 






2.2 Recording procedure 
For each consultant, I recorded
7
 their responses for a 462-item wordlist
8
 which has 
been used by language surveyors throughout Myanmar (Yaw and Statezni 2012:14). The 
original wordlist is in English and Burmese but I translated it into Bengali and had it 
checked by a Bengali speaker who understands Burmese. 
Recording took place at Malumghat and Chabagan, in Cox’s B z r District, 
B ng  desh. The recording of RB’s word ist  nd p rt of M2’s word ist took p  ce in my 
office. The second p rt of M2’s word ist recording took p  ce in her residence. The 
recording of M1’s word ist took p  ce in her residence. In all three locations, some 
background noise intruded on the recordings, causing occasional difficulties later for 
transcription, especially with M2's wordlist. 
I recorded in WAV format with a Zoom H1 digital recorder using 24-bit, 96 kHz 
sampling. I used the Zoom H1’s intern   microphones (which have a 20 kHz frequency 
response) with a tripod to better position the digital recorder in relation to the consultant. 
I showed each consultant the equipment and explained the procedure. Before 
beginning the recording session, I gave each consultant a consent form to read and sign. I 
answered any questions concerning the consent form before they signed. 
Before collecting the wordlist, I asked the consultants some basic demographic 
questions (included in Appendix A) to ensure that they were representative of their 
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 All data were collected under IRB- 201304-293 of the University of North Dakota Institutional 
Review Board.  
8
 The 462-item wordlist is an adaptation of the 2002 SIL Southeast Asia 436 word list which is in 




respective speech variety. The wordlist was recorded in sections; the consultants looked 
at one section at a time and wrote down words to remember for the recording. Wordlist 
elicitation took place in standard spoken Bengali. Consultants were asked to pronounce 
each item in the wordlist three times. 
2.3 Editing and transcription procedure 
I edited e ch consu t nt’s word ist to delete false starts, long pauses and noises such 
as coughs from the recordings. I then reduced the background noise of the sound files by 
subtractive filtering and normalized the volume levels.  
After editing the sound files, I used ELAN (MPI 2003)
9
 to demarcate the tokens of 
each word from the wordlists and transcribed these words using the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). When using ELAN, it is important to do any editing on the 
sound fi es before  nnot ting them  s the timing of E AN’s inform tion is thrown off if 
the sound file is subsequently edited in any w y th t ch nges the recording’s timing. 
 I experienced some difficulties with my recordings of the wordlists. Intermittent 
noise (animal noises, talking, traffic) obscured some tokens on each of the three 
consu t nt’s word ists. Bec use I recorded three tokens for each word of the wordlist, I 
used the clearer tokens as a basis for my transcription. At times, consultants provided 
more than one word for an item or had more than one pronunciation in the three tokens 
for a wordlist item; when this occurred, I transcribed both words or pronunciations.  
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On the recording, it was sometimes difficult to distinguish the exact sound used by 
the consultant. It would have been better to make video recordings also and synchronize 
them with the audio recordings. In addition, it would have been better to check my 
transcriptions with the consultants at a later time (impossible because of time constraints) 
as this would have helped ensure a more accurate transcription of the data. Still, I am 
confident that they are sufficiently accurate representations of Rakhine and Marma for 
analysis. 
2.4 Other data sources used 
2.4.1  Rakhine data from Sittwe District, Rakhine State, Myanmar 
Yaw and Statezni (2012) conducted a sociolinguistic survey of Rakhine varieties 
spoken in Rakhine State, Myanmar. The survey team collected wordlists in eight villages 
in eight townships across Rakhine State. The wordlist they used is the same one I used 
with Marma and Rakhine consultants in Bangladesh. Wordlist elicitation took place in 
standard spoken Burmese. 
One of the villages from which a wordlist was collected was Set Yone Su, Sittwe 
Township, Sittwe District. The Sittwe variety of Rakhine is generally regarded as the 
standard for Rakhine in Myanmar. Therefore, I chose the Sittwe wordlist data for my 
analysis as a representative of Myanmar Rakhine. The Rakhine consultant from Sittwe, to 
whom I will refer as RS (Rakhine Sittwe), was a male between 30 to 50 years of age who 
spent the majority of his life in the Sittwe area. 
The published survey report itself includes the transcriptions for only the 100 core 




(Yaw and Statezni 2012:14). I received the transcriptions and recordings of the complete 
462-item wordlist from Carey Statezni; according to Statezni (personal communication), 
the transcriptions had not been checked and were in a rough draft form. I checked the 
Sittwe wordlist transcriptions using the recordings and adjusted the RS transcriptions 
accordingly. I changed the transcription of [r] to [ɹ] to match the transcription 
conventions used for data I collected. I omitted tone markings from the spreadsheet I 
used for analysis since it was not the object of my study. 
2.4.2 Jarernponganarn's data from Sittwe City, Rakhine State, Myanmar 
Jarernponganarn (1997) also provides transcriptions of many Rakhine words from 
Sittwe City; I compared her data to the 462-item Rakhine and Marma wordlists, 
identifying words by the English gloss. I adjusted J rernpong n rn’s tr nscriptions, to 
which I will refer as RT (Rakhine thesis), to match the transcription conventions I used 
for data I collected, based on her list of consonant phonemes (Jarernponganarn 1997:58). 
As such, they accurately represent her data while also being readily comparable to the 
data I collected. The consonants adjusted in transcriptions are shown in Table 2.  
Table 2. RT consonants adjusted in transcriptions 








/sh/ [sʰ]  




2.4.3 Burmese data from Yangon, Myanmar 
For spoken Burmese, I used transcriptions from Shiwaruangrote (2000). I identified 
corresponding words by the English gloss and verified their correspondence by a 
comparison of the Burmese orthography of his data and that of the original 462-item 
wordlist from Myanmar. I  djusted Shiw ru ngrote’s tr nscriptions, to which I wi   refer 
as BT (Burmese thesis), to match the transcription conventions I used for data I collected. 
These adjusted transcriptions accurately represent his data as they are based on his 
consonant phoneme chart (Shiwaruangrote 2000:56). Table 3 shows the consonants 
adjusted in transcriptions. As before, tone markings were excluded from transcriptions.  
I also adapted the data by omitting the epenthetic final consonants added to 
presyllables ([Ca]) and syllables with nasal vowels when they are followed by another 
syllable; these final consonants are added in fast speech, but are absent in careful 
pronunciation (Shiwaruangrote 2000:108-112). The epenthetic final consonants of 
presyllables are identical, or homorganic, to the initial consonant of the following 
syllable, while syllables with nasal vowels epenthesize an appropriate nasal or liquid 
which is homorganic to the initial consonant of the following syllable.
10
 Epenthetic final 
consonants are a low-level phonetic detail, and are easily ignored. In addition, by 
omitting the epenthetic final consonants, data from Shiwaruangrote is more visually 
comparable to the data I collected, which only has syllable-final nasals. 
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Table 3. BT consonants adjusted in transcriptions 
BT original transcription Adjusted transcription 
/ph/ [pʰ] 
/b/ [p ] [b] 
/t/ [t ] [t ] 
/d/ [t  ] [d ] 
/th/ [tʰ] 
/d/ [ ] ([t ]) [d] 
/kh/ [kʰ] 
/ɡ/ [k ] [ɡ] 
/sh/ [sʰ] 
/z/ [s ] [z] 
/ɕ/, [ɕ] [ʃ] 
/c/ [ʨ] [ʧ] 
/ch/ [ʨʰ] [ʧʰ] 
/j/ [ ɕ ] ([ʨ ]) [ʤ] 
/hm/ [m ] 
/hn/ [n ] 
/hɲ/ [ɲ ] [ɲ ] 











 “In the c se of free v ri tion of conson nts [j ɕ ] on y [j] is tr nscribed” (Shiw ru ngrote 2000: ).  
b
 /y/ is realized as [j] when it is the second element of an initial cluster; elsewhere it v ries free y 
with [ɕ ] (Shiwaruangrote 2000:66). 
c
 Found only in loan words, most of which are from Pali, Sanskrit and English (Shiwaruangrote 
2000:66).  
I also received transcriptions of Yangon Burmese from Lisa Cooper. Cooper 
(personal communication) based her transcriptions, to which I will refer as BC (Burmese 
Cooper), on the pronunciation guide of a dictionary created by the Burmese central 
government’s   ngu ge dep rtment and on her consultations with a native Burmese 




used in her transcription to adjust her transcriptions; these adjustments are shown below 
in Table 4. 
Table 4. BC consonants adjusted in transcriptions 




[d ] [t] 







[ʑ ] [j] 
a
 “Obstruents [b, d, g, ȡ]  re voice ess word initi   y  nd  fter g ott   stop. They  re 
indistinguishable from their [p t k ȶ] counterp rts except for being shorter in c osure  ength  nd 
causing a lower pitch on the vowe ” (Cooper, p.c.). 
b
 “A   [ʑ] conson nts  re most often re  ized  s voice ess fric tives when in  n emph sized context 
or at the beginning of a breath group, but voiced approxim nts  t other times” (Cooper, p.c.).  
2.5 Analysis procedure 
 I exported the transcriptions of the three wordlists from ELAN into an Excel 
worksheet. I then added the data from RS, RT, BT and BC to the worksheet, with 
adjustments in transcription conventions as described above. I used the Excel spreadsheet 
to identify sound correspondences in the data by examining each word and creating a list 
of consonant correspondences of the different varieties. I then used these 





2.6 Overview of consonant correspondence sets 
2.6.1 Concerning the data and conventions in correspondence tables 
A phonetic transcription represents a speech sound or segment based on its detailed 
articulatory and acoustic properties while a phonemic transcription represents a more 
 bstr ct form of   segment which does not ref ect conditioned (“   ophonic”) v ri tion. 
My data consist of phonetic transcriptions; I have not done a complete analysis of 
phonological contrasts in the data. Because the transcriptions are phonetic, some data and 
the resulting comparative analyses probably include non-contrastive detail which is the 
result of synchronic allophonic rules. 
I concentrate on syllable-initial consonants in the data (including consonant clusters), 
which appear word-initially and word-medially. Benedict (1972:37) states that TB 
consonant clusters are only root-initial; following the pattern of Benedict (1972) and 
Matisoff (2003), I refer to the second conson nt in   c uster  s “medi  ”. I did not  n  yze 
syllable-final nasals, the only syllable-final consonants in the data. A word with a 
syllable-final nasal in one speech variety of the data occasionally corresponds to a 
syllable-final nasalized vowel of another speech variety, but due to vagueness in the way 
such data is described, it is difficult to know whether a syllable-final nasal represents an 
actual nasal consonant or simply nasalization on the preceding vowel. Nasals in final 
position interact with the vowel sometimes causing nasalization; this interaction 
complicates a phonetic comparison of final nasals. Because of these complexities, I did 
not attempt to analyze syllable-final nasals. 
I organize correspondence tables with Burmese data listed first (BT, BC). I list the 




Rakhine (RB); Marma (M1, M2) data is listed last. This geographic organization of the 
varieties helps more clearly identify differences common to a geographical area. 
RB and M1 had free variation between [pʰ] and [ɸ] in some words; I list only [pʰ] for 
these segments in the correspondence charts as they use this pronunciation more often. 
I include all words provided by a consultant or source in the table; they are separated 
by ‘/’. I inc ude both M rm  forms when M1  nd M2’s words  re not identic    these  re 
also separated by ‘/’. I provide whole words in tables but my focus in on the stems; 
morpheme breaks, created by the addition of suffixes or clitics usually for verbal 
inflection, are indicated by ‘-‘. Burmese verbal inflections often differ from those of 
Rakhine and Marma; also, I did not get consistent verbal inflections in my Rakhine and 
Marma wordlists. BC and RT data do not include verbal inflections but are simple verbal 
stems. 
I include only words that contain the segment in focus; blank cells indicate there is 
no word in the data for that variety or the word in the data is a separate, unrelated lexical 
item (complete wordlist data are given in Appendix B). I enclose segments that exemplify 
a given correspondence with ‘{}’ and enclose exceptional segments with ‘«»’.  
Unless otherwise marked, reconstructions are from Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB), 
which are based on reconstructions given in Benedict (1972) and Matisoff (2003). Proto-
Lolo-Burmese (PLB) forms in correspondence sets are based on reconstructions provided 
by Matisoff (1969 & 2003); I do not include the tonal notations of PLB lexical forms. I 
follow the conventions of Benedict (1972) in my proto-form representations. I enclose 
optional segments with ‘( )’ and use ‘~’ to indicate a segmental alternation of proto-




2.6.2 Inventory of PTB Consonants 
PTB proto-forms are essential to the discussion of consonant correspondence sets; 
changes from the proto-form in a variety are indications of an innovation in that 
language. Table 5 shows   summ ry of Benedict’s (1972:17-18) inventory of PTB simple 
initial consonants, adapted as per Matisoff (2003:15). 
Table 5. Inventory of PTB simple initial consonants 






































Nasals *m *n *nj [*ɲ] *ŋ  
Liquids  *l *r    
Glides/ 
semivowels 




Benedict does not list the reconstructed palatal fricatives, affricates, or nasal in his 
original chart; however, he includes them in his listing of TB consonant clusters as 
palatalized alveolars (Benedict 1972:37-38). Recognizing a separate palatal series makes 
a contrast with palatalized dentals possible since TB languages have different reflexes of 
the  proto-forms, as explained in note 122 (Benedict 1972:37). According to Matisoff 
(2003:30), though the contrast between alveolar and palatal sibilants and affricates does 
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 Benedict does not include the glottal stop in his list of initial consonants; I follow this convention 




not exist or is shaky in many TB languages, such as Burmese, it still must be 
reconstructed for PLB; the importance of this was demonstrated in Matisoff 1969 and 
cited previously in Benedict (1972:53). Rakhine and Marma sometimes use different 
alveolar and palatal sibilants and affricates than does Burmese. 
TB also has consonant clusters; these are found only in root-initial position. 
According to Benedict (1972:37), there are two types of consonant clusters: a stop or 
nasal plus a liquid (r, l) and a consonant (or cluster as previously described) plus a 
semivowel (w, j). All TB medial consonants  in consonant clusters are liquids or 
semivowels. 
2.6.3 Invariant Correspondences 
Some Burmese, Rakhine and Marma consonants correspond to each other in a 
systematic, regular way. They are as follows: bilabial stops [p, pʰ, b], alveolar stops [t, tʰ, 
d], alveolar fricative [ʃ], velar stops [k, kʰ, g], glottal fricative [h], semivowels [w, j], 
voiced nasals [m, n, ɲ, ŋ], and voiced liquid [l]. Benedict (1972) does not include the 
glottal stop in his inventory of PTB initial consonants; I follow this convention and do 
not consider glottal stop correspondences. Both [h] and [w] are completely regular and 
systematic in the correspondence of the Burmese, Rakhine and Marma cognates; as there 
are no exceptions in my data, I do not list [h] or [w] correspondence sets. 
2.6.4 Outline of goals of chapters 3-5 
 Consonant correspondence sets are listed in Chapters 3-5. In Chapter 3, I list 
invariant correspondence sets of most bilabial, alveolar and velar stops (including [kw]). I 




Chapter 4 in conjunction with voiceless nasals, liquids and correspondences of [j]. The 
correspondences involving certain coronals, however, are more complex or are 
interrelated, so I reserve discussion of them to Chapter 5, including palatal-alveolar 
affricates (along with their corresponding velar consonant clusters of [kɹ] and [kj]), 
alveolar and interdental fricatives and dental stops. When possible, I include the proto-




CHAPTER 3  
STOP CORRESPONDENCES 
This chapter begins with a list of bilabial stop correspondence sets of Burmese, 
Rakhine and Marma, including a description of exceptions to the correspondences. It then 
lists alveolar stop correspondence sets, including a description of exceptions. The chapter 
concludes with a list of most velar stop correspondences, including the consonant cluster 
[kw]
12
, and their exceptions. Velar consonant clusters with [j] or [ɹ] are listed in Chapter 
5 since they correspond to [ʧ] or [ʤ]. When possible, correspondence sets include the 
proto-form(s) from which the correspondence is derived. 
3.1 Bilabial Stop Correspondences 
3.1.1 Correspondences of [p] (PTB *b, *p) 
Burmese, Rakhine and Marma show invariant correspondence in their usage of [p]; 
these correspondences are reflexes of PTB *b and *p. Alternation of root initial 
consonants is a general morphological process in TB according to Benedict (1972:124). 
Words with [p] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 6.
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 It is unclear whether medial [w] is functioning as a semivowel in a consonant cluster, or as a glide in 
a diphthong. In either case, the correspondences of [kw] do not vary among the languages; therefore, I list 






Table 6. Correspondences of [p] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A flower  p  :  p   :  p ɛ   p  iŋ  p ɛː  p  iboʔ/ p  i *ba:r 49 
B to give  p e:-d i:  {p}i {p}i-ɹe {p}i-ɹe {p}i-ɹe/ p i-ʧw  *bij 329 
C bee {p}ja:  {p}ja {p}ja {p}ja {p}ja PLB *bja 133 
D to boil  p jo -t i:  p jouʔ   p ɹ -de  p ɹo-kʰɹ ŋ  p ɹo-pʰo/ p ɹo-ʧw  *prjo 82a 
E tree ʔ  p ɪ  :/t ɪ p ɪ  : t ɪʔ p ɪ   ʔ  p    θ i p  ŋ   p  ŋ   p  ŋ/θoi p   *bu    *pu  ‘tree’ 43 
F butterfly  eɪ p j :     p ɹ   əʔ p ɹ   ə p ɹ   ei p ɹ / oi p ɹ   135 
G soy bean  p ɛ:’be n’  p ɛ: p ouʔ  p ɛ ‘be n’ {p}e«b»o   *be 65 
H cockroach {p o:h ʔ   p  heʔ  p uhɛʔ {p}ohe «b» h iʔ/«b» h im ʔ *buw = *bəw ‘insect’ 130 
I to kill    θəʔ-«b»ə  iʔ-de θɛ-{p}lai-te θai-«b»loi-te/bo-{p}loi-te  349 
J to be hot (water)  p u:-d  : {p}u ni p u ‘hot’ {p}u-de a{p}u ɹi«b»u/ɹə«b»u  23 
K to run  p je:-d i:  «b»ɹi «b»ɹi-ɹe «b»ɹi-ɹe «b»ɹi-ɹe *ploŋ 315 
L to shoot  p jɪ-t i:   p eiʔ {p}ai -te θəne «b» i-te boli «b»oi-te/θ n  i «b»oite  347 
M to throw  p jɪ-t i:   p  iʔ  p  iʔ  iʔ-de «b»ai-te «b»oi-te/«b»oi-ʧw  *bwa or *(b-)rim 323 
N to be full  p je:-d  :  {p ɹe ‘fu  ’  p ɹini-ɹe  «b»ɹe  «b»ɹe *bliŋ   *p iŋ 390 
O to be soft  p j : p j  :-d  :    p ə p j ʔ-ʃe   p ə«b»e *prjo 422a 
P rice seedling  zəb : p jo:«b»ɪ    səb  p ju«b» ŋ  ʧɛb   p  ŋʃjɛ  73 
Q shoulder «b» kʰ :   p  kʰo  p  kʰ ŋ  p  ukʰuŋ  p  kʰuŋ  161 
R mouth «b» z ʔ  p ə z  ʔ  p  zeʔ  p əz ʔ {p}aza  p  ʤ  P B *b ’cheek’ 152 
S pestle ʤ «b»weʔ  ʧ  p wɛʔ     238 
T wing t  :«b» : t   p         110 
U to float «b» :  : p  :-d i:  «pʰ»  ɹitʰ ʔm  p     p  -ɹe   *pjaw 326a 
V neck  ɛ:«b»ɪ  :     «pʰ»     i«pʰ»əuŋ  ei«pʰ»   oi p  / oi«pʰ»   160 




There is a regular correspondence with [p] word-initial in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in A-D of Table 6. Items E and F illustrate word-medial [p] in all 
varieties. Items G-W illustrate exceptions to this correspondence. 
Voicing of [p] to [b] seems to be optional in Burmese. According to Shiwaruangrote 
(2000:107), the voiced [b] in BT R ‘mouth’  nd S ‘pest e’ is due to co  escent  ssimi  tion; 
when two connected syllables both have initial unaspirated obstruents, with some exceptions, the 
two initial consonants change to their voiced counterparts. Some instances of voicing in Burmese 
may be due to the sound being in word-medial position; most, but not all, word-medial [p] voice 
to [b]. Item T ‘wing’ is  n ex mp e of this v ri tion in word-medial voicing, with voiced [b] in 
BT but voiceless [p] in BC.  
Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
  [b] instead of [p]: BT Q ‘shou der’, T ‘wing’, U ‘to f o t’, V ‘neck’  RT, RS, RB,  nd 
Marma K ‘to run’  RS  nd one of the M rm  words for I ‘to ki  ’  RB  nd M rm  L ‘to 
shoot’, M ‘to throw’, N ‘to be fu  ’  RS G ‘soybe n’, P ‘rice seed ing’  M rm  H 
‘cockro ch’, J ‘to be hot’, O ‘to be soft’ 
 [pʰ] instead of [p]: RT U ‘to f o t’  one of the M rm  words for W ‘insect’  RT, RS, RB, 
and one of the Marma words for V ‘neck’ 
 
3.1.2 Correspondences of [pʰ] (PTB *p, *s-b) 
 Benedict (1972:20) states that PTB aspiration is subphonemic, with voicing as the 
significant contrast in stops; the inventory of PTB consonants includes only voiced and voiceless 
stops. However, modern TB languages have aspirated voiceless stops; in Burmese (and other TB 
languages), aspiration is phonemic. According to Bradley (1972:20), Burmese voiceless stops are 
 
30 
often, but not always, aspirated when they are in word-initial position and are generally 
unaspirated after most prefixes. When the prefixes *s- or *ʔa- [or *ʔə-] precede PTB voiceless or 
voiced stops these become glottalized in PLB; Burmese aspiration is a reflex of both voiced and 
voiceless glottalized PLB proto-forms (cf. note 76, Benedict 1972:22). Words with [pʰ] in most 
or all varieties are shown in Table 7. 
There is a regular correspondence with [pʰ] word-initial in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in A-C of Table 7. Word-medial correspondence of [pʰ] is 
illustrated in D-F. Items G-N show exceptions to these correspondences. 
Benedict (1972:19)  ists WB ‘f ther’  s bhá, ăbhá; the presence of /bh/
13
 suggests this word 
is borrowed, as aspirated voiced stops only appear in borrowed words from Sanskrit or Pali 
(Namkung 1996:61). BT, RB and Marma have [pʰ], while RT and RS have [b] for G ‘f ther’. 
Br d ey (2011: 4) notes th t the Burmese word for ‘f ther’ v ries in pronunci tion between [pʰa] 
and [ba]. This variation between [pʰ] and [b] may be different reflexes of Sanskrit or Pali /bh/, 
one which retains the aspiration without voicing and one which retains voicing without 
 spir tion. The reconstructed PTB form for ‘f ther’ is *pwa.  
Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
 [b] instead of [pʰ]: BT and BC H ‘corn’  M rm  I ‘to fight’, J ‘to be str ight’ 
 [p] instead of [pʰ]: RS J ‘to be str ight  M rm  K ‘dust’, L ‘forehe d’, M ‘g r ic’, N ‘gums’ 
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 I assume the orthographic graphemes of Written Burmese correspond to phonemes, so I enclose WB 
segments with ‘//’  I h ve not done rese rch on or verified this  ssumption. 
 
 Table 7. Correspondences of [pʰ]
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 This proto-form corresponds to the first sy   b e of I ‘to fight’ (except in M rm )  I w s un b e to find   cogn te proto-form in the sources for the other 
syllables of this word. 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A frog  pʰ  :  pʰ  :  pʰ   pʰ ɹouʔ  pʰ    pʰ    pʰ   *s-bal 123 
B porcupine  pʰ ju:  pʰ ju:   pʰ ɹu {pʰ ɹu  pʰ ɹu *s-blu 93 
C rice husk  pʰ wɛ: ‘rice br n’  pʰ wɛ:  pʰ we ‘br n of rice’  pʰ we  pʰ wekwɛ  pʰ wɛmoʔ *pwa:y 83 
D white ʔ  pʰ ju j  :  ʔ  pʰ ɹu a pʰ ɹu ɹ ŋ   pʰ ɹu   pʰ ɹu *plu 399 
E tomorrow m nɛ pʰ j : mənɛ pʰ j    n  pʰ eŋ-ka n  pʰ ɹɛŋ-ka  n  pʰ ɹɛi/ 
nə pʰ ɹɛin-ka 
*b-raŋ ~ *s-raŋ ‘morning’ 18 
F palm  ɛ pʰ  w :   pʰ  w    ʔ pʰ əw    *pa = *pwa or *b-wa 171 
G father ʔ  pʰ e:   «b»a«b»a «b»a«b»a   pʰ     pʰ   *pa = *pwa 195 
H corn pj  :«b»u: pj  :«b»u:  pɹ u pʰ u    68 





J to be straight  pʰ j  :-d  :    pʰ ɹ   ‘str ight’ «p»ɹ uŋ ni-ɹe  pə«b»ɹ ŋ/ 
pə«b»ɹ  
*bleŋ   *p eŋ ‘str ight’ 393 
K dust  pʰ  :  pʰ o mou    pʰ    pʰ oŋmo  pʰ umu «p»ouɹmuʔ/  
«p»ouɹəmuʔ 
 33 
L forehead n  pʰ u:  n  pʰ u nə pʰ u  nə«p»uʤ  *d-pral 145 
M garlic ʧɛt   pʰ ju: ʧɛʔt   pʰ ju kɹ twɛ  pʰ ɹu kɹ ʔθuŋ pʰ ɹu kɹ θɛn pʰ ɹu kɹ uθɛn«p»ɹu/ 
kɹ θw i«p»ɹu 
*k-r k ‘chicken’ 
*sw n ‘onion’ 
*p u ‘white’ 
67 
N gums t  pʰ  :  t  pʰ o / 
θ  pʰ o 










3.1.3 Correspondences of [b] (PTB *b) 
Words with [b] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8. Correspondences of [b] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 










C opium {b}e: «p»e :  b     b  iŋ {b}ein  b iŋ  60 
D comb {b}i: «p»i: «pʰ»ɹi  
‘to comb’ 







E trousers  b   :{b}i:    b  uŋ b i  b o«pʰ»i boŋ«pʰ»ɹi/ 
boŋ«pʰ»i 
 231 







G left side  b ɛ:-


















There is a regular correspondence with [b] word-initial in all of the varieties; this correspondence 
is illustrated in A of Table 8. Regular word-medial correspondence is illustrated in B, while C-G 
show exceptions to these correspondences. 
                                                 
15
 In WB, B ‘p ddy rice’ is written with ပ, commonly described as an unaspirated voiceless bilabial stop. 
16
 The  isted P B form is for the initi   sy   b e me ning ‘rice’  I did not find   cogn te proto-form in the 
sources for [b ], the second sy   b e of B ‘p ddy rice’ which I  ssume me ns ‘p ddy’ or ‘fie d’. M tisoff (2003:  ) 
st tes th t “no word is  ttested in P B/PTB” for  n “‘irrig ted  ow   nd p ddy fie d’.” 
17
 Matisoff  (2003:25-2 ) s ys D ‘comb’ is   “phono ogic   y unst b e root” due to its comp ex initi  . He  ists 
examples of many Loloish languages with labial reflexes [p], as well as a few Yi dialects with velar reflexes [k]. He 
also lists a [proto-]Burmish variant *pri, reflected by WB phi ~ phri ‘to comb, brush’.   
18
M2 wordlist glosses [ɲ pʰ ]  s ‘ eft side’. 
19
 M2 wordlist glosses [bepʰ ]  s ‘right side’. 
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The BC words for C ‘opium’  nd D ‘comb’  ppear to be exceptions with [p] instead of [b]. 
Cooper and Cooper (2013a) present an acoustic study of Burmese plosives which found that, in 
iso  tion (outside of   fr me), “voiced” p osives  re   most   w ys voice ess  their tr nscriptions 
reflect these findings. 
There seems to be an exception with [pʰ] instead of [b] in the Rakhine and Marma words for 
F ‘right side’  nd G ‘ eft side’. However, this seems to be   c se of different  exic   items 
between Burmese  nd R khine ( nd possib y M rm ). The Burmese word for ‘side’ is [bɛ:ʔ] in 
Shiwaruangrote (2000:137). Jarernponganarn (1997:99) gives [be] for ‘ eft’  nd [bepʰ ] for ‘ eft 
side’. This suggests [pʰ ] is the R khine word for ‘side’  in this c se, the R khine words for 
‘right side’  nd ‘ eft side’  re, in f ct, not  n exception to the correspondence set but simply use a 
lexical form different from th t found in Burmese. One of the M rm  forms for ‘side’ 
corresponds with the Rakhine [pʰ ]. However, the other M rm  form of ‘side’ [-bɹ uk ] has [b] 
and does not correspond with Burmese [bɛ:ʔ] ‘side’. These words for F ‘right side’  nd G ‘ eft 
side’ in M rm   re exceptions which I c nnot  ccount for. 
Rakhine and Marma allow [b] and [pʰ] to vary freely in some words. The RT, RS, RB and 
M rm  words for D ‘comb’ h ve [pʰ] instead of [b] as do the RB and Marma words for E 
‘trousers’. 
3.2 Alveolar Stop Correspondences 
3.2.1 Correspondences of [t] (PTB *d, *t) 








Table 9. Correspondences of [t] 
 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A one  t ɪʔ  t ɪʔ  t iʔ  t  iʔ {t}ai {t} iʔ/ t oiʔ *ti 357 
B mountain  t   :  t     t    {t}au {t}au  t oŋ/ t oŋtʰ  *m-duŋ  *r-duŋ 40 
C earthworm  t i:ɡ  : {t}i {t}i  t iɡ uŋ {t}i {t}i PTB *zril; PLB *di 139 
D to crawl  t w :t w :-d i:  {t}wa  t w biɡe   -ɹe  {t}wabola-ɹe/ 
{t}wa-ʧw  
 311 
E to push {t}o:  {t}o {t}o-ɹe  t uː-ɹe  t uː-ɹe/ t o-ɹe  320 
F forest  t  : t ɪʔ  t  / t    θ i  t   {t}wa {t}o  42 
G wing  t   :b :  t   p  /ʔə t    ʔ  t    a{t}au ŋ ʔ  t  u ŋ ʔ   t oŋ/ 
ŋ ʔ  t oŋ 
*duŋ 110 
H to be short  t o:-d  :  {t}o a{t}o-ʃe  «tʰ»u a{t}o/a{t}o-ʃɛ  378 
I to be shallow  t  ɪ:-d  :   ə t eiŋ-ʃe  «tʰ»ein   t iŋ  388 
J to rub/scrub   «θ»ouʔ ‘to scrub’ pweʔ «θ» i-de {t}u-ɹe  tiŋ  t u-ɹe  332b 
K to be dry  t weʔ ‘dry’  «θ»wi ‘to get dry’   «θ»ə«θ»wi  415b 
L dry field  t   :ja:   t   j  kʰɪ  :  «θ» u    70a 
M animal  t  ɾesʰ :  t əreiʔs    t  ɹeʔsʰɛ  «θ»əɹeis ŋ tw   t əɹeise   85 
N spit (noun) «d»a«d»we:   t wɛ   t  ŋ tʰwi {t}wensi  t w iʧi *twij or *m-twa ~*s-twa 154a 
O door «d» ɡ :    t  ŋkʰ   t ɛŋkʰ w   t ɛŋkʰ boi *m-ka (possibly *ta-mkha) 218 
P elbow «d» «d»  :zɪʔ   t ɛ «d»    t  ŋ«d»əu   *du 169 
Q sarong (M)    t  j  ‘ oinc oth’ «d»əj  «d»əjo   «d»əj /«d»oj   229a 
R rainbow t ɛ: t  : t ɛʔ t     θ ʔ«θ»ɛ  θ  t  ŋ θə«d» ŋɹeθ  θə«d» ŋɹɛʃo/ 




There is a regular correspondence with [t] word-initial in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in A-E of Table 9. Some varieties in F-G illustrate a word-medial 
correspondence of [t]. The exceptions to these correspondences are shown in H-R. 
The voicing of word-initial and word-medial [t] in both BT item N ‘spit (noun)’  nd P 
‘e bow’ is  n ex mp e of co  escent  ssimi  tion, described in 3.1.1. 
Scholars have identified voicing patterns of Burmese in which voiceless stops tend to 
become voiced intervocalically (Matisoff 1969:163; Benedict 1972:21; Shiwaruangrote 
2000:105,109). There are some examples of intervocalic voicing in Rakhine and Marma. The RT 
and RS words for P ‘e bow’  nd the RB and Marma words for R ‘r inbow’ have intervocalic [d] 
instead of [t]. I cannot account for the examples of word-initi   voicing in the BT item O ‘door’, 
 nd RS, RB  nd M rm  words for Q ‘s rong (M)’. In this correspondence set, intervocalic 
voicing seems to be sporadic rather than regular. 
Other exceptions: 
 [tʰ] instead of [t]: RB words for H ‘to be short’  nd I ‘to be sh   ow’ 
 [θ] instead of  [t]: RT  nd RS words for J ‘to rub/scrub’  RT  nd M rm  words for K ‘to be 
dry’  RS words for   ‘dry fie d’  nd M ‘ nim  ’  RT word for R ‘r inbow’ 
 
3.2.2 Correspondences of [tʰ] (PTB *t) 
As mentioned in 3.1.2, aspiration is subphonemic in PTB but has developed into a phonemic 
difference in Burmese and other TB languages. Voiceless stops in initial position are generally 
aspirated while they are unaspirated after most prefixes (except *s- or *ʔa-).  
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Words with [tʰ] in most or all varieties are seen in Table 10.
20
 
Table 10. Correspondences of [tʰ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A cooked 
rice 
 tʰ  mɪ  :  tʰ əmɪ  :  tʰ  m   tʰ ə m ŋ  tʰ  m ŋ  tʰ əmo/ 






B to sit  tʰ  ɪ  -d i:   tʰ     tʰ  i-ɹe  tʰ  i  tʰ oi/ 
 tʰ oi-ɹe 
*tu·ŋ   
*du·ŋ 
307 
C to go out  tʰ wɛʔ    tʰ w ʔ-de  tʰ wo-te  tʰ wo-te  319a 
D to listen n : tʰ   -d i:  n  tʰ    n  tʰ  u-ɹe n  tʰ o 
-ɹe 
n  tʰ ombo  
naliboju-ɹe 






E to spit  tʰ we:-d i:   tʰ wi tw ŋ  
 tʰ wi tʰ u 
-ɹe 








 tʰ   :  t  tʰ   / 
 tʰ    
tə tʰ  uʔ tə tʰ  u tə tʰ oŋ/ 
tə tʰ  u 
*s-toŋ 369 
G to be 
thick 
(thing) 
 tʰ u:-d  :   tʰ u   tʰ u-ɡɹi tə tʰ u θə tʰ o *r-tas or 
*tu:k; *tow ~ 
*dow 
381 
H to get up no: tʰ  :-
d i: 
‘to get up 
from bed’ 
  tʰ    
‘to st nd 
up’ 
eiʔɹ g ʔ 
 tʰ  -ɹe 
 tʰ  -ɹe iko  tʰ   
-ɹe/ 
uɹ  ɡ  tʰ   
 299 
I firewood «t »ɪʔ 
‘wood,  og’ 
  tʰ     tʰ  ŋ  tʰ  ŋ  tʰ  u/ tʰ    241 





K morning   mo tʰ   mo«θ» u mow«θ»    15a 
 
                                                 
20
 All Burmese words in Table 10 are written in WB with ထ, commonly described as a voiceless aspirated 
alveolar stop (the WB form of K ‘morning’ is unknown).  
21
 This proto-form corresponds to the second sy   b e of A ‘cooked rice’  I cou d not find   cogn te proto-form 
of the first syllable. 
22
 This proto-form corresponds to the first sy   b e of D ‘to  isten’  I w s un b e to identify the proto-form of the 
second syllable. 
23
 This proto-form corresponds to the first sy   b e of J ‘ eg’  nd is g ossed  s ‘foot’  I w s un b e to find   
cognate proto-form for the second p rt of ‘ eg’. 
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There is a regular correspondence with [tʰ] word-initial in all of the varieties, illustrated in 
A-C of Table 10. Item D illustrates word-medial [tʰ] in all varieties; items E-H also illustrate 
regular correspondences, though in some varieties [tʰ] is word-initial while in others it is word-
medial. Exceptions to these correspondences are shown in I-K. 
BT I ‘firewood’ [t ɪʔ] has [t ] instead of [tʰ]. It is g ossed  s ‘wood,  og’,  nd this s me form is 
used in other tree-re  ted words such  s ‘tree b rk’  nd ‘ e f’ (see wordlist 45 and 48 in 
Appendix B). These Burmese words appear to be reflexes of PTB *siŋ *sik ‘tree/wood’  nd 
PLB *sik ‘tree’ (M tisoff 2003:31 ). Though R khine  nd M rm  ‘firewood’ do not seem to be 
reflexes of this same proto-form, I could not find a PTB or PLB form in the sources of which 
Rakhine and Marma might be reflexes. 
The words for J ‘ eg’ in BT  nd RT  re exceptions th t h ve [d] instead of [tʰ], another 
instance of sporadic intervocalic voicing. However, there are examples in these languages of [tʰ] 
word-medially, such as RT and BT F ‘one thous nd’  nd RT D ‘to  isten’, so the voicing is not 
regular in this environment. The RS and RB words for K ‘morning’ h ve [θ]; I cannot account 
for these exceptions. 
3.2.3 Correspondences of [d] (PTB *d/*s-t) 
Correspondences of [d] are reflexes of PTB *d, as well as PTB *t preceded by the prefix *s-. 
Words with [d] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 11. 
Table 11. Correspondences of [d] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A this {d}i:/{d}i:ha:      d eʃ  *daj 396a 
B to kneel  d u:tʰ  -t i:   d utʰ uʔ  d utʰ uʔ-de {d}utʰ u otʰ i  d uɡon  tʰoi-ɹe  309 
C knee {d}u:/ 
 d u:zɪʔ 
«t»u: {d}u {d}u  d uʦ i  d uɡo *du 176 




There is a regular correspondence with [d] word-initial in all of the varieties. The only 
exceptions are C ‘knee’  nd D ‘knife’ in BC with voiceless [t]; these transcriptions reflect the 
findings of Cooper and Cooper (2013a), discussed in 3.1.3. 
3.3 Velar Stop Correspondences 
3.3.1 Correspondences of [k] (PTB *ɡ, *k) 
As mentioned in 3.1.1, TB has morphological alternation in its root initials; as such, words 
in this correspondence are reflections of both PTB *ɡ and *k. Words with [k] in most or all 
varieties are shown in Table 12. 
There is a regular correspondence with [k] word-initial in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in A-C of Table 12. Word-medial correspondence of [k] is 
illustrated in D-E. Items F-Q show the exceptions to these correspondences. 
The RS and RB words for F ‘to swim’ h ve   [-ɡu(n)-] formative which is not present in the 
other words for ‘to swim’. This form tive m y be   redup ic tion of the fo  owing [k], with the 
reduplicated [k] voicing to [ɡ] due to its intervocalic position; another possibility is that [-ɡu(n)-] 








Table 12. Correspondences of [k] 
 
                                                 
24
 Benedict (1972:116) gives examples from several other TB languages of the shift from *d- > k-. 
25
 In WB, G ‘ rmpit’ is written with ခ, commonly described as an aspirated /kʰ/. 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A nine {k}o:  {k}o {k}o {k}o {k}o *d-kəw  *d-ɡ w
24
; *s-ɡəw 365 
B betel nut  k   :  k   :-t i:  k     k weŋ-θi  k wɛ-θi  k wɛ-θi/ k w i-θi  59 
C to dance  k  :-d i:  {k}a  k  ʔ-ɹe {k}a-ɹe {k}a-ɹe/ k  -pʰo *ga·r 346 
D elder brother (of M) ʔ  k o:  ʔ  k o ə k o a{k}o-ɡɹi {k}o-ɡɹi/  k o *ik; PLB *ʔu-(j)ik >  
Proto- o ish *ʔ-wyik 
205 
E back    n uʔ k  ŋ n u k uŋ no k uŋ/n u k uŋ *s-ɡ :l; *s-nuŋ 162 
F to swim je: k u:-d i:  ɹi k u ɹi«ɡ»u k u-ɹe ɹə«ɡ»un  k ɛ-te ɹi k u-ɹe  325 
G armpit
25
     ʔ k  di   ʔ«ɡ»ədi    k ədi    k ədi/  «ɡ»di/ 
   k ədoi 
*ɡ-li = *k(a)li 170b 
H yesterday  mən  k    ɲ «ɡ»  ɲ ʔzə«ɡ»  ɲ «ɡ»  ɲ «ɡ» -k /ɲ «ɡ»   17 




  430 
J to be good  k   :-d  :  «ɡ»    k  uŋ-ɹe a{k}au   k ouŋ/ k  -ɹe  434 
K to be skinny      k ɹuŋ-ɹe  k ɹuŋ-ɹe/kə«ɡ»ɹuŋ-ʃɛ  384b 
L fly jɪ  «ɡ»  :  j  k    j ŋ«ɡ» uŋ   *jaŋ = *(s-)braŋ 134 
M to play «ɡ» z :-d i:  «ɡ» zɛʔ  k əz -de  k əzɛ-te  k əz i-pʰo ni-ɹe/ 
{k}əz i-pʰo 
 345 
N rainbow  k   :«ɡ»ɪ  :/ 
mo: k   :«ɡ»ɪ  : 
mo: k   : k ɪ   ʔ  k    k oŋ«kʰ»uŋ «ɡ»ou«kʰ»  «ɡ»oŋ k  u/ 
«ɡ»oŋ k   
 8 
O spider pɪ  «ɡ»u:  p «kʰ»u p ŋ k u p ŋ k u p ŋ k uŋ PLB *m-kaŋ 125 
P branch ʔ  k  ɪ  /t ɪ k  ɪ   t ɪʔ k   :  k    θ i k  iŋ   «kʰ» ʔ/θoip   «kʰ» ʔ *s-ka:k  P B *ʔ-k k < *ʔək k 44 
Q to bend  k we:-d i:    k oŋni-ɹe «kʰ» uʃu-kʰɹ ŋ «kʰ» u-te/«kʰ» u  ʔ *koj 453a 
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Exceptions with [ɡ] are numerous; there are no apparent regular conditioning factors other 
than intervocalic position, but even this does not result in voicing in all cases. Word-medial 
examples of [ɡ] include RT and Marma G ‘ rmpit’, RT, RS, RB and Marma H ‘yesterd y’, RS I 
‘to be i  ’, M rm  K ‘to be skinny’, BT  nd RS L ‘f y’ and BT N ‘r inbow’  nd O ‘spider’. 
Mesher (2006:14) states that “initi   conson nts  nd those fo  owing   g ott   stop  re usu   y not 
voiced, but there  re sometimes exceptions th t  re.” RT J ‘to be good’, BT  nd RT M ‘to p  y’ 
and RB and Marma N ‘r inbow’ seem to be some of these exceptions with word-initial voiced 
[ɡ], while RT G ‘ rmpit’ h s voiced [ɡ] following a glottal stop. 
The words for RS and RB N ‘r inbow’, RT O ‘spider’, M rm  P ‘br nch’  nd RB  nd 
Marma Q ‘to bend’  re exceptions with [kʰ]; I cannot explain these exceptions.  
3.3.2 Correspondences of [kʰ] (PTB *k) 
As mentioned above in 3.1.2, aspiration, though subphonemic in PTB, is phonemic in many 
modern TB languages including Burmese. Generally, voiceless word-initial stops are aspirated 
while voiceless stops preceded by a prefix (other than *s- or *ʔa-) are not aspirated. The 
correspondences of [kʰ] follow the pattern of [pʰ] and [tʰ] of word-initial aspiration of voiceless 
stops. 
Words with [kʰ] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 13. 
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Table 13. Correspondences of [kʰ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A seven  kʰ   nɪʔ   kʰ un  iʔ  kʰ ən iʔ  kʰ ən i  kʰ ən iʔ/ 








C snail  kʰ  juʔ    kʰ  ɹu  kʰ əɹuʔ  kʰ əɹu  kʰ əɹoʔ  131 
D to split  kʰ wɛ:-d i:   kʰ wɛʔ 
‘to s  sh’ 
 kʰ wɛ 
-pə  iʔ-de 
  kʰ ɹ i 
 ək -ɹe 
 337a 
E to steal    kʰ o  kʰ u-ɹe  kʰ u-ɹe  kʰ oboju 
-ɹe/ 




F to be 
bitter 
 kʰ  :-d  :   kʰ    kʰ  ni-ɹe   kʰ    kʰ  -ɹe *ka 
‘bitter’ 
411 
G to be 
difficult 
 kʰ ɛ kʰ ɛ: 
-d  : 
  kʰ    kʰ  ʔ kʰ ɛ 
-ɹe 
 kʰ  -te du kʰ  / 
 kʰ əɡj i 
 457 
H eyelid mjɛ kʰ   :   mj ʔ kʰ wen mj u kʰ ɛ   148 





J smoke  kʰ o:/ 
mi:«ɡ»o:  
 ma{kʰ o mə kʰ u mə kʰ o mu kʰ o *kuw = 
*kəw 
246 




L roof  kʰ    mo:    eiŋ kʰ  u iŋ«k»oŋ/ 
iŋ kʰ o 
 219a 
M eggplant  kʰ  j :-d i: 
‘brinj  ’ 
 kʰ əj  : 
-t i: 
  kʰ əɹ ŋ-θi  kʰ əɹe-θi «k»ɹei-θi/ 
 kʰ əɹ i-θi 
 64 
N tree bark ʔ  kʰ  ʔ/ 
t ɪ kʰ  ʔ 




or *s-ɡr w 
45 
 
There is a regular correspondence with [kʰ] word-initial in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in A-E of Table 13. The regular correspondence of word-medial 
                                                 
26
 This proto-form corresponds to the second sy   b e of A ‘seven’  I cou d not find   cogn te proto-form for the 
first syllable in the sources. 
27
 This proto-form corresponds to the first sy   b e of I ‘nose’  I w s un b e to find   cogn te proto-form for the 
second sy   b e of ‘f ce’ in the sources. 
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[kʰ] in all of the varieties is illustrated in H-I; items F-G illustrate the correspondence of both 
word-initial and word-medial [kʰ]. Exceptions to these correspondences are shown in J-N.  
The voiced [ɡ] of K ‘door’  nd one of the words for J ‘smoke’ in BT may be examples of 
intervocalic voicing. 
The words for N ‘tree b rk’ in BC, RB, and Marma have [k] instead of [kʰ], as does one of 
the Marma words for L ‘roof’  nd one of the Marma words for M ‘eggp  nt’. I am unable to 
account for these exceptions. 
3.3.3 Correspondences of [ɡ] (PTB *k) 
Words with [ɡ] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 14. 
Table 14. Correspondences of [ɡ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A head  ɡ   :/ʔu: ɡ   :    ɡ     ɡ  uŋ  ɡ  u   ɡ oŋ *m-ɡ w   *(s-)ɡ w 140 
B pillow  ɡ     ʔ :    ɡ  ŋ oŋ  ɡ o uŋ  ɡ o uŋ *kum 224  
This correspondence is found only word-initially.  
These two words h ve   regu  r sound correspondence, but both ‘he d’  nd ‘pi  ow’  re 
spelled with ခ in WB. This symbol is commonly described as a voiceless aspirated velar stop; as 
such, these words should fit with the correspondences in Table 13. However, I have separated 
these  correspondence sets from those in Table 13 to reflect how they are pronounced in all the 
speech varieties.  
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CHAPTER 4  
NASAL AND RESONANT CORRESPONDENCES 
This chapter begins with a summary of the sonorant PTB inventory (nasals, liquids, 
semivowels) as well as previous research relating to changes affecting these PTB consonants. It 
then lists correspondence sets of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma nasal consonants, including a 
description of exceptions to the correspondences. The chapter concludes with a list of the 
resonant correspondence sets (liquids and semivowels), including a description of exceptions. 
Correspondences of the semivowel [w] are not listed since they are systematically regular and 
there are no exceptions in the data. When possible, the proto-form(s) from which the data are 
derived is listed in the correspondence sets. 
4.1 Inventory of PTB sonorants and previous research 
There are four nasals reconstructed for PTB (shown above in Table 5): */m n ɲ ŋ/. Voiceless 
nasals are widely distributed in TB languages, and are found in Lolo-Burmese languages 
including WB and Modern Burmese (Matisoff 2003:37). According to Matisoff (2003:16), 
“preg ott  ized initi  s h ve  risen through the inf uence of  one of the ‘g ottogenic’ prefixes *s- 
or *ʔə- [*a- in Benedict 1972]”; voiceless nasals are a result of this preglottalization. As such, 
voiceless (or aspirated) nasals in Burmese (as well as in other TB languages) are due to earlier 
combinations of the PTB *s- or *ʔ- prefix with a root-initial nasal (Matisoff 2003:37). Matisoff 
mentions that some nasal roots show variation between plain nasals and glottalized nasals 
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(voiceless due to prefixation) in different languages, i.e. Lahu ‘mushroom’ has a voiced nasal 
 nd Burmese ‘mushroom’ h s   voice ess n s   (Matisoff 2003:38, 183). This variation in nasal 
roots demonstrates that Lolo-Burmese languages can have different reflexes of the proto-form. 
According to Matisoff (2003:38), “  ngu ges with voice ess n s  s frequent y h ve voice ess 
resonants (liquids and/or semivowels) as well;” Burmese is one of these languages. PTB has four 
reconstructed word-initial resonants (shown in Table 5): the liquids *l- and *r-, and semivowels 
*w- and *j-. 
Nasals and resonants are both susceptible to “preemption” by   prefix due to their st tus  s 
“we k” root-initi   conson nts  when this h ppens, wh t w s origin   y the prefix “drives out”   
weak root-initial and takes over the role of root-initial itself (Matisoff 2003:41, 153). Sonorant 
preemption due to the reconstructed *m- prefix,
28
 if present in my data, will be included in the 
correspondence sets of this chapter. Any other examples of sonorant preemption in my data will 
be listed in the correspondence sets of the initial sound (which was originally a prefix). 
4.2 Correspondences of [m] (PTB *m; PTB *s-m/*ʔ-m) 
Correspondence sets are listed for both voiced and voiceless [m]. Voiced [m] is a reflex of 
PTB *m; voiceless [m ] is a reflex of PTB *s-m or *ʔ-m, the earlier combination of *m with the 
prefix *s- or *ʔ-, as discussed above in 4.1. 
                                                 
28
 I  m fo  owing M tisoff’s (2003:xxxix) tr nscription   convention of representing the reconstructed nasal 
prefix as *m-; this prefix may have been homorganic to the following root-initial consonant or may have been 
separated from the initial consonant by a schwa. 
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4.2.1 Correspondences of [m] (PTB *m) 
Words with [m] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 15. 
Table 15. Correspondences of [m] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 





B name n : m ɛ:  n  {m}e nə m e n  m ɛ n  m ɛ/ 




ʔ ɪ: m j  :  ʔ  «m »j ʔ eiŋ«m »j uŋ i{m}jau iŋ m j u  119 
D roof kʰ   {m}o:  ʔ «m »o a{m}o    219b 
E crest   ʔ «m » uʔ a{m}au   m  uʔ kɹ ʔ  m oʔ  115 
F to dream ʔeɪ m ɛ 
{mɛ}-t i: 




iŋ m   
{m}a-tɛ 
iŋ m   
{m}ɹ -ɹe 
*man =  
*r-man 
298 
G to snore   «m »wɛ   {m}we 
-ɹe 
n kʰo m wɛ 
-ɹe/ 





 m je:ʤi:  m jeʧi:  m ɹi 
‘e rth’ 









 m ɹuʔ  kʰ  
-ɹe 






/ overf ow’ 
327a 
J widow  m osʰo: 
{m} ʔ 
  m  sʰ  
{m}a 






 m  ʧo 
{m}a/ 
 m  ʧə{m}a 
PLB *ʧəw 203 
K sarong 
(F) 
tʰ  m  :/ 
tʰ  m i: 
  tʰə m iŋ tʰə«b»eiŋ tʰ «b»i/ 
tʰ «b»wi 
 230 
L tail ʔ  m i:/ 
{m}ji:/ 
ʔ «m »i:/ 
ʔə m i: «b» d   «b»ə doŋ «b»əduŋ  m əduŋ/ 
  m əduŋ 
*r-maj 104 
    
                                                 
29
 Matisoff (2003:133-134) st tes th t in sever   roots, inc uding ‘submerged / overf ow’, “WB h s shifted  n 
original *b- to m- before  iquids.” 
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There is a regular sound correspondence with [m] word-initial in all of the varieties; this is 
illustrated in A of Table 15. Regular word-medial correspondence is illustrated in B. Exceptions 
to these correspondences are shown in C-L (and one of the Marma words in A-B). 
The Marma words for A ‘chin’  nd B ‘n me’  re pronounced with either voiced [m] or 
voiceless [m ]. BT also has free variation between voiceless and voiced [m] in the words for L 
‘t i ’. 
Marma H ‘soi  (e rth)’  nd I ‘to submerge’ h ve [n] instead of [m]; in both of these items, 
the [n] in Marma corresponds to [mj] in Burmese and [mɹ] in Rakhine. Marm  I ‘to submerge’ 
may be a reflex of the cognate proto-form *nip ‘to sink, submerge’ (Matisoff 2003:370). I cannot 
explain the exception in H ‘soi  (e rth)’. Matisoff (2003:66-67) states that many TB languages 
have found it difficult to maintain the distinction between [mj-] and [nj-] with considerable 
variation seen even among dialects of a single language; he mentions that many Loloish 
languages show a strong tendency for PTB *mj- clusters to develop into [nj-] or [n-]. However, 
at this point there is little to no evidence of Burmish languages changing [mj-] to [n-]. 
Several exceptions involve occurrences of [b] where [m] is expected. RB has free variation 
of [m] and [b] in the word for J ‘widow’  both RB  nd M rm  h ve [b] in the words for K 
‘s rong (F)’, while RT, RS and RB have [b] in the words for L ‘t i ’. There does not seem to be   
conditioning factor for these exceptions. 
I cannot account for the voiceless [m ] instead of voiced [m] in the following words: RT and 
RS C ‘house  iz rd’  RT D ‘roof’, E ‘crest’, F ‘to dre m’, G ‘to snore’.  
4.2.2 Correspondence of [  ] and [m] (PTB *s-m/*ʔ-m; PLB *  /*ʔ-m) 
As discussed previously, voiceless nasals originate from combinations of proto-prefixes *s- 
or *ʔ- to an initial nasal. Matisoff (2003:37), sees both *m  and *ʔ-m as essential PLB 
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reconstructed forms based on Loloish tonal evidence. Thus, voiceless [m ] is a reflex of PLB *m  
or *ʔ-m. Burmese, RT and RS [m ] correspond to RB [m] and Marma [m /m], as seen in Table 16.  
Table 16. Correspondences of [m ] and [m] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 











 m  j ʔ 
‘ eech’ 
  m  j ʔ 
‘ eech’ 
 m  j ʔ {m}jo {m}jo *(m-)li·t 137 
D to be 
wrong 
 m }a:   m }a  m }a-ɹe {m}a-ɹe a{m}a  437 
E to blow  m  o -t i:   m  ouʔ mi m }o 
-θe 
{m}ou-te  m }ou-te/ 
 m }ou-ʧw  
*(s-)mut 274 
F to bury  m  jo   
n  -d i: 
‘to inter’ 
  m  ɹouʔ  m  ɹ ʔ 
-pə  iʔ-de 
 m ɹo-te nebɹ ŋ  m  ɹ ʔ 
-pʰo 
 343 
G to be ripe jɪ    m }e: 
-d  :  
‘fu  y 
ripe’ 
 m  ɛ   m }e  m  eʔ-ɹe a{m}e  m   /  m   / 
{m} ɾɛ 
*s-min 74 
H to be dark  m    :-d  : 
‘d rk’ 
  m     
‘g oomy’/ 





a{m}ai mə m oiŋʤ i/ 







ʔ  m }we:/ 
ʔ  m }wi: 





J feather ŋ ɛ  m }we:   ŋ  ʔ 
«m»wi 
ŋ ʔ m wi ŋ ʔ  m wi *(s-)mul ~ 
*(r-)mul 
111 
K where bɛ: m }a: 
- ɛ: 
 s  m }a zane 
ɹ «m»a 
-le 
za{m}a ʤ  m  / 
ʤ  m  -le/ 
 440 
    
There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese, RT and RS [m ], RB [m] and 
Marma [m /m] in all of the varieties; this is illustrated in A-C of Table 16. Items D-G illustrate 
                                                 
30
 Item B ‘ rrow’ is written in WB with မ, a voiced bilabial nasal. 
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word-medial correspondences in one or two of the varieties, while the others are word-initial. 
Exceptions to these correspondences are shown in H-K. 
Marma has free variation between voiced and voiceless /m/ in the words for G ‘to be ripe’ 
and H ‘to be d rk’. Words of this correspondence with only Marma voiceless [m ] are A 
‘mushroom’, B ‘ rrow’, E ‘to b ow’  nd F ‘to bury’. M rm  words with on y voiced [m] are C 
‘w ter  eech’, D ‘to be wrong’, I ‘h ir (body)’, J ‘fe ther’  nd K ‘where’. Marma voiceless [m ] 
and voiced [m] are in both word-initial and word-medial positions in my data; therefore, word-
medial position in a word is not the conditioning factor for voicing in Marma. I cannot account 
for this voicing variation of /m/ in Marma. 
Exceptions with [m] instead of [m ] are RT I ‘h ir (body)’  nd RS H ‘to be d rk’, J ‘fe ther’ 
 nd K ‘where’. I cannot account for these exceptions. 
4.3 Correspondences of [n] (PTB *n, *P-n) 
4.3.1 Correspondences of [n] (PTB *n) 
The correspondence of [n] is straightforward. Words with [n] in most or all varieties are 
shown in Table 17.  
There is a regular word-initial correspondence with [n] in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in items A-D of Table 17..Word-medial correspondences of [n] are 
illustrated in one of the RT words for E ‘to be hurt’, the RB  nd M rm  words for F ‘to be few’ 
and the RT and RB words for K ‘to be we k’,  s we    s     v rieties of G and J (except RT in G 
and one of the Marma words in J). Exceptions to these correspondences are shown in G-L. 
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Table 17. Correspondences of [n] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A sun {n}e: {n}e {n}i {n}i  n eiŋ/ n ei {n}i *nəj 2 
B ear {n}a:  {n}a {n}a {n}a {n}a:/{n}a *r-na ~ 
*ɡ-na 
151 
C to be warm 
(water) 
{n}we: 
-d  : 
{n}we: {n}wi 
‘w rm’ 
{n}wi-ɹe {n}wi-ɹɛ   25a 
D back    n   ʔ  n  uʔk ŋ  n  ukuŋ  n okuŋ/ 
 n  ukuŋ 
 162 
E to be hurt  n  :ʧɪ  : 
-d o: 
‘p infu ’ 
  n   ‘p in’/ 
ʔ  n   
‘wound’ 
{n}a-ɹe {n}a-ɹe {n}a-ɹe/ 
{n}a-ʧw  
 300 
F to be few  n ɛ:-d  :   {n}e-ɹe a{n}e a{n}oi/ 
a{n}e-ʃje 
 373 
G west ʔ  n  ʔ ʔə n  uʔ  
-əj ʔ 
ʔ «n » uʔ a{n}au  
-pʰ ʔ 
a{n}au -pʰ    n oʔ/ 
{n}au -pʰ  
 21 
H milk  n oʔ nw : 
 n o  
«n »o nwa 
 n uʔ 
 n uʔ  n uʔ *nuw = 
*nəw 
101 
I name  n  :mɛ:  «n » me  n əme  n  mɛ  n  mɛ/ 




 pʰ {n}  :ʔ  pʰ {n}au pʰə{n} uʔ pʰ  n   k {n} uʔ/ 
«n » ʔ 
 179 
K to be weak ʔ : n ɛ: 
-d  : 
‘we k’ 
  n     
‘to fee   
weak and 
tired’ 
a{n}ɛ-ɹe   n ɛ-ɹe «ɲ»o-ɹe/ 
ɲə«ɲ» iʔ 
 428 
L yesterday m  n eʔ mə n   
-k   
«ɲ» ɡ  «ɲ» ʔzəɡ  «ɲ» ɡ  «ɲ» ɡ  
-ka/ 
«ɲ» ɡ  
 17 
 
Exceptions of [n] for which I cannot account: 
 Free variation of [n] and [n ]: Marma I ‘n me’ 
 [n ]: RT words for G ‘west’, H ‘mi k’, I ‘n me’  one of the M rm  words for J ‘hee ’ 
 [ɲ]: Marma K ‘to be we k’  R khine  nd M rm  L ‘yesterd y’ 
 
                                                 
31
 Item J ‘hee ’ in WB is written with နှ, an unaspirated voiceless alveolar nasal. 
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4.3.2 Correspondences of [n ] and [n] (PTB *n, *P-n) 
Nasals, when preceded by a prefix, often change to voiceless; this is especially true when 
preceded by PTB *s- or *ʔ-, as described in 4.1. The correspondences of voiced and voiceless /n/ 
follow the same pattern as that of voiced and voiceless /m/ in 4.2.2. Burmese and Myanmar 
Rakhine [n ] correspond to RB [n] and Marma [n /n] as shown in Table 18. 
Table 18. Correspondences of [n ] and [n] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A two  n  ɪʔ   n   iʔ  n   iʔ {n}ai  n   iʔ/ n  oiʔ *g-nis 358 
B mist, fog    n }a 
‘c oud, fog’ 
  n  ŋ {n }au/ 
 n   nkj ʧw  
 6b 
C year  n  ɪʔ  n  ɪʔ/ 
kʰ «n»ɪʔ 
 n   iʔ kʰu n   iʔ {n}ai  n   ʔ/ 
 n  oiʔ 
*niŋ = *s-niŋ 19 
D how many bɛ:  n  ɪʔ   luza 
 n  i uʔ-le 
za 
{n}iau-le 
 n   ijoʔ  443 
E face mjɛ  n }a:  mj ʔ «n»  mj   n }a mjau {n}a mj u  n }a/ 






F twenty  n   sʰɛ:   «n»əse  n əʦe  n   iʧe/ 
 n  oiʧe 
*(m-)kul 367 
G nose  n   kʰ  :   n }a «n»əkʰ u  n  kʰ u {n}əkʰoŋ *s-na 149 
H brain   ʔ   n   uʔ u«n» uʔ u{n}au a{n } uʧi *nuk 142 
I heart  n     :   n        n  ə oŋ  n   uŋ a{n}  uŋ *s-nik ~ niŋ 165 




There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese, RT and RS [n ], RB [n] and Marma 
[n /n] in all of the varieties; this is illustrated in A-B of Table 18. Regular word-medial 
correspondences are illustrated in D-E (with the exception of Marma D and RT E); item C has 
both word-initial and word-medial correspondences. Exceptions to the correspondences are 
shown in C and E-J. 
                                                 
32
 These proto-forms are for the first sy   b e of E ‘f ce’  I w s un b e to find   cogn te proto-form for the 
second syllable in the sources. 
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One of the BC words for C ‘ye r’ and BT J ‘seven’ have voiced [n]. In these words, the 
nasal is in word-medial position, seeming to indicate that voiceless [n ] becomes voiced [n] 
intervocalically in Burmese. However, Burmese also has voiceless [n ] word-medially in BT D 
‘how m ny’  nd E ‘f ce’. Other th n the possibi ity of intervoc  ic voicing, I c nnot  ccount for 
these voiced [n] exceptions in C ‘ye r’  nd J ‘seven’. Perh ps the preceding vowe  affects the 
occurrence of intervocalic voicing, or there is some other conditioning factor which I have not 
identified in my data. 
Marma has voiceless [n ] and voiced [n] both word-initially and word-medially. Most Marma 
examples of voiceless [n ] are word-initi  , except for E ‘f ce’  nd H ‘br in’ in word-medial 
position; according to my data, voiced [n] is word-medial in Marma except for G ‘nose’ with 
word-initial [n]. 
Exceptions with voiced [n] instead of voiceless [n ]: RT E ‘f ce’  RS F ‘twenty’, G ‘nose’, H 
‘br in’, J ‘seven’ 
4.4 Correspondences of [ɲ] (PTB *nj-/*ɲ, *P-ɲ) 
Words with [ɲ] in most or     v rieties  re shown in Table 19. 
There is a regular correspondence with [ɲ] word-initial in all of the varieties; this 
correspondence is illustrated in items A-E of Table 19. It is also found word-medially in the RB 
word for I ‘finger’ and in redup ic ted forms,  s i  ustr ted in the RB  nd M rm  words for E ‘to 
be soft’. 
The BT word  isted under H ‘to be tired’ h s [ŋ], but it is g ossed  s ‘to fee  s eepy, to nod’, 
so it is not c e r th t it is cogn te  the other v rieties of H ‘to be tired’ i  ustr te the regu  r 




Table 19. Correspondences of [ɲ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A night  ɲ  ʔ  ɲ     ɲ    ɲ iʔ  ɲ ɪʔ/ ɲ ɪ  ɲ ɪʔ/ ɲ i *ja > *n(e)-ja 
‘sun night’ 
13 
B right side  ɲ  :-bɛ:ʔ   ɲ  -pʰ   ɲ  -pʰ ʔ  ɲ  -pʰ   ɲ  bɹ uk / 













D to be 
dirty 
 ɲ ɪp -d  :   ɲ eiʔpɛʔ 
‘dirty’ 
 ɲ  iʔp iʔ 
-de 
 ɲ  ipɛ-te  w i  ɲ ɪʔ *n(j)ik 403 
E to be soft  ɲ ɪ  :t :-d i: 
‘soft, gent e’ 




 ɲ  m ʔ/ 
 ɲ i:m ʔ 
  ɲ  m / 
«n»ama 













H to be 
tired 
«ŋ» ɪ-d  :  
‘to fee  
sleepy, 
nod’ 
  ɲ     ɲ  uŋ-ɹe  ɲ  u-ɹe  ɲ uŋ-ɹe/ 




I finger        ɲ o la«ɲ »o *(m-)juŋ 172b 
J to 
squeeze 
«ɲ »ɪ-t i:   «ɲ » iʔ 
-bə  iʔ-de 
  *njap 462a 
 
Other exceptions of [ɲ]:  
 Free variation of [ɲ] and [n]: RT word for F ‘younger sister (of F)’ 
 [n ]: BT  nd RT words for G ‘younger sister (of M)’ 
 [ɲ ]: BT  nd RS words for J ‘to squeeze  M rm  I ‘finger’ 
 
                                                 
33
 M2 wordlist glosses [ɲ pʰ ]  s ‘ eft side’. 
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4.5 Correspondences of [ŋ] (PTB *ŋ, *s-ŋ) 
Words with [ŋ] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 20. 
Table 20. Correspondences of [ŋ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A fish  ŋ  :   ŋ    ŋ    ŋ    ŋ a: *ŋj  
 PLB *ʔ-ŋ  
116 
B we (pl)  ŋ  :-tʰoʔ   ŋ  -ɹo  ŋ  -ɹoʔ  ŋ  -ɹoʔ  ŋ  -ɹoʔ/  
 ŋ ə-ɹoʔ 
*ŋ j 447 
C to pull  ŋ ɪ  -d i:     ŋ  ŋ-ɹe  ŋ au-ɹe/ 
 ŋ  ŋ-ʧw  
 321b 
D bird «ŋ »ɛʔ «ŋ »ɛʔ «ŋ » ʔ «ŋ » ʔ  ŋ  ʔ  ŋ  ʔ *s-ŋak 107 
E feather «ŋ »ɛ 
m we: 
  «ŋ » ʔ 
mwi 
 ŋ  ʔ 
mwi 
 ŋ  ʔ mwi *s-ŋ k ‘bird’ 




F bird’s nest  «ŋ »ɛʔ 
t iʔ 
 «ŋ » ʔ 
θ iʔ 
 ŋ  ʔ θ i  ŋ  ʔ 
θwɛʔ/ 
 ŋ  ʔ  d ŋ 
 109 
G banana  ŋ  pj : {ŋ}əpj : 
-t i: 
{ŋ} pɹ   
-θi 






*s-ŋ k ‘b n n , 
p  nt in’ 
*sej ‘fruit’ 
62 
H to weep  ŋ o:-d i:   ŋ o  ŋ u-ɹe «m»u-ɹe «m»o-ɹe *ŋuw = *ŋəw 260 
I red pepper, 
chili 
 ŋ  jo ʔ  ŋ əjouʔ 
-t i: 
 ŋ  ɹo 
-θi 




J to be 
thirsty 
   ŋ ɛʔ ɹi  ŋ  ʔ 
-de 
ɹi  ŋ ɛ-te ɹi «m»wai 
-te 
 265 
K silver  ŋ we:  ŋ we  ŋ we  ŋ we «m»wɛ «m»wɛ/ 
 ŋ we 
*ŋu  = *d-ŋu  38 
L friend t  ŋ ɛ:ʤɪ  :   θə ŋ ɛʃ ŋ θu«m»eʃ    212  
There is a regular correspondence with [ŋ] word-initial in all of the varieties; this correspondence 
is illustrated in A-C of Table 20. The BT  nd RS words for   ‘friend’  re the on y ex mp es of 
[ŋ] in word-medial position (RB is an exception to this correspondence with word-medial [m]).  
A   inst nces of the Burmese, RT  nd RS words for ‘bird’, i  ustr ted in D-F, have voiceless 
[ŋ ] instead of the voiced [ŋ] of RB  nd M rm . WB ‘bird’ h s voice ess /ŋ /; the Burmese and 
Myanm r R khine pronunci tions of  ‘bird’ fo  ow WB, whi e RB  nd M rm  both h ve  n 
innovation with voiced [ŋ] instead. 
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Other exceptions of [ŋ]: 
 [n]: RB  nd M rm  words for G ‘b n n ’ 
 Free variation between [ŋ] and [n]: M rm  K ‘si ver’ 
 [m]: Marma and RB  words for H ‘to weep  M rm  I ‘red pepper’, J ‘to be thirsty’  RB 
words for K ‘si ver’  nd   ‘friend’  
 
4.6 Correspondences of [l] (PTB *l, *P-l) 
As previously mentioned, languages with voiceless nasals have a tendency to also have 
voiceless liquids. Voiced [l] is a reflex of PTB *l; voiceless [  ] is sometimes a result of PTB *l 
with a preceding prefix which causes the voicelessness of the liquid.  
4.6.1 Correspondences of [l] (PTB *l) 
Words with [l] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 21. 
There is a regular correspondence with [l] word-initial in all of the varieties; this is 
illustrated in A-D of Table 21. Regular word-medial correspondences are illustrated in F-H; both 
word-initial and word-medial correspondences are illustrated in E and I. Exceptions to these 
correspondences are shown in J-O. 
The BT word for J ‘wet rice fie d’ h s voiced [l] and voiceless [  ] in free variation while BC 
has only voiced [l]. M rm  J ‘wet rice p ddy’ h s voice ess [  ]. I cannot account for these 
exceptions. The Burmese voiceless [  ] may be an older form of this word, which Marma 
borrowed before leaving Myanmar in the 1780’s. Another possibility is that the variation in 




Table 21. Correspondences of [l] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A moon     ʔ       {l}a {l}a     ʔ/         /    ʔ *s-la ~ *ɡ-la 3 
B turtle    eɪʔ     eiʔ    eiʔ {l}ei    eiʔ/   oi  120 
C finger    ɛʧʰ  :      ʔʧʰ       ʔʃ u     ɲu {l}aɲ o *(m-)juŋ > 
*lak-(k)j uŋ 
172a&b 




‘come,  rrive’ 
313 
E to be 
heavy 
   e:-d  :  {l}i 
‘he vy’ 
ə   i-ɡɹi     iː    ə   i/ 
{l}i-ɹe 
*s-lij =  
*(s-)ləj 
419 
F calf ʧʰe:d      :   kʰɹidə   on k θə   uŋ kʰə   uŋθ / 
θə   uŋθ   
 177 
G all ʔ :     :  ʔ           oŋ     uŋ     uŋ  371 
H what ba:-   ɛ:   za-{l}e za-{l}e ʤ -{l}e *ba-j ‘wh t’ 
*la-j ‘question 
p rtic e’ 
442 
I to work ʔ    o ʔ 
‘work, job’ 









J wet rice 
field 
   ɛ:/ 
«  »ɛ: 
‘p ddy 
fie d’ 
   ɛ 
kwɪ  : 
{l}e 
‘fie d’ 
{l}e  ʧɛb   
«  » in-ʧw  
*low 71 
K heart n      :  n        n ə   oŋ n    uŋ  n«  »uŋ *s-nik~*s-niŋ 




L child kʰ    e:  k  e«ʃ»e 
‘boy’  






M son j  ʧ :{l}e: 
‘boy’ 
 j  ʧ «ʃ»e 
‘boy’ 





















c   )’ 
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Marma K ‘he rt’ h s voice ess [  ] following a voiced nasal; in WB, the preceding nasal is 
written as voiceless while the liquid /l/ is voiced. I do not know the reasons for these changes. 
There is a possibility that this word in Marma is a mispronunciation (it was only provided by one 
Marma consultant, while the other consultant provided a non-cognate form); further data is 
needed to verify if this is the regular and correct M rm  pronunci tion of ‘he rt’. 
The BT words for L ‘chi d’, M ‘son’,  nd N-O ‘younger brother (of F  nd M)’ h ve [le], 
while Rakhine and Marma have [ʃe]; there are no other examples of this correspondence in the 
data. It is likely that these are not cognate. Burmese [le] may be a reflex of PLB *ʔ-  k ‘youth 
(youngster)’, while [ʃe] in Rakhine and Marma may be a reflex of PTB *zəj  nd P B *ʔ-zəj 
‘ itt e/sm   ’ ( s  isted in M tisoff 2003: 191,  3). The Burmese orthographic representation of 
‘to be sm   ’ on the Burmese/English wordlist from Myanmar is    d  :; this may be a reflex of 
*PTB *ŋ j ‘sm   , inferior, offspring’, listed in Matisoff (2003:209). 
4.6.2 Correspondences of [  ] and [l] (PTB *l, *P-l) 
Burmese and Myanmar Rakhine [  ] correspond to Bangladesh Rakhine and Marma [l], as 
seen in Table 22. There is a regu  r correspondence with voice ess [  ] word-initial in Burmese, 
RT and RS and voiced [l] in RB and Marma; this correspondence is illustrated in A-C of Table 
22. Exceptions to this correspondence are shown in D-G. 
Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
 Voiced [l] instead of voiceless [  ]: RT D ‘ ightning’  RT  nd RS E ‘bo t’ 




Table 22. Correspondences of [  ] and [l] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A spear     :     ɛ      ŋ    ɛː {l}ai  252 





    }i    }i-ɹe {l}i-ɹe  *lep =  
*(s-)lep 
338 
C to set free, 
release 
    -t i     wɛʔ    uʔ 
-bə  iʔ-de 
   wɛm u 
-kʰɹ ŋ 
 *ɡ-lwat 461a 
D lightning    j si:  ɛ-
t i 
   j ʔsi: ɛʔ 
-t i 
« » jɛ sʰeʔ     j ʔse 
la-ɹe 
  *ljap =  
*(s-)ljap 
9a 
E boat    }e:  « »   «l»au {l}au {l}o *(m-)lij = 
*(m-)ləj 
216 
F to dry (rice)       :    ɛ  
‘to dry in  
the sun’ 
səb  
   }an-ɹe 
   eː-
kʰɹ ŋ 





       }e    eː «  »ɛ *d-lij 249 
 
4.7 Correspondences of [j] (PTB *j, *l) 
Modern TB languages treat clusters with medial *-l- (and *-r-) very differently; Burmese 
generally has [j] for medial *-l- (Benedict 1972:41). Matisoff (2003:71) states that there is a 
general tendency for *-l- to become WB [-j-] after velars, though there are numerous exceptions. 
Words with [j] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 23. 
                                                 
34
 Item G ‘bow’ is written in WB with လ, a voiced liquid lateral approximate. 
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Table 23. Correspondences of [j] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A rabbit  j  :  j o   j     j uŋ  j ouŋ  j ouŋ *b-juw = b-jəw 92 
B man  j   ʧ :   j   ʧ   j  uʔʧ   j  uʧ  {j}aukja  192 
C to lick  j ɛ-t i 
‘to  ick 
(spe king)’ 
 {j}a {j}a-θe {j}a-te {j}au-te *(m-)ljak ~  
*(s-)ljak 
277 
D monkey m j   ʔ m j  uʔ m j  uʔ m{j}au m{j}au m{j}au *mruk 
 or *mjuk 
90 
E to fly p j  :-d i:  p(j)ɛ  p j  ŋ-ɹe p{j}e-ɹɛ p{j}ai-ɹɛ/ 





‘  nd with  
crops other  
th n rice’ 
t   j   
kʰɪ  : 
   j  bɹ  {j}a/ 
 j  m  toʔ 
*hj  ‘swidden’ 70b 
G wife ma{j}a:  
‘wife  
(very impo .)’ 
 ma{j}a mə j   mə j   mi{j}a/ 




H banana ŋ p j  : ŋəp j  : 
-t i: 
ŋ p«ɹ»   
-θi 
ŋ p j  ʔ 
-θi 
nəp j u 
-θi 








There is a regular correspondence with [j] word-initial in all of the varieties; this correspondence 
is illustrated in A-F of Table 23. Items A-C (and F, except for BC) illustrate root-initial [j] while 
in D-E, [j] is in the medial position of a word-initial consonant cluster. Item G and the BC word 
in F illustrate the word-medial correspondence of [j]. The only exception to this correspondence 
in my data is shown in H. 
Item H ‘b n n ’ h s [ɹ] inste d of [j] in RT  this r ises the question  s to whether ‘b n n ’ 
shou d be p rt of this [j] correspondence set or whether it shou d be p rt of the [ɹ]  nd [j] 
correspondences listed in 4.8. The WB form ငှက်ပပျောသီး    p  θi  ‘b n n ’ has /j/. Therefore, /j/ is 
                                                 
35
 I was unable to find a cognate proto-form in the sources for the second sy   b e of G ‘wife’  this [ja] form  
may  be a reflex of the same proto-form as the [ja] in the first sy   b e of ‘m n’. 
36
 The proto-forms given for H ‘b n n ’ correspond to the first  nd   st sy   b es; I was unable to find a cognate 
proto-form in the sources for the second syllable (which contains the segment in focus for this correspondence). 
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the historic   form of ‘b n n ’  it is gener   y  greed th t WB represents one stage in the changes 
leading to modern Burmese, and shows the status of Burmese pronunciation from around the 
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. RS, RB and Marma [j] retain the WB historical form of /j/ 
whi e RT is  n exception with [ɹ]. I cannot account for the exception in RT of [j] instead of [ɹ]. 
Possibly RT assumed ‘b n n ’ w s   borrowing from Burmese (in which [ɹ] merges to [j], 
discussed in 4.8 be ow),  nd therefore shifted to   [ɹ] pronunci tion of ‘b n n ’ in a mistaken 
belief that this was the original form of the word in Burmese. 
4.8 Correspondence of [j] and [ɹ] (PTB *r, *l) 
The correspondence of Burmese [j] to Rakhine [ɹ] is well-established in the linguistic 
literature, often being noted as a primary difference between Burmese and Rakhine. Okell quotes 
the saying, “If you don’t know whether to spe   it with   y or an r, ask an Arakanese.” He states 
that Standard Burmese speakers recognize that Rakhine retains an r-like sound, as reflected in 
Burmese spelling, which has merged with [j] in Burmese speech (Okell 1995:2). Matisoff 
(2003:41) st tes th t “the p   t  iz tion of *r > y [j] occurred in Burmese, both in initial and 
medial position,” illustrating this change with the notation (WB r- > SB j-; WB -r- > SB -j-). 
Bradley (2011:43) comments th t, in contr st to Burmese, “...the merger of initi    nd medi   -r- 
[to -j-] does not t ke p  ce in Ar k nese where it is sti   [ɹ]”. The data show Marma retains an r-
like sound, as well. 
As mentioned in 4.7, several TB languages vary greatly in their treatment of medial *-r- 
(and *-l-) clusters (Benedict 1972:41). According to Matisoff (2003:71), there is a general 
tendency for *-l- to change to /-ɹ-/ after velars in WB; however, he says there are a number of 








Table 24. Correspondences of [j] and [ɹ] 
 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A water {j}e: {j}e  ɹ i  ɹ i  ɹ i  ɹ i *m-ʧri  ‘spit, w ter’ 22 
B village {j}wa:   ɹ w   ɹ w   ɹ w   ɹ w  *r-wa ~ *ɡ-wa 214 
C to sell  j   -d i:   ɹ     ɹ  uŋ-ɹe  ɹ  u-ɹe  ɹ  ŋ-ɹe/ ɹ  ŋ-ʧw  ?*jw r ‘se  , buy’? 352 
D to choose  j we:ʧʰɛ-d i:   ɹ wi  ɹ wiʃe-ɹe  ɹ wiʃɛ-ɹe  ɹ wi-ʧw  *s-ril 288 
E to fight  j   pʰ j ɪ-t i   ɹ ɛ pʰ ɹ ɛʔ ‘to qu rre ’  ɹ  ŋpʰ ɹ  iʔ-de  ɹ ɛ pʰ ɹ  i-te  *ran = *g-ra·l 350 
F porcupine pʰ j u: pʰ j u:  pʰ ɹ u pʰ ɹ u pʰ ɹ u *s-blu 93 
G ashes p{j}a:  p ɹ   p ɹ   p ɹ   p ɹ   *pla 245 
H grass m j ɛʔ m j ɛʔ m ɹ  ʔ m ɹ  ʔ m ɹ  up  m ɹ  ʔ *m-rak = *m-ljak 52 
I to boil p j o -t i: p j ouʔ  p ɹ  -de p ɹ o-kʰɹ ŋ p ɹ o-pʰo/p ɹ o-ʧw  *prjo 82a 
J to run p j e:-d i:  b ɹ i b ɹ i-ɹe b ɹ i-ɹe b ɹ i-ɹe *ploŋ ‘f ee, run’ 315 
K to see m j ɪ  :-d i:   m ɹ  ŋ-ɹe m ɹ  u-ɹe ‘to  ook  t’ m ɹ  u-ɹe/m ɹ  ŋ-ʧw  *mraŋ 258 
L bone ʔ  j o:  ʔ  ɹ o ə ɹ u   ɹ u   ɹ o *rus 180 
M beer, alcohol ʔ  j ɛʔ kʰ  {j}e ʔ  ɹ  / ɹ  ʔ kʰ ŋ  ɹ e   ɹ     ɹ  ʔ  61 
N mango t  j ɛ:ʔ t ə j ɛʔ-t i: t  ɹ  -θi θə  ɹ  ʔ-θi θ  ɹ  -θi θə ɹ  -θi/θə ɹ  u-θi  63 
O snail kʰ  j uʔ   kʰ  ɹ u kʰə ɹ uʔ kʰə ɹ u kʰə ɹ oʔ  131 
P white ʔ pʰ j u j   :  ʔ pʰ ɹ u  pʰ ɹ u ɹ  ŋ  pʰ ɹ u  pʰ ɹ u *plu 399 
Q butterfly  eɪp j  :    p ɹ    əʔp ɹ    əp ɹ    eip ɹ  / oip ɹ   *lep 135 
R garlic ʧɛt  pʰ{j}u: ʧɛʔt  pʰ{j}u kɹ twɛ pʰ ɹ u kɹ ʔθuŋpʰ ɹ u kɹ θɛnpʰ ɹ u kɹ uθɛnp ɹ u/ 
kɹ θw ip ɹ u 
*k-r k ‘chicken’ 
*sw n ‘onion’ 
*p u ‘white’ 
67 
S animal t «ɾ»esʰ : tə«ɹ»eiʔs   t  ɹ eʔsʰɛ  θə ɹ eis ŋ tw  tə ɹ eise   85 
T to smile p j  ŋ-d i:   p ɹ  ŋ-ɹe p«j»uŋ-ɹe   278 
U arrow m {j}a:  m {j}a m  ɹ   m«j»a m  ɹ  ʤu *b-la or *m-dan 251 
V to do, make p j u: o -t i:   p ɹ  ʔ o-de  p«j» ŋ-ʧw   455a 
W tomorrow m nɛpʰ j  : mənɛpʰ j     n pʰ«»eŋ-ka n pʰ ɹ ɛŋ-ka nəpʰ ɹ ɛin-k / n pʰ ɹ ɛi  18 
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There is a regular correspondence of Burmese [j] with Rakhine and Marma [ɹ] in both word-
initial and word-medial position. Regular word-initial correspondence is illustrated in A-K of 
Table 24. Items A-E are root-initial while F-K are medial examples (the second segment in a 
consonant cluster). Word-medial correspondences of Burmese [j] and Rakhine and Marma [ɹ] are 
illustrated in L-R (and E); root-initial word-medial correspondences are illustrated in L-P, while 
E, Q and R illustrate medial examples of word-medial correspondences. Items S-W show the 
exceptions to this correspondence. 
Item  S ‘ nim  ’ is the only Burmese example in my data with [ɹ]. If this word exemplified 
the regular correspondence, BT would be [t jesʰ ] and BC would be [təjeiʔs  ]. In its written 
Burmese form, ‘anim  ’ has stacked homorganic consonants indicating that is it a loanword;
37
 
Burmese scribes followed the Indian practice of stacking geminate and homorganic consonants 
in loan words (Wheatley 1996:453). ‘Anim  ’ is    o n from P  i (Shiw ru ngrote 2000:67; 
Davids and Stede 1999:303). P  i is   “historic   import  nd no  onger    iving   ngu ge” but is 
still prominent in Myanmar culture and given high prestige as the language of the Buddhist 
scriptures (Watkins 2007:268; Wheatley 2003:196). Borrowings from Pali occurred before the 
merger of [ɹ] to [j] in Burmese yet loanwords were not affected by this merger; possibly the high 
prestige of the language of the loanwords exempted them from the merger. Rakhine are 
predomin nt y Buddhist   s such, it is possib e th t their words for ‘ nim  ’ m y also be 
borrowed from Pali. Another possibility is that Rakhine borrowed from Burmese after Burmese 
had borrowed the word ‘ nim  ’ from Pali. 
                                                 
37
 WB ‘ nim  ’: တရိစ ္ဆာန် 
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RB has exceptions to the correspondence with [j] instead of [ɹ] in [pjuŋɹe] T ‘to smi e’ and 
[mja] U ‘ rrow’; Marma has [j] instead of [ɹ] in [pj ŋʧʷ ] V ‘to do, m ke’. There are no 
conditioning factors that would cause [j] instead of [ɹ] in these cases; in fact, there are many 
other instances of medial [ɹ] after [p] or [m] in both RB and Marma. Some instances of [j] 
instead of [ɹ] may be borrowings from Burmese. 
The RS word [n pʰeŋk ] W ‘tomorrow’ is  n exception which I cannot account for; it has 
neither [j] nor [ɹ]. 
4.9 Correspondences of /ʃ/ (PTB *ʦ, *ʃ, *s-r/*s-l; PLB *rʔ, *lʔ/*lʔj)  
Burmese orthography (WB) developed in the twelfth century and had stabilized by the 
eighteenth century (Okell 1995:1; Wheatley 2003:197). It is generally agreed that WB represents 
one stage in the changes leading to modern Burmese. Matisoff (1969:172), states th t “…three of 
the [proto]glottalized resonants developed into the aspirated (or voiceless) hr, hl, and hw of 
Written Burmese”  some of the changes he summarizes are PLB *rʔ, *rʔj  > WB ɹ ; PLB *rʔw > 
WB ɹ w; PLB * ʔ > WB   ; PLB * ʔw > WB   w; PLB * ʔj > WB   j. Bradley (2011:45) states that 
“…various voiceless liquid initials [of WB] developed into the modern fricative [ʃ]” in Burmese. 
4.9.1 Correspondence of [ʃ], [ɹ]  nd [ɹ ] (PTB *ʃ, *s-r; PLB *rʔ) 
As discussed above, the pronunciations of various WB voiceless liquid initials changed to 
[ʃ] in modern Burmese (SB); words with WB forms of /ɹ / are pronounced [ʃ] in SB. In some of 
my data, Burmese [ʃ] corresponds with Rakhine and Marma [ɹ ] (or [ɹ]).  
Words with [ʃ], [ɹ] and [ɹ ] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 25. 
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Table 25. Correspondences of [ʃ], [ɹ] and [ɹ ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A to be long  ʃ e:-d  :  
‘(hum n) t   ’ 
 {ɹ }e ‘ ong’ ə{ɹ }e-ɡɹi a{ɹ}e a{ɹ }e/ 
a{ɹ }je 
*s-riŋ 377 
B to be ashamed  ʃ ɛ-d  : 
‘shy’ 
 {ɹ }a  
‘shy’ 
{ɹ }a-θe {ɹ  -te {ɹ }a-te/ 
a{ɹ }aukja-ɹe 
*s-rak = *ʃr k 291 




ʔ «ɹ»i a{ɹ}i 
-pʰ  
a{ɹ }i/ 
{ɹ }i-pʰ  
*sjar = *ʃ r 20 
  
There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese [ʃ], RB [ɹ] and RT, RS, and Marma 
[ɹ ]; this correspondence is illustrated in A-B of Table 25. Item C is the only example in my data 
of this correspondence in word-medial position; it shows several exceptions to the 
correspondence. 
Burmese [ʃ] corresponds to RB [ɹ] and RT, RS and Marma [ɹ ] with the exception of C ‘e st’ 
in RT and RS, discussed below. These three words are written with voiceless /ɹ / in WB, which 
developed from PLB *rʔ.
38
 M rm  voice ess [ɹ ] is a retention of this development; voiceless [ɹ ] 
is also found in all of the Rakhine varieties except RB, which always has voiced [ɹ].  
The RT word for C ‘e st’ p tterns with Burmese in its use of [ʃ]. RS ‘e st’ h s voiced [ɹ] 
instead of the expected voiceless [ɹ ]. ‘E st’ is the only word-medial example of this 
correspondence in my data; its word-medial position may be the reason for voiced [ɹ] inste d of 
voice ess [ɹ ] in RS as well as RT [ʃ] instead of voiceless [ɹ ]. 
4.9.2 Invariant correspondence of [ʃ] (PTB *ʦ, *s-r/*s-l; PLB *rʔ, * ʔ/* ʔ ) 
As shown in Table 25, Burmese [ʃ] corresponds with Rakhine and Marma [ɹ ] or [ɹ] in some 
words. Other words, show a correspondence with [ʃ] in all three languages. Various WB 
                                                 
38
 WB ‘to be  ong’ is ရှည်တယ်, WB ‘to be  sh med’ is ရှက်တယ  nd WB ‘e st’ is အပရှအ့ရပ. 
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voiceless liquid initials changed to [ʃ] in modern Burmese (SB), as discussed above in 4.9. 
Words with WB forms of /ɹ / and /  / are pronounced [ʃ] in SB; in my data, Rakhine and Marma 
also have [ʃ] for several of these words.  
Words with [ʃ] in most or all varieties are shown in Table 26. 
Table 26. Correspondences of [ʃ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A gold  ʃ we: {ʃ we  ʃ we  ʃ we  ʃ we  ʃ we *ʦj k = *ʧ k 
PLB *s-rwəj 
37 
B eight  ʃ ɪʔ  ʃ ɪʔ   ʃ  iʔ  ʃ  i  ʃ  ʔ/ 
 ʃ oiʔ 
*b-r-ɡjat; 
 *ɡ-rjat > *ɹ et 
364 
C to burn 
something 
mi:  
 ʃ o:-d i: 
  ʃ o 
‘to 
burn’ 
   *m-(t)sik ‘burn’ 243a 
D to breathe ʔ t ɛ  
 ʃ u:-d i: 
  ʃ u əθa  
 ʃ u-ɹe 
  *s k ‘ bre th(e),  ife’  
*ʦut   (t)sit ‘to exh  e’ 
273 
E tongue  ʃ  :  ʃ    ʃ    ʃ    ʃ    ʃ   *m-laj ~ *s-laj  
or *s-l(j)a 
153 
F to wash 
(clothes) 
 ʃ  :pʰ  
-t i: 
     *(m-)sjil ~ *(m-)sjal 334a 
G to walk    : ʃ    
-t i: 
  ʃ  uʔ/ 
 ɛ «ʧʰ» u 
  ŋ 
 ʃ  uʔ-de 
  *s-wa 310a 
  
There is a regular correspondence with [ʃ] word-initial in all of the varieties; this correspondence 
is illustrated in A-B and E of Table 26. Items C-D and G illustrate both word-initial 
correspondences (in most of RT) and word-medial correspondences of [ʃ].  
The segment represented by [ʃ] in B ‘eight’, C ‘to burn something’  nd D ‘to bre the’ is 
written as /ɹ / in WB (A ‘go d’ is /ɹ w/).
39
 These words are examples of a proto-Burmese voiceless 
liquid *ɹ  developing into the fricative [ʃ]. 
                                                 
39
 WB ‘eight (persons)’ is ရှစ်ပယာက်, WB ‘to burn something’ is မီးရိှတ့ယ်, WB ‘to bre the’ is အသက်ၡူတယ 
 nd WB ‘go d’ is ပရေ. 
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The segment represented by [ʃ] in E ‘tongue’, F ‘to w sh c othes’  nd G ‘to w  k’ is written 
as /  j/ in WB.
40
 These words are also examples of a proto-Burmese voiceless liquid developing 
into the fricative [ʃ], with *   changing to [ʃ] and assimilation of [j]. The few Rakhine and Marma 
examples in the data also have [ʃ] except for [ ɛ ʧʰ u], one of the RT words for G ‘to w  k’. I 
cannot account for this exception of [ʧʰ] instead of [ʃ]. 
I do not know the reason why Rakhine and Marma change from [ɹ ] to [ʃ] in A-D of Table 
26; the listed proto-forms of words in Table 26 seem similar to those in Table 25, where Rakhine 
and Marma (for the most part) retain WB /ɹ /. In addition, I cannot account for why WB /  / 
changes to [ʃ] in E-G of Table 26 but Burmese, RT and RS have word-initial voiceless [  ] in 
Table 22 while RB and Marma have voiced [l]. 
                                                 
40
 WB ‘tongue’ is လျှာ, WB ‘to w sh c othes’ is ပလျှာ်တယ်  nd WB ‘to w  k’ is လမ်းပလျှာက်တယ်. 
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CHAPTER 5  
CORONAL CORRESPONDENCES 
This chapter lists correspondence sets of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma “coron  ” 
consonants, including a description of exceptions. It includes velar consonant clusters of [kɹ] and 
[kj] under coronal correspondences since they correspond to [ʧ]. In addition, the 
correspondences listed in this chapter are all part of a sound change chain (discussed in 6.2). The 
correspondences of alveolar stops are listed above in 3.2 since these are invariant coronal stop 
correspondences. This chapter begins with a list of the correspondences of [ʧ] and [kɹ], including 
a description of exceptions. It then lists the correspondences of [ʧ] and [kj], along with a 
description of exceptions. The correspondence sets of [ʧ] to [kɹ] and [kj] include a discussion of 
both unaspirated and aspirated voiceless correspondences. The chapter then lists the 
correspondences of voiced and voiceless [s] and [ʧ], including a description of exceptions.  It 
concludes with a list of the correspondences of [t ], [t]  nd [θ] and a description of exceptions. All 
of the correspondence sets include the proto-form(s) when possible. 
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5.1 Correspondences of [ʧ] and [kɹ] (PTB *kr/*kl41) 
As mentioned in 4.8, medial WB /ɹ/ changed to [j] (WB -ɹ- > SB -j-).  According to Bradley 
(2011:42, 44), the change in Burmese from [kɹ] to [kj] was the first stage of the merger of initial 
and medial [ɹ] to [j]. In the mid-1700’s,  fter the st ge evidenced by WB, Burmese [kɹ] merged 
with [kj]; in the late 1800s, Burmese [kj] became [ʧ].  
Thus we have PTB *kr > WB kr > SB kj > ʧ. 
5.1.1 Correspondence of [ʧ] and [kɹ] (PTB *kr/*kl, *k-r) 
Burmese [ʧ] corresponds to [kɹ] in Rakhine and Marma, as seen in Table 27. 
                                                 
41
 “In WB, *KR  nd *K  were confused  t  n e r y d te, yie ding KR  nd/or KY [KJ]” (M tisoff 2003:72). 
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Table 27. Correspondences of [ʧ] and [kɹ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A star  ʧ ɛ:  ʧ ɛ  kɹ e  kɹ e  kɹ ɛ  kɹ ɛ *s-kar = *s-kər 4 
B cane/rattan   ʧ e   kɹ     kɹ iŋ  kɹ ein  *k-ri·m
42
 56 
C cat  ʧ   :  ʧ     kɹ     kɹ  uŋ  kɹ  u  kɹ   *k-roŋ 98 
D rat  ʧ wɛʔ  ʧ wɛʔ  kɹ w ʔ  kɹ  ʔ  kɹ o ʔ  kɹ o ʔ PLB *rwak >  
*k-rwak 
94 
E chicken  ʧ ɛ:ʔ   kɹ  ʔ  kɹ  ʔ  kɹ  ʔ  kɹ  ʔ/ 
 kɹ  ʔuʔ 
*k-r k ‘chicken, 
fowl’ 
114 
F sugar cane  ʧ  :  ʧ     kɹ ɛ  
‘sug r’ 
 kɹ əŋ  kɹ eː  kɹ  i/ 
 kɹ  iʔ 
*rej 58 
G land leech  ʧ  ʔ   kɹ wɛʔ  kɹ  ʔ  kɹ we  kɹ o ʔ *r-pat > *k-rwat 138 
H to grind  ʧ e:ʔ  ʧ eiʔ  kɹ e 
‘mi  ’ 
 kɹ  i-de  kɹ ei 
-kʰɹ ŋ 
 *krit 80 
I to hear  ʧ  :-d i:   kɹ    kɹ  -ɹe  kɹ   
-ɹe 
 kɹ  -ɹe PLB *gla 254 
J to be 
afraid 
 ʧ   j   
-d i:  
 «kʰɹ» uʔ  
‘to 
terrify’ 
 kɹ  uʔ-θe  kɹ  u 
-te 
 kɹ  u-te *ɡrok ~ *krok 294 
K to be big  ʧ i:-d  :   kɹ i  kɹ i-ɹe/ 
ə«ɡɹ»it ŋ 
 «ɡɹ»i  «ɡɹ»i/«ɡɹ»i PLB *k-ri(j) 375 
L soil (earth) mje:«ʤ»i: mje ʧ i:  mɹe«ɡɹ»i   *mlij or *r-ka 
‘e rth’  *ɡliŋ 




There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese [ʧ] and Rakhine and Marma [kɹ]; 
this correspondence is illustrated in A-I of Table 27. Exceptions to this correspondence are 
shown in J-L; item L ‘soi ’ is the only word-medial example of this correspondence.  
RT has aspirated [kʰɹ] instead of [kɹ] in the word for J ‘to be  fr id’. RT’s g oss of [kʰɹ uʔ] 
is ‘to terrify’, which is a causative form of ‘to be  fr id’. PTB marked causatives with the prefix 
*s-; this prefix is often not visible in the word form of the daughter languages but its presence 
                                                 
42
 Benedict (1972:107) st tes, “Burmese h s prefixed k- in several roots, especially in relation to animal names; 
this prefix is exclusively a feature of Burmese and its dialects and does not  ppe r in M ru or the  o o   ngu ges.” 
His examples include items B-E and G of Table 27,  s we    s ‘tiger’  nd’ stone’ which  re in Table 30. 
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can be traced by an opposition in the initial consonant of verb-pairs. Matisoff (2003:90) states 
“Burmese h s we   over  0 verb-pairs where the intransitive member has a plain initial and the 
c us tive/tr nsitive h s  n  spir te…where the  spir tion is   clear reflex of the *s- prefix”. RT 
[kʰɹ uʔ] ‘to terrify’ with aspirated [kʰɹ] seems to follow the pattern of these Burmese verb-pairs. 
Benedict (1972:127) lists Burmese ‘fe r’ krauk and ‘frighten’ kʰr uk as examples of alternation 
of initial consonants in certain TB roots. He reconstructs PTB ‘fe r’ as *ɡrok *krok, positing 
that some alternations between intransitive forms with unaspirated initials and transitive forms 
with aspirated initials may be due to an alternation of voicing in the proto-forms instead of the 
effect of the PTB causative prefixed *s- (Benedict 1972:125). 
RB and Marma words for K ‘to be big’ and the RS word for L ‘soi ’ have [ɡɹ] instead of 
[kɹ]; RS K ‘to be big’ has both [kɹ] and [ɡɹ].  This is mostly to be expected, since voiceless [k] 
becomes voiced [ɡ] in intervocalic position. One of the M rm  words for ‘to be big’, [ɡɹi], is an 
exception which I cannot explain, as it has voiced [ɡ] word-initially. 
Burmese voicing varies between [ʤ] and [ʧ] in the words for L ‘soi ’. BT ‘soi ’ has [ʤ] 
intervocalically while BC ‘soi ’ has intervocalic [ʧ].  
5.1.2 Correspondence of [ʧʰ] and [kʰɹ] (PTB *kr/*kl) 
 There is a correspondence in the data between Burmese aspirated [ʧʰ] and the Rakhine and 
Marma aspirated consonant cluster [kʰɹ].  
Correspondences of the aspirated forms [ʧʰ] and [kʰɹ] are seen in Table 28. 
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Table 28. Correspondences of [ʧʰ] and [kʰɹ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A mosquito  ʧʰ ɪ  : ɡ  :ŋ   kʰɹ     kʰɹ  ŋ  kʰɹ  ŋ  kʰɹ  u/ 
 kʰɹ   
*kraŋ 132 
B to be dry  ʧʰ  ʔ    kʰɹ  ʔni 
-ɹe 
 kʰɹ  u 
-te 
  kʰɹ  uʔ  415a 
C marrow  ʧʰ ɪ  zi   kʰɹ   zi  kʰɹ  ŋsi   *r-kliŋ 182a 
D thunder mo: ʧʰ  ɪ: 
-d  : 
‘sound of 
thunder’ 
mo: ʧʰ e : 





moː«ɡɹ»u *məw ‘sky’ 
(possibly *gle:k  
“Kuki-N g ” 
‘thunderbo t’) 
10 
E horn  «ʤ»o:  ʧʰ o «ɡɹ»o «ɡɹ»o  «ɡɹ»o / 




F dove «ʤ»o:  ʧʰ o: «ɡɹ»o «ɡɹ»u 
ŋ  ʔ  
‘pigeon’ 








G six  ʧʰ  ʔ   kʰɹ  uʔ  kʰɹ  uʔ  kʰɹ  u «kɹ» uʔ *d-ruk
43
 362 




There is a regular correspondence of Burmese [ʧʰ] to Rakhine and Marma [kʰɹ] in word-initial 
position (or after initial [a-]); this correspondence is illustrated in A-C of Table 28. The 
exceptions to this correspondence are shown in D-H. 
Item D ‘thunder’ is the on y ex mp e I have found of this correspondence in word-medial 
position. It is a compound word consisting of [moː] ‘sky’ and a yet-to-be-confirmed etymon 
me ning ‘thunder’; Benedict (1972:41) proposes   “Kuki-N g ” etymon *gle:k ‘thunderbo t’. 
The RS and Marma words for D ‘thunder’ h ve [ɡɹ] instead of [kʰɹ], which appears to be the 
result of normal intervocalic voicing. RB ‘thunder’ [moːkɹuɹɛ] is an exception with [kɹ] instead 
of the expected intervocalic [ɡɹ]. The Burmese aspirated [ʧʰ] in word-medial position is 
unexpected; normally, voiceless initials aspirate in word-initial position and are voiced 
                                                 
43
 Benedict (1972:116)  gives examples from several TB languages of the shift from *d- > *k-. 
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intervocalically. I do not know the reason for this word-medial Burmese exception, though a 
possib e exp  n tion is th t ‘thunder’ is analyzed as two separate etymons rather than a 
compound word in Burmese, thus resulting in aspirated [ʧʰ]. 
The voicing of the Burmese words for E ‘horn’  nd F ‘dove’ v ries, with voiced [ʤ] in BT 
and voiceless [ʧʰ] in BC.  
RT, RS, and Marma E ‘horn’  nd F ‘dove’  re exceptions with word-initial [ɡɹ] instead of 
[kʰɹ]. Word-initial voicing may result from *m-, the reconstructed nasal prefix which is 
frequently dropped after voicing the fo  owing conson nt (M tisoff 2003:1 ). PTB ‘dove’ is 
reconstructed as *m-k(r)əw (Benedict 1972:38; Matisoff 2003:647). However, the reconstructed 
form of ‘horn’ is *krəw, and does not include the nasal reconstructed prefix (Benedict 1972:22; 
Matisoff 2003:654). One of the words for E ‘horn’ in both RB  nd M rm  h s intervoc  ic [ɡɹ]; 
again, this appears to be a result of the normal voicing intervocalically. 
Other exceptions: 
 [kʰ] instead of [kʰɹ]: RT H ‘ eg’  one of the Marma words for H ‘ eg’ 
 [kɹ] instead of [kʰɹ]: Marma G ‘six’ 
 
5.1.3 Correspondence of [ʧʰ], [kʰɹ] and [kɹ] (PTB *kr/*kl) 
Although many Rakhine and Marma words have [kʰɹ] corresponding to Burmese [ʧʰ], as 
shown in 5.1.2, above, some Bangladesh Rakhine and Marma words have unaspirated [kɹ] 
instead. In these words, Burmese and Myanmar Rakhine have the aspirated forms [ʧʰ] and [kʰɹ], 
respectively, while Bangladesh Rakhine and Marma has the unaspirated form [kɹ]. As noted in 
Benedict (1972:17), PTB *k corresponds to both Burmese [k] or [kʰ]; for reasons unknown, RB 
and Marma have unaspirated [kɹ] in these correspondences.  Table 29 shows the correspondences 
of Burmese [ʧʰ], RT and RS [kʰɹ] and RB and Marma [kɹ].  
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Table 29. Correspondences of [ʧʰ], [kʰɹ] and [kɹ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A termite  ʧʰ  ʔ  
‘white  nt’ 
 ʧʰ  :  kʰɹ  ʔ  kʰɹ  ʔ  kɹ  ʔ  *krep 
PLB *ʔ-krip 
128 
B to sew  ʧʰ o ʔ   kʰɹ ouʔ  kʰɹ  ʔ-de  kɹ o-te  kɹ u-tɛ/ 








   kʰɹ ɛʔ   kʰɹ  i-te  kɹ  i-te  kɹ oi-te *d-k(h)ew 
‘scr tch’ 
303 
D to sing t  ʧʰ ɪ  : 
sʰo:-d i: 
 θ   kʰɹ    
sʰo  




ti kɹ  ŋ 
su-ɹe 
  284 
E to cough  ʧʰ      
sʰo:-d i: 
  kʰɹ     kʰɹ  uŋ 
s -ɹe 
«kʰ» u  
su-ɹe 







F calf  ʧʰ e:d    :    kʰɹ idə on «k» θə uŋ «kʰ»ə uŋθ   177  
There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese [ʧʰ], RT and RS [kʰɹ]  nd RB  nd 
M rm  [kɹ]; this correspondence is illustrated in A-C of Table 29. The exceptions to this 
correspondence are shown in D-F.  
Item D ‘to sing’ is the only example I have found of this correspondence in word-medial 
position. The RS word D ‘to sing’ is an exception and has [kɹ] instead of [kʰɹ] (or [ɡɹ])  like RB 
D ‘thunder’ (cf. Table 28), RS ‘to sing’ does not fo  ow the previously posited  intervocalic 
change of [kʰɹ] to [ɡɹ]. 
Other exceptions: 
 [kʰ] instead of [kɹ]: RB E ‘to cough’; Marma F ‘c  f’ 
 [k] instead of [kɹ]: RB F ‘c  f’ 
 
 
                                                 
44
 The proto-forms given for E ‘to cough’ correspond to the second sy   b e  I w s un b e to identify   cogn te 
proto-form for the first syllable. 
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5.2 Correspondences of [ʧ] and [kj] (PTB *kj/*kl) 
Bradley (2011:42) notes that Burmese [kj] became [ʧ] in the late 1800s, after the stage 
represented by WB. Though the SB pronunciation of WB /kj/ is now [ʧ], Burmese names written 
with /kj/ are transliterated with “ky”. Thus, we have PTB *kj > WB kj > SB ʧ. 
5.2.1 Correspondence of [ʧ] and [kj] (PTB *kj/*kl) 
Burmese and Rakhine [ʧ] correspond to Marma [kj], as seen in Table 30. 
Table 30. Correspondences of [ʧ] and [kj] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A tiger  ʧ  :  ʧ  :  ʧ    ʧ    ʧ   {kj}a *d-kej/ *kəj
45
 
PLB *k-la  
86 
B buffalo  ʧ wɛ:  ʧ wɛ:  ʧ we  ʧ we  ʧ we {kj}ue *lwa:j >  
*k-lwa:j 
102 
C to fall  ʧ  :-d i:   ʧ    
‘to drop’ 
 ʧ  -ɹe  ʧ  la-ɹe otʰu kj  -ɹe/ 
{kj}a-ʧw  
*kla 324 
D I (1sg)   ʔ  ʧ wɛ   
‘1sg fem’/  
 ʧ wɛ d   
‘1sg m sc’ 
  a{kj}we  444b 
E man j   ʧ  :  j   ʧ   j uʔ ʧ   j u ʧ   jau{kj}a  192 
F son j   ʧ  : e: 
‘boy’ 
 j   ʧ  ʃe 
‘boy’ 
 j u ʧ  ʃɛ jau{kj}a/ 
j u kj  ʃjɛ 
 199b 
G stone  ʧ  ʔ ‘rock’  ʧ  uʔ  ʧ  uʔ  ʧ  u  ʧ  u  kj oʔ/ kj  ʔ *r-luŋ  
PLB *k-lauk 
34 
H cave  ʧ  ʔɡu:  ʧ  uʔɡu   ʧ  uɡu ɡu«kʰ» u  kj eokoŋ  41 
I mud «ʃ»  ʔ «ʃ»     ʧ ouʔ  ʧ  u  ʧ ouʔ  kj ouʔ  32 
J pestle «ʤ» bweʔ   ʧ  pwɛʔ  ʧ  uθ   ʧ  muŋʃjɛ   238 
 
There is a regular correspondence with word-initial (or following [ʔ -] or [a-]) Burmese and 
Rakhine [ʧ] and Marma [kj]; this correspondence is illustrated in A-D (with an exception of a 
                                                 
45
 Benedict (1972:116) states that the *d- > ʧ- ~ ʃ- shift found in some TB languages is paralleled in other 
languages by the *d- > k- shift. 
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Marma word in C) and G of Table 30. Regular word-medial correspondences are illustrated in E-
F; exceptions to correspondences are shown in H-J. 
The RB word for H ‘c ve’ is  n exception to this correspondence with [kʰ] instead of [ʧ]. A 
comp rison of the words for G ‘stone’  nd H ‘c ve’ shows th t ‘c ve’ is a compound form 
consisting of ‘stone’  nd [ɡu] or [koŋ], which may be the etymon given by Benedict as PTB 
*kw r ‘ho e’. The RB compound form of ‘c ve’ is the on y one in which the etymon for ‘stone’ 
follows the [ɡu] segment. RB ‘c ve’ has aspirated [kʰ] instead of [ʧ] in word-medial position; I 
do not know the reason for this exception. However, it does follow the pattern of Burmese 
‘thunder’, discussed in 5.1.2, of word-medial aspiration in a compound word. 
The BT and BC words for I ‘mud’ have [ʃ] instead of [ʧ]. The orthographic representation in 
WB of this segment is /ɹ w/; all the other words of this correspondence set are /kj/ in WB. 
Voiceless /ɹ / in WB corresponds to [ʃ] in Burmese, as discussed in 4.9, which explains the 
presence of [ʃ] in BT and BC. However, I do not know the reason for [ʧ] and [kj] in the Rakhine 
 nd M rm  words for ‘mud’,  s the norm   correspondence  s given in 4.9.1 would be [ɹ ] or [ɹ]. 
Shiwaruangrote (2000:107) lists BT’s voiced [ʤ] in J ‘pest e’ as an example of coalescent 
assimilation; this assimilation is discussed in 3.1.1. 
5.2.2 Correspondence of [ʧʰ], [ʃʰ, ʃ], and [kʰ ] (PTB *kj/*kl) 
 There is also correspondence between aspirated forms of [ʧ] and [kj]: Burmese and RT [ʧʰ] 
correspond to Marma [kʰj]. RS and RB correspondences, however, vary between [ʃʰ] and [ʃ] with 
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more examples of [ʃ] than of the aspirated form [ʃʰ].
46
 These correspondences of [ʧʰ], [ʃʰ, ʃ], and 
[kʰj] are shown in Table 31. 
There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese and RT [ʧʰ], RS and RB [ʃʰ] or 
[ʃ] and Marma [kʰj]; this correspondence is illustrated in A-G (and partially in K) of Table 31. 
Items H-J (and BC and RS of K) illustrate word-medial correspondences. Exceptions to 
correspondences are shown in L-R. 
Marma N ‘deer’, O ‘swe t’, P ‘excrement’  nd Q ‘to sneeze’ have [kʰ] instead of [kʰj]. The 
vowel following the [kʰ] segment in these words is [i]; [kʰj] ch nges to [kʰ] when the fo  owing 
vowel is [i]. This conditioned change also occurs in consonant clusters when the semivowel [w] 
precedes the [i] vowel  s shown in O ‘swe t’. 
RB M ‘ginger’ h s [ʃʰ] and [ʧʰ] in free variation; [ʧʰ] is also used instead of [ʃʰ] or [ʃ] in RS 
M ‘ginger’  nd RB Q ‘to sneeze’. 
BT L ‘friend’ h s voiced [ʤ] instead of voiceless [ʧʰ], which may be an example of 
intervocalic voicing. BT M ‘ginger’ h s word-initial [ʤ] instead of [ʧʰ]; RS N ‘deer’   so h s 
word-initial [ʤ] instead of [ʃʰ/ʃ]. 
Other exceptions for which I cannot account are [ʃ] instead of [ʧʰ] in the RT words for P 
‘excrement’, Q ‘to sneeze’  nd R ‘to be smooth’. 
                                                 
46
 [ʃʰ] is only found in word-initial position and usually precedes [i] or [j]. RS ‘stre m’[ʦ nʃʰau] is an exception 
as [ʃʰ] is in word-medial position and does not precede [i] or [j]. 
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Table 31. Correspondences of [ʧʰ], [ʃʰ, ʃ] and [kʰj] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A to be cold 
(person) 
 ʧʰ  :  ʧʰ   :  ʧʰ ɛ   ʃʰ j ŋ-ɹe  ʃʰ j i-ɹɛ  kʰj  i-ɹɛ *kjam 26 
B to tie  ʧʰ i:-d i:   ʧʰ    kɹuneʔ 
 ʃ  iŋ-ɹe 
 ʃʰ j i-ɹe  kʰj oiŋ 
-ʧw  
*kik 330 
C to cook 
(rice) 
 ʧʰ ɛ-t i:  ʧʰ ɛʔ  ʧʰ  ʔ  ʃ  -de  ʃ  kʰɹ ŋ  kʰj  -pʰo/ 




D navel  ʧʰ ɛ:ʔ    ʃ  ʔ  ʃ  ʔ  kʰj  ʔ  164 
E to love  ʧʰ ɪ-t i:   ʧʰ   ʔ  ʃ  iʔ-te  ʃ  i-te  kʰj oi-te/ 
 kʰj oiɡɹ i 
-te 
 289 
F to be sweet  ʧʰ o:-d  :   ʧʰ o  ʃ uni-ɹe   ʃ ou   kʰj o/ 
 kʰj o-ɹe 
*kjəw 409 









I to whistle  e: ʧʰ   -d i:   i ʧʰ wɛ   i ʃ w ŋ 
-ɹe 
 i ʃ wɛ 
-ɹe 
  275 
J to bathe je: ʧʰ o:-d i:  ɹi ʧʰ o ɹi ʃ o-ɹe ɹi ʃ u-ɹe ɹi kʰj u-ɹe  335 
K stream  ʧʰ   : s  : ʧʰ   :  ʦ n ʃʰ  u   kʰj oŋʃɛ  28 
L friend t ŋɛ:«ʤ»ɪ  :   θəŋɛ ʃ  ŋ θume ʃ     212 
M ginger «ʤ»ɪ  :  ʧʰ ɪ  :  ʧʰ  s   «ʧʰ» ŋziŋ  ʃʰ  ŋ/ 
«ʧʰ» ŋ 
 kʰj   *kjaŋ 66 















Q to sneeze n  :  ʧʰ e: 
-d i: 
 «ʃ»i  ʃ i-ɹe «ʧʰ»i-ɹe «kʰ»i-ɹe/ 
«kʰ»i-ʧw  
 271 
R to be 
smooth 
 ʧʰ  :m  
-d  : 
 «ʃ»   ʃ oni-ɹe ʃə ʃ o  / 
ʃə ʃ w  
  423 
                                                 
47
 Benedict (1972:116) states that the *d- > ʧ- ~ ʃ- shift found in several TB languages is paralleled in other 
languages by the *d- > k- shift. 
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5.3 Correspondences of [sʰ] and/or [s] and [ʧ] (PTB *ʦ/*ʦʰ, *ʧ/*ʧʰ) 
Bradley (2012:174) says the change of palatal and alveolar affricates *ʧ/*ʦ to alveolar 
fricatives is a major change seen only in Burmese and its dialects; Hill (2013) further examines 
and discusses the change of *ʧ and *ʦ to WB /ʦ/ (SB [s]), noted by other scholars as well 
(Matisoff 1969:157; 2003:31). Bradley describes the change as ʧ > ʦ > s and ʧʰ > ʦʰ > sʰ. He 
further notes th t “the ch nge of p   t    ffric tes to   veo  rs does not occur in M r m  
[Marma], the variety of Arakanese out of contact with Burmese since the early 1780’s; it appears 
to have diffused into Arakanese [Rakhine] since then” (Br d ey 2011:45). 
5.3.1 Correspondence of [sʰ], [s] and [ʧ] (PTB *ʦ, *ʧ) 
According to Hill (2013:336, 338), several words in this correspondence set have been 
reconstructed as Proto-Burmish *ʦʰ (inc uding ‘s  t’, ‘joint’, ‘f t’, ‘e eph nt’  nd ‘ten’) while 
others (such  s ‘medicine’  nd ‘widow’) are reconstructed as Proto-Burmish *ʧʰ. However, as in 
previous tables, I list the PTB and PLB forms provided in Benedict (1972) and Matisoff (2003).  
Cooper (p.c.) says words written with the “ spir ted s” h ve no  spir tion when pronounced 
by native Burmese speakers; thus, her BC transcriptions consistently have [s] instead of [sʰ]. 
Bradley’s (2011:4) data agrees with Cooper’s findings: he states that “a merger of aspirated /sʰ/ 
to unaspirated /s/” is currently in progress in Burmese. 
BT and RT [sʰ] correspond to BC, RS and RB [s] and Marma [ʧ], as seen in Table 32.
48
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Table 32. Correspondences of [sʰ], [s] and [ʧ] 
 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A thorn  sʰ u: {s}u:  sʰ u {s}u a{s}u  ʧ uʔ/θoip    ʧ u *ʦow 46 
B salt  sʰ  : {s}a:  sʰ   {s}a {s}a  ʧ   *ʦ  84 
C beard mo  sʰ eɪ m we:   mə s i mwi mə s wi mə ʧ wi *(s-)mul ~ *(r-)mu  ‘be rd’ 
PLB *ʦ m ‘h ir’ 
158 
D widow mo sʰ o:m ʔ  m  sʰ  m  mə s əm ʔ mo{s}oma/ 
bo{s}oma 
m  ʧ om / 
m  ʧ əm  
P B *ʧəw 203 
E to wash  sʰ e:ʧ :-d i:     ʔ s i-ɹe la{s}i-ɹe    u ʧ i-ɹe/ 
    ʧ i-ʧw  
*(m-)sjil ~ *(m-)sjal 333 
F ant p jwɛ sʰ eɪʔ  p ɹ ʔ sʰ eiʔ pəɹw ʔ s ei pəɹo s i/ 
pəɹo«ʦ»i 
pɹoi ʧ iʔ/ 
pɹw  ʧ i 
 129 
G medicine  sʰ e: {s}a:  sʰ i {s}i «ʦ»iː  ʧ i *ʦij 301 
H joint ʔ  sʰ ɪʔ/ sʰ ɪʔ ʔə s ɪʔ    s  iʔ  «ʦ» i   ʧ oiʔ *ʦik 181 
I ten  sʰ ɛ: /t  sʰ ɛ:   sʰ e tə s e «ʦ»e  ʧ e/tə ʧ e *ʦj j 366 
J fat ʔ  sʰ i:   a{s}i  «ʦ»i  «ʧʰ»i *ʦow 185 
K to descend    sʰ    ‘down’  s  ŋ-ɹe «ʦ» ŋ-ɹe «ʧʰ» ŋ-ʧw  *ʦjuk 317 
L elephant  sʰ ɪ  :  s ɪ    sʰ    «sʰ» ŋ «ʦ» n  ʧ  u/ ʧ   PLB *ʦ ŋ = *ʦʰ ŋ 105 
M elephant tusk   s ɪ   zwɛ  sʰ    sʰwe  
‘ivory’ 
«sʰ» ŋ zwe   ʧ  u ʤwe PLB *ʦ ŋ = *ʦʰ ŋ ‘e eph nt’ 
*m-dzjwaj; P B *ʤw j ‘tooth / tusk’ 
106 
N hair (head) «z» bɪ  :   sʰ ɛ b  «ʦ»eŋb ŋ «ʦ»ɛb   ʧ  ib ŋ *s-kra; PLB *ʦ m 143 
O to cut hair «z» bɪ  : ɲ j -t i:    s  ŋb ŋ  
 k iʔ-de 
  ʧ  ib ŋ pw i-te/ 
 ʧ  ib  ɹoi-te 
*s-kra; PLB *ʦ m ‘h ir’ 339 
P urine  sʰ i: ‘urine (impo .)’/ 
 ʧ ɪ  :ŋɛ: ‘urine (po .)’ 
 «θ» ɹe  
‘urin te (n)’ 
«t»əb ʔɹe «ʃ»əɹɛ «s»əɹɛ / 
«θ»əboɹɛ/«θ»əɹɛ 
*ʦ(j)i ‘urine (po .)’ 
PLB *ʒəj or *zij 
191 
Q poison    mɹein «sʰ»eik   s eiʔ   ʧ iʔ/  ʧ oi  118 
R marrow ʧʰɪ  «z»i  kʰɹ  «z»i kʰɹ ŋ s i  ɹu s i  ɹo ʧ i  182a&b 
S to dye    əɹoŋ s o-ɹe ɹ u s u-ɹe ɹoŋ ʧ u-ʧw /ɹoŋ «tʰ»i-ɹɛ  228 
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There is a regular correspondence with word-initial BT and RT [sʰ], BC, RS and RB [s] and 
Marma [ʧ]; this correspondence is illustrated in A-B (and in E of BT) of Table 32. Regular word-
medial correspondences are illustrated in C-F. The exceptions to correspondences are shown in 
G-S. 
RB has several words with [ʦ] instead of [s], such as G ‘medicine’, H ‘joint’  nd K ‘to 
descend’. There seems to be free v ri tion in RB between [s] and [ʦ], as illustrated by RB F ‘ nt’ 
where a single consultant pronounced the word both ways. I have not discovered a conditioning 
factor for this variation; it is mainly in word-initial position (or after initial [a-]) but it is also 
word-medial. The variation may be evidence that the [ʦ] > [s] change mentioned by Bradley 
(2011:45) has not completely diffused into Bangladesh Rakhine. RB [ʦ] is shown in F-L and N 
of Table 32. 
Item N ‘h ir (he d)’ is  n exception with [ʦ] instead of [s] in RS. This seems to be an 
artifact of the transcription, as in O ‘to cut h ir’ RS has the expected form of [s] for’ h ir’. 
‘Urine’ is written in WB with an aspirated /sʰ/, which is reflected in the BT impolite word 
for P ‘urine’  the other words for ‘urine’ do not fo  ow the correspondence. Most likely these are 
euphemistic lexical replacements and thus not, strictly-speaking, cognate, although there is some 
resemb  nce in form. Further rese rch m y turn up words for ‘urine’ which correspond to 
Burmese [sʰi]. 
Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
 [z] instead of  [sʰ]: BT N ‘h ir (head)’, O ‘to cut h ir’; BT and RT R ‘m rrow’ 
 [sʰ] instead of [s]: RS L ‘e eph nt’, M ‘e eph nt tusk’, Q ‘poison’ 
 [ʧʰ] instead of [ʧ]: Marma J ‘f t’, K ‘to descend’  




5.3.2 Correspondence of [s] and [ʧ] (PTB *ʦ/*ʦʰ, *ʧ/*ʧʰ; PLB *ʣ,*ʤ) 
Burmese and Rakhine [s] correspond to Marma [ʧ], as seen in Table 33. 
Table 33. Correspondences of [s] and [ʧ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A to plant    s eiʔ  s  iʔ-te {s}ai-te  ʧ w i-te/ 




B to wait  s   -d i:  {s}au  s  ŋ-ɹe   ʧ oŋboni 
-ɹe/ 
 ʧ  -ɹe 
*ʣoŋ 292 
C seed ʔ  s eʔ/ 
t ɪ s iʔ 
ʔə s  / 
t ɪʔt i: s   
ʔ  s i θ i θi 
  s iʔ 
  s iʔ   ʧ i/  ʧ iʔ *ʣəj 51 
D eye mjɛ s iʔ  mj ʔ s i 
‘eyebrow’ 
mj ʔ s iʔ mjau{s}i/ 
mj u«ʦ»i 
mj u ʧ i/ 
mj  ʧ iʔ 
 147 
E blanket  s   :  pa{s}bo pə s u pə s o po ʧ uboi/ 
pə ʧ wo 
 225 
F ring  ɛ s  ʔ  
‘finger 
ring’ 
   ʔ s wɛʔ    s wɛʔ   «ʦ»wɛ   u ʧ wɛʔ/ 
   ʧ wɛʔ 
 235 
G green ʔ  s  ɪ: j  :  ʔ  s    ə s iŋ ɹ ŋ  «ʦ»eiŋ  *ʣim  
(or *ʃriŋ 
‘  ive, 
green’) 
401 
H to suck  s o:-d i:   s ouʔ {s}u-ɹe «ʦ»ou-te  ʧ ou-te/ 
 ʧ ou-ʧw  
*ʣo:p 276 
I to eat  s  :-d i:  {s}a «sʰ» -ɹe {s}a-ɹe/ 
«ʦ» -ɹe 
 ʧ  -ɹe *ʣa 261 
J to be 
spicy 
 s  -d  :   s ɛʔ 
‘to t ste 
hot’ 
{s}a-de   s ɛʔ «z»ai-te/ 
 ʧ  i-te 
*ʦ  412 
K to be wet so:«ʃ»wɛ: 
-d  : 
‘wet’ 
  s wɛʔ 





  s weː   ʧ w / 
  ʧ w i 
 416 
L stream   s   :ʧʰ  :  «ʦ» nʃʰ u    28 
M paddy 
rice 





 «z»əb : 
bjo:bɪ   
  s əb  
pjub ŋ 
 s əbənɛ  ʧ ɛb  





  e-d i: 
«z»əb :      s əb  
 kɹei-de 








ʔ  s wɛ: 
'ivory' 
sɪ   «z»wɛ sʰ   «sʰ»we  
‘ivory’ 








There is a regular correspondence of Burmese and Rakhine [s] to Marma [ʧ] in word-initial 
position (and after initi   [ʔ -/a-]); this correspondence is illustrated in A-C (and in E of BT) of 
Table 33. Regular word-medial correspondences are illustrated in D-E (and one of the BC words 
in C). The exceptions to correspondences are shown in F-P. 
Several RB words use [ʦ] instead of [s], such as F ‘ring’  nd H ‘to suck’. Some RB words 
have pronunciations of both [ʦ] and [s] from a single consultant, as in D ‘eye’ and I ‘to e t’. 
Bangladesh Rakhine seems to have free variation between [ʦ] and [s] in some words; as 
mentioned above, the [ʦ] to [s] change noted in Burmese by Bradley (2011:45) has not 
completely diffused through Rakhine in Bangladesh. RB [ʦ] is shown in D and F-I of Table 33. 
The Burmese words for M ‘p ddy rice’ h ve [z] instead of [s]. This word also appears in the 
data under N ‘rice seed ing’  nd O ‘to winnow’  in each instance, the Burmese words have [z]. 
‘P ddy rice’ is one of Shiwaruangrote’s ex mp es of coalescent assimilation in Burmese, as 
discussed in 3.1.1. Due to this coalescent assimilation, WB sapa: ‘p ddy rice’ is pronounced 
[zaba:]. 
The word for ‘tusk’ in P ‘e eph nt tusk’ h s sever   exceptions. BC  nd RS h ve [z] and RT 
has [sʰ] instead of [s]; Marma has [ʤ] instead of [ʧ]. In each of these exceptions, the word for 
‘tusk’ is compounded with the word for ‘e eph nt’  BT  nd RB, which  re not exceptions, are not 
compounded, but are simply preceded by [a]. Thus the voicing in BC, RS and Marma and the 
aspiration in RT appear to be a result of compounding. 
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Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
 [ʃ] instead of [s]: BT K ‘to be wet’  
 [sʰ] instead of [s]: RS I ‘to e t’ 
 [ʦ] instead of [s]: RS L ‘stre m’ 
 [z] instead of [ʧ]: one of the Marma words for J ‘to be spicy’ 
 
5.4 Correspondences of [z] and [ʤ] 
Burmese and Rakhine [z] correspond to Marma [ʤ], as seen in Table 34. 
Table 34. Correspondences of [z] and [ʤ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A spoon  z   :   z wɛ   z weŋ  z wɛː  ʤ w i  239 
B what   {z}a {z}a-le {z}a-le  ʤ  -le  442 
C to think sɪ   z  -d i: 
‘to think of’ 
  s iŋ z  -ɹe sei{z}a-ɹe ʧoiŋ ʤ  -ʧw   285 
D mouth b  z  ʔ pə «z » ʔ p  z eʔ pə z  ʔ pa{z}a p  ʤ    152 
E when (past)   «s» kʰ   z  kʰ -ɡ ʔ-le  z  kʰ   ʤ  kʰ / 
 ʤ  kʰ -le 
 438 
F where   «s» m    z  neɹ m -le {z}ama  ʤ  m / 
 ʤ  m -le 
 440 
 
There is a regular correspondence of word-initial Burmese and Rakhine [z] to Marma [ʤ]; this 
correspondence is illustrated in A-B of Table 34. Regular word-medial sound correspondence is 
illustrated in C. I do not know what the proto-form for this correspondence is; it could be PTB 
*z, though PTB *ʒ is also a possibility. 
There are a few exceptions which I cannot account for: the BC word for D ‘mouth’ h s [z ] 
instead of [z], and RT has [s] instead of [z] in the words for E ‘when (p st)’  nd F ‘where’. 
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5.5 Correspondences of [  ], [t] and [θ] (PTB *s, *ʦ, *s-C, *m-s) 
5.5.1 Correspondences of [t ] and [θ](PTB *s, *ʦ, *s-C, *m-s) 
Burmese dental [t ] corresponds to Rakhine and Marma [θ], as seen in Table 35.
49
 
There is a regular correspondence of word-initial Burmese [t ] to Rakhine and Marma [θ]; 
this correspondence is illustrated in A-E of Table 35. Regular word-medial sound 
correspondences are illustrated in F-I. The exceptions to correspondences are listed in J-O. 
BT J ‘eggp  nt’ h s voiced [d ], which is in complementary distribution with [t ]; it is an 
allophone of /t / (Cooper & Cooper 2013b).  
Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
 [t] instead of [θ]: RT K ‘m ngo’  nd L ‘g r ic  RB O ‘to sing’ 
 [s] and [ʦ] in free variation with [θ]: Marma M ‘ ouse (he d)’  
 [s] in free variation with [θ]: Marma N ‘to drink’ 
 
 
                                                 
49
 All words in Table 36 are written in WB with သ, commonly described as a voiceless dental fricative. 
However, Cooper (p.c.) describes it  s   “voice ess dent   p osive or stop”  Shiw ru ngrote (2000:  ) simi  r y 
describes it  s   “voice ess un spir ted  pico-dent   stop”. Thus, I h ve used [t ] to represent the Burmese data. 
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Table 35. Correspondences of [t ] and [θ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A rainbow  t ɛ:t :  t ɛʔt     θ  ʔθɛ   θ  t ŋ  θ əd ŋɹeθ   θ əd ŋɹɛʃo/ 
 θ əd ɹɛθ  
 8 





 t  m ʔ   θ  mɛʔ  θ əm ʔ  θ  m   θ əm ʔ *s-mak 200 
D blood  t }we:   θ wi  θ wi  θ wi  θ wi *s-hjwəj 187 
E to know  t i-d i:   θ i  θ i-ɹe  θ i-ɹe  θ ikj -ɹe/ 
 θ i-pʰo 
*sjej 286 
F liver ʔ  t }e:  ʔ  θ e ə θ ɛ   θ ɛː   θ ɛ *m-sin 166 
G finger 
nail 





 ŋ ɛʔ 
 t  iʔ 
 ŋ  ʔ  θ  iʔ ŋ ʔ θ  i ŋ ʔ θ wɛʔ  109 
I fruit ʔ  t }i:  t ɪʔ 
 t }i: 
ʔ  θ i/ 
 θ i 
 θ  i  θ i   θ i/  θ ei   θ i *sej 50 
J eggplant kʰ j  
-«d »i: 
‘brinj  ’ 
kʰəj  : 
- t }i: 
 kʰəɹ ŋ 
- θ i 
kʰəɹe - θ i kɹei- θ i/ 
kʰəɹ i- θ i 
*sej ‘fruit’ 64 
K mango  t  jɛ:ʔ  t əjɛʔ 
- t }i: 
«t» ɹ  
- θ i 
 θ əɹ ʔ 
- θ i 
 θ  ɹ - θ i  θ əɹ u- θ i/ 
 θ əɹ - θ i 
 63 
L garlic ʧɛ t    
pʰju: 
ʧɛʔ t    
pʰju 
kɹ «t»wɛ  
pʰɹu 
kɹ ʔ θ uŋ 
pʰɹu 
kɹ  θ ɛn 
pʰɹu  
kɹ u θ ɛnpɹu/ 









 t  :   θ ɛ   θ  ŋ  «s» i/«ʦ» i/ 





N to drink  t    
-t i: 
  θ  uʔ  θ  uʔ-de ɹi  θ  u-te ɹi «s» u-te/ 
ɹi  θ}au-te 
 266 
O to sing  t  ʧʰɪ  : 
sʰo:-d i:  
  θ   kʰɹ   
sʰo 
 θ ekɹ ŋ 
so-ɹe 
«t»ikɹ ŋ  
su-ɹe 
  284 
 
5.5.2 Correspondences of [t ], [t] and [θ](PTB *s, *ʦ, *s-C, *m-s) 
In some RS words, [t] (instead of [θ], shown above in 5.5.1) corresponds to Burmese dental 
[t ] and RT, RB and Marma [θ]; this difference in RS may be a reflex of a different proto-form or 
different proto-environment. Another possibility is that these words with RS [t] indicate a sound 
change which I have not been able to identify, such as a shift in progress in RS from [θ] to a 
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pronunciation closer to that of Burmese. Cooper (2014) and Shiwaruangrote (2000) describe 
modern Burmese pronunciation as [t ], while Bradley (2014:37) states it is [tθ]. I cannot account 
for the presence of [t] in RS for these words.  




Table 36. Correspondences of [t ], [t] and [θ] 
 Gloss BT BC RT RS RB Marma PTB WL 
A sand  t ɛ:  t ɛ:  θ ɛ   {t}e  θ ɛ  θ ɛ *z(l)aj or *sa  35 
B iron  t  :  t      t  ŋ  θ ɛ  θ  i *sjam = *ʃ m 
or *s(j)i·r ~ 
*s(j)a·l 
39 
C tooth  t }wa:   θ w  {t}wa  θ w   θ w  *s-wa or *m-
dzjwaj 
155 
D gums  t  pʰ :   θ  pʰo/ 
«t» pʰo 
 t əpʰwoŋ  θ əpʰu  θ wəpuŋ *r-nil ~ *r-ni(j) 
~ *s-nil 
156 
E thunder mo:ʧʰ ɪ: 




- t    
 moɡɹu 
- t  ŋ 
   10 
F calf ʧʰe:«d »   :   kʰɹi«d»ə on k  θ ə uŋ θə uŋ θ  / 
kʰə uŋ θ    
 177 
G who bɛ:«d »u:- ɛ:  ʔ  θ u z   «tʰ»u-le   θ u-le a{θ uɹoŋ/ 
a{θ}u-le 
 441 
H to wipe     t  ʔswe-ɹe  θ ou-te «t»wai-te *sut ~ *sit 
‘wipe / sweep’ 
331 
 
There is a regular correspondence with word-initial Burmese [t ], RS [t] and RT, RB and Marma 
[θ]; this correspondence is illustrated in A-C of Table 36. Regular word-medial sound 
correspondences are illustrated in E-F (Burmese voiced [d ] is an allophone of [t ], as discussed in 
5.5.1; item F ‘c  f’ h s [d] instead of [t] in RS due to intervocalic voicing, as discussed in 3.2.1). 
The RT word for D ‘gums’ shows free variation between [θ] and [t]. 
                                                 
50
 As in Table 35, all words in Table 36 are written in WB with သ. 
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Exceptions which I cannot account for: 
 [tʰ] instead of [t]: RS G ‘who’ 




CHAPTER 6  
SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCES AND DISCUSSION OF 
RELATIONSHIPS 
This chapter provides a summary of the sound correspondences of Burmese, Rakhine and 
Marma. It lists the order of Burmese sound changes and includes an approximate date for the 
change when possible. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the relationship of Burmese, 
Rakhine and Marma based on the postulated order and approximate dates of Burmese changes as 
compared to Rakhine and Marma sound changes and correspondences. 
6.1 Summary of Correspondences 
Some consonants in Burmese, Rakhine, and Marma are normally the same in all varieties; 
these are shown below in Figure 5. 





p t; ʃ  k h; ʔ 
Voiceless 
aspirated 
pʰ tʰ  kʰ  
Voiced 
b d  ɡ  
Nasal 
m n ɲ ŋ  
Semivowels 
and liquids 
w l j   
Figure 5. Consonants normally identical in Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 
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In other cases, as described previously in this thesis, consonants from one variety correspond 
to different consonants in another variety. These correspondences are shown in Table 37. 
Table 37. Correspondences of different consonants in Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 





t  θ/t θ θ 
s s s/ʦ ʧ 
sʰ, s sʰ, s s/ʦ ʧ 
z z z ʤ 
j ɹ ɹ ɹ 
ʧ kɹ kɹ kɹ 
ʧʰ kʰɹ kʰɹ kʰɹ 
ʧʰ kʰɹ kɹ kɹ 
ʤ
a
 ɡɹ ɡɹ ɡɹ 
ʧ ʧ ʧ kj 
ʧʰ ʧʰ, ʃʰ/ʃ ʃʰ/ʃ kʰj (kʰ) 
ʃ ɹ  ɹ ɹ  
      l l 
m  m  m m /m 
n  n  n n /n 
ŋ  ŋ  ŋ ŋ 
a
 The correspondence of [ʤ] and [ɡɹ] is not on a separate table as it is often a result of intervocalic voicing. 
Examples can be found with correspondences of [ʧ] and [kɹ] and correspondences of [ʧʰ] and [kʰɹ].  
Voicing is a major factor in exceptions to regular sound correspondences. Scholars have 
identified several voicing patterns in Burmese, including that voiceless stops tend to become 
voiced in intervocalic position (Matisoff 1969:163; Benedict 1972:21; Shiwaruangrote 
2000:105,109). Burling (1967) (as quoted in Matisoff 1969:163-164) suggests that voiced stops 
in Burmese origin ted “by the voicing of conson nts in medi   position with   subsequent 
gener  iz tion of voicing to occ sion   initi   position ” he recognizes that conditions for this 
initi   voicing “c nnot be st ted precise y.”  Shiw ru ngrote (2000:10 )  ists   rynge  s, 
voiceless nasals and liquids, and unaspirated [ʧ] as exceptions to voicing when the sound is the 
onset of a non-initial syllable; he also states that the initial of a syllable is not voiced when it 
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fo  ows “the presy   b e”, or [Ca-]. Okell (1969:13) (as quoted in Shiwaruangrote 2000:106) 
notes th t “…in the di  ect of Ar k n voicing occurs on y with the p  in voice b e initi  s, not 
with the  spir tes.” Some  gree th t on y un spir ted consonants are voiced while others claim 
voicing occurs regardless of aspiration (Shiwaruangrote 2000:106). Scholars disagree on the 
exact environments in which Burmese consonants are voiced, but agree that this voicing is not 
fixed; there are exceptions to most proposed rules and patterns (Matisoff 1969:163-164). Based 
on my data, the same is true for Rakhine and Marma: there are many exceptions to voicing which 
do not seem to be conditioned. Because my data are phonetic, not phonemic, non-contrastive 
details may be present which increases the number of apparent exceptions to regular sound 
correspondences. 
6.2 Relative chronology (or temporal order) of Burmese sound changes 
Several of the correspondences in Table 37 clearly show results of sound changes in one or 
more of the languages. Burmese, especially, has experienced a number of key sound changes 
through the centuries. Wheatley (2003:197) notes that an important sound change from WB to 
modern Burmese is an “ordered shift of initial consonants, e.g. *s > θ; *c > s; *ky, kr > c”.
51
 
Bradley (2014:37) and Cooper (2014) comment on the modern Burmese pronunciation resulting 
from the change of *s > θ; Bradley (2014) says the modern pronunciation of *s is [tθ] while 
Cooper (2014) and Shiwaruangrote (2000) describe it as [t ]. In either case, modern Burmese 
shows a change in the pronunciation of *s. 
                                                 
51
 Whe t ey’s *c  nd c correspond to [ʧ] in my data, while *ky corresponds to *kj. 
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 The relative chronology of sound changes, or the historical sequence in which different 
changes occurred, contributes to a better understanding of the phonological history of a language 
(Campbell 2004:46). This is true of Burmese sound changes, where the relative chronology is 
vital, as several of these form sound change chains, or chain shifts. An example of this is seen in 
Burmese *s > θ and *ʧ 
52
 > s. The change of *s- to [θ-] had to occur before the change of *ʧ- to 
[s-], instead of vice versa. If the order were switched and *ʧ > s before *s > θ, Burmese [θ] (and 
its subsequent pronunciation of [t ] or [tθ]) would be a reflex of both *ʧ and *s. There would no 
Burmese words with [s-], as [s-] would have changed to [θ-]. The presence of both [s] and [t ] in 
the Burmese data indicates that *s > θ is the first step  in   Burmese ch in shift,  nd *ʧ > s is the 
second step in this chain. This is an example of a pull chain, where the “g p” cre ted by the 
absence of [s-] is fi  ed by “pu  ing” *ʧ- (or /ʦ-/) and changing it to [s-] to fill this hole in the 
phonological inventory (Campbell 2004:47-4 ). This ch in continues with the “pu  ing” of other 
sound ch nges to fi   the “g p” cre ted by the absence of ʧ in the phonological inventory. Hill 
(2013:338) provides a chart illustrating some sound changes from Proto-Burmish to spoken 
Burmese in which he summarizes part of the pull chain shift described above. I  d pt Hi  ’s ch rt 
in Figure 6 to show the complete Burmese pull chain shift; the details given are a compilation of 
data from Hill (2013), Matisoff (2003), Wheatley (2013) and Bradley (2014). 
                                                 
52
 Chronologically, *ʧ seems to have changed to /ʦ/ before *s changed to [θ] (cf. Figure 6. Development of a 
Burmese Pull Chain below). However, I use *ʧ instead of /ʦ/ to refer to the change to [s], as it is the proto-form. 
Also, using the proto-form instead of /ʦ/ in my discussion illustrates the pull chain shift more clearly. The exact date 
or timing of the change from *ʧ to /ʦ/ is not vital to the sound change d iscussion at this point. 
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Step Proto-Burmish Old Burmese Written Burmese Spoken Burmese 
(1) *s s s or θ θ t  or tθ 
(2) 
*ʦ 





kj ʧ *kl kl 
kr 
*kr kr 
Figure 6. Development of a Burmese Pull Chain 
As discussed above, *s > θ is the first change in the chain and precedes the change of *ʧ  > 
s. Step (2) in Figure 6 shows the gradual change from *ʧ- to /ʦ-/ to [s-], as evidenced by early 
Burmese literature (Hill 2013:338). There is a merger of Proto-Burmish *ʦ and *ʧ > ʦ in Old 
Burmese (OB); this change occurred before the establishment of written Burmese (WB), with  
/ʦ-/ carried over into WB. The change to /ʦ-/ occurred prior to the change of /s-/ to [θ-] in 
modern spoken Burmese (SB). After the change of WB /s-/ > [θ-], WB /ʦ-/ changed to [s-] or 
[sʰ-] in SB. 
Regarding the velar consonant clusters, Matisoff (2003:71) points out a general tendency 
(with numerous exceptions and alternate WB inscriptional spellings) for OB /-l-/ to become WB 
/-j-/ after velars and for OB /-l-/ to become WB /-r-/ after labials. These changes listed by 
Matisoff may exemplify the beginning of WB’s merger of OB /kl-/ to /kj-/ and /kr-/, as shown in 
step (3) of Figure 6 above; thus OB /kj-/ and /kl-/ > WB /kj-/ and OB /kr-/ and /kl-/ > WB /kr-/. 
Due to these mergers, WB /kj-/ is a reflex of both *kj- and *kl-, while WB /kr-/ is a reflex of 
both *kr- and *kl-. A merger of WB /kj-/ and /kr-/ > SB [kj-] followed, with the result of [kj-] as 
the reflex of all words with *kj-, *kl- and *kr- in modern spoken Burmese; the final sound 
change is SB [kj-] > SB [ʧ-]. Based on data from the related languages of Atsi and Maru, Hill 
(2013:338) says “Burmese must h ve ch nged c- [ʦ-] to s- before it changed ky- [kj-] to č- [ʧ-].” 
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The resultant change to [ʧ-] is part of step (2) of the pull chain discussed above, filling the gap in 
the phonological inventory created by the change of *ʧ > [s]. 
In Figure 7, I summarize the order, or relative chronology, of this Burmese chain shift based 
on the above discussion. 
(1) *s > θ > t  / tθ 
(2) *ʧ > ʦ > s 
(3) *kj, *kl, *kr > kj, kr > kj > ʧ  
Figure 7. Relative Chronology of a Burmese Chain Shift 
In this chain shift, first *ʧ (in its form of [ʦ]) is “pu  ed” to [s] in order to fill the gap created by 
the change of *s to [θ]. Then [kj] (a reflex of *kj, *kl, *kr due to previous sound changes) is 
“pu  ed” to [ʧ] to fill the gap created by the change of *ʧ to [s]. The final change of [θ] > [t ] or 
[tθ] (shown in (1) of Figure 7) in Burmese is an incidental part of this chain shift, with no apparent 
motivation for the change. 
Based on this relative chronology of sound changes, modern (spoken) Burmese [ʧ] 
corresponds to *kj/*kl/*kr while the reconstructed Proto-Burmish *ʧ corresponds SB [s]. This 
fact illustrates the importance of relative chronology. Knowing the “sound change ch ins” is 
vital when attempting to reconstruct proto-forms of a language sub-group or branch, and when 
considering genetically-related languages and their relationships to each other. The order of 
sound changes is also important when seeking to link sound correspondences of a language to 
the reconstructed proto-forms. 
 Sometimes we can determine a date for a sound change (its beginning or, more likely, when 
it had disseminated through the language to a certain degree). Bradley (2014:37) gives 
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approximate times for some pronunciation changes in Burmese; his chart is reproduced below in 
Figure 8. 
စ [s] ဆ [sʰ] ဇ [z] သ [θ] Approximate dates for changes 
ʧ ʧʰ ʤ s 1112, 16th century 
ʦ ʦʰ ǳ s 18th century 
ʦ ʦʰ ǳ θ early 19th century 
s sʰ z θ mid-19th century 
s s z tθ early 21st century 
Figure 8. Approximate dates for changes to the Burmese pronunciation of some consonants 
 
Dates of sound changes are rarely reconstructible; when they can be approximated or 
determined, they are very helpful in reconstructing proto-forms. They can also provide valuable 
information regarding language relationships based on the dissemination (or lack of 
dissemination) of sound changes in these languages. 
6.3 The relationship of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 
Subgrouping, defined by C mpbe   (2004:1  )  s the “intern l classification of language 
f mi ies to determine which sister   ngu ges  re most c ose y re  ted to one  nother,” is used to 
determine the family tree for genetically-related languages. Only shared innovations are 
commonly accepted as a criteria for subgrouping    sh red innov tion is defined  s “   inguistic 
change which shows a departure (innovation) from some trait of the proto-language and is shared 
by   subset of the d ughter   ngu ges” (C mpbe   2004:190-191). Therefore, subgrouping is 
based on a comparison of historically-related languages to the reconstructed proto-language.  
There are implications for determining the historical relationship of Burmese, Rakhine and 
Marma when comparing Burmese consonants to corresponding Rakhine and Marma consonants 
(cf. Table 37) in light of the relative chronology and dates of Burmese sound changes discussed 
above. In Figure 9, I list Burmese, Rakhine and Marma correspondences that provide 
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information regarding subgrouping and the relationship of these languages. I include PTB forms 
(and PLB forms, when known), since comparison to the proto-language is necessary to identify 
shared innovations. I use the changes seen in the correspondences given in Figure 9 to make 
some initial observations about the historical relationships of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma as 
well as discuss implications for possible subgroupings of these languages. 




Marma PTB / PLB 
(1) t  θ/t θ θ *s, *ʦ 
(2) s, sʰ s, sʰ s/ʦ ʧ, ʧʰ *ʦ/*ʦʰ, *ʧ/*ʧʰ 
(3) j ɹ ɹ ɹ *r, *l 
(4) ʃ ɹ  ɹ ɹ  *ʃ, *s-r 
P B *rʔ 
(5) ʧ kɹ kɹ kɹ *kr, *kl, *k-r 
(6) ʧʰ kʰɹ kʰɹ, kɹ kʰɹ, kɹ *kr, *kl 
(7) ʧ ʧ ʧ kj *kj, *kl 
(8) ʧʰ ʧʰ, ʃʰ/ʃ ʃʰ/ʃ kʰj *kj, *kl 
(9)       l l *l, *P-l 
(10) m  m  m m /m *s-m, *ʔ-m 
P B *m , *ʔ-m  
(11) n  n  n n /n *s-n, *ʔ-n 
(12) ŋ  ŋ  ŋ ŋ *s-ŋ  
Figure 9. Sound correspondences with implications for historical relationships 
The first correspondence (1) shows a retention of [θ] in Marma, Rakhine spoken in 
Bangladesh (here fter “B ng  desh R khine”)  nd some Rakhine spoken in Myanmar (hereafter 
“My nm r R khine”)  it   so shows   Burmese innov tion of [t ]. Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 
all changed from the proto-forms of *s and *ʦ to [θ] by the early 19th century, according to 
Br d ey’s (2014) ch rt (cf. Figure 8). Both Marma and  Bangladesh Rakhine retain the [θ] reflex 
of *s and *ʦ;  Myanmar Rakhine retains some [θ] but also has [t]. Burmese [θ], however, has 
changed to [t ] or [tθ] in modern pronunciation. Examples of Myanmar Rakhine [t] may be results 
of borrowing from Burmese, as [t] may be the equivalent of [t ], a result of non-contrastive detail 
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in the (phonetic) data. In any case, Marma and (most) Rakhine have retained [θ], while modern 
Burmese has changed to [t ] or [tθ]; my data have no examples of Burmese [θ]. 
Correspondence (2) in Figure 9 shows the shared innovation of [s] in Burmese and Rakhine 
(with variation between [s/ʦ] in Bangladesh Rakhine); Marma [ʧ] is a retention of *ʧ. Marma is 
thus more conservative than Burmese and Rakhine with a pronunciation of [ʧ] that echoes 
Burmese pronunciation from the sixteenth century (cf. စ [s] in Figure 8), and is a reflex of the *ʧ 
proto-form. In contrast, Burmese and Myanmar Rakhine have changed *ʧ to [s/sʰ]; in 
Bangladesh Rakhine, the change of *ʧ varies between [s] and [ʦ]. According to Bradley 
(2012:174), only Burmese and its dialects change alveolar and palatal affricates (*ʦ/*ʧ) to 
alveolar [s]; this is a shared innovation of Burmese and Myanmar Rakhine, with some evidence 
of this innovation in Bangladesh Rakhine.  
Recognizing chains shifts help identify older forms still present in speech varieties. 
B ng  desh R khine’s variation between [s] and [ʦ] evidences pronunciations from both the 
eighteenth or early nineteenth century ([ʦ]) and from the mid-nineteenth century ([s]) (cf. Figure 
8). This demonstrates that changes in languages do not happen instantaneously but over time; not 
all words shift at the same time, and some words may not change at all (or have not yet changed, 
for changes still in progress). Also, perhaps more importantly, this variation in Bangladesh 
Rakhine is not present in Myanmar Rakhine; this illustrates that changes in these two Rakhine 
varieties have not occurred at the same time, or in the exact same way. This is to be expected, as 
these varieties are in different geographical areas and have different contact patterns; the 




 Correspondences (3) and (5)-(8) are all part of a single chain shift. Correspondence (3) 
shows the shared retention of [ɹ] in Rakhine and Marma; in contrast, Burmese has merged [ɹ] and 
[j]. This merger of [ɹ] to [j] in Burmese is a key difference between Burmese and Rakhine that is 
mentioned often in the literature; my data shows that [ɹ] is also retained in Marma. As a shared 
retention, the presence of [ɹ] in Rakhine and Marma does not form a basis for subgrouping; 
however, the change to [j] in Burmese is important to note as it also affects consonant clusters, as 
seen in correspondences (5)-(6) of Figure 9. In (5) and (6), Rakhine and Marma have a shared 
retention of  [kɹ, kʰɹ], while Burmese changes to [ʧ, ʧʰ]. This Burmese change is part of a chain, 
discussed in 6.2, shifting from [kɹ/kʰɹ] > [kj/kʰj] > [ʧ/ʧʰ]. Correspondences (7)-(8), discussed 
below, are also part of this Burmese sound chain, illustrating the shift from [kj/kʰj] > [ʧ/ʧʰ] in 
Burmese and comparable changes in Rakhine. 
Correspondence (7) shows the shared innovation of [ʧ] in Burmese and Rakhine; Marma is 
conservative with its retention of [kj]. This innovation is a result of the shift from [kj] to [ʧ]; both 
Myanmar Rakhine and Bangladesh Rakhine share this innovation with Burmese.  
Correspondence (8) in Figure 9 shows the correspondences of the aspirated forms of (7), 
which are more complex than correspondence (7). In correspondence (8), Marma retains the 
pronunciation of [kʰj], a reflex of the proto-language (and WB). Burmese (8) also follows its 
pattern from (7), shifting from [kʰj] to [ʧʰ]. Bangladesh Rakhine, however, changes from [kʰj] to 
[ʃʰ/ʃ], presumably by way of [ʧʰ]; the sound change chain of Bangladesh Rakhine is therefore 
[kʰj] > [ʧʰ] > [ʃʰ/ʃ]. Some Myanmar Rakhine words shift from [kʰj] to [ʃʰ/ʃ], the pronunciation in 
Bangladesh Rakhine, while some words shift to [ʧʰ], the Burmese pronunciation. This shows 
that, as with the unaspirated forms in correspondence (7), Rakhine also shares the innovation of 
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[kʰj] to [ʧʰ], shown in correspondence (8) with Burmese. Bangladesh Rakhine has a later 
innovation of [kʰj] to [ʃʰ/ʃ], which Myanmar Rakhine partially shares. 
In correspondence (4), Burmese has an innovation of [ʃ] that developed from WB voiceless 
/ɹ / (Bradley 2011:45). Marma and Myanmar Rakhine retain voiceless [ɹ ], a WB reflex of PLB 
*rʔ. My data show a change in Bangladesh Rakhine from voiceless [ɹ ] to voiced [ɹ]; however, 
this change in Bangladesh Rakhine should be verified as I collected data from only one speaker. 
Correspondences (9) and (12) show a retention of voiceless [  ] and [ŋ ] in Burmese and 
Myanmar Rakhine. Voiceless sonorants developed in WB due to PTB prefixation; it is generally 
agreed that WB accurately represents one stage in the development of modern spoken Burmese. 
WB representations of (9) and (12) are voiceless, suggesting that Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 
all had voiceless sonorants around the eighteenth century. Thus, voiceless [  ] and [ŋ ] in Burmese 
and Myanmar Rakhine is a retention, while the voicing of [l] and [ŋ] in Marma and Bangladesh 
Rakhine is a change from voiceless to voiced. Although this might be a shared innovation, it is 
more likely that it is an independent innovation of Marma and of Bangladesh Rakhine. A change 
from a voiceless to a voiced sound is less marked than a change from voiced to voiceless; a 
change that is less marked is more likely to occur naturally in a language, as an independent 
innovation. Further, the change to voiced sonorants may have been influenced by language 
contact with Bengali (which does not have voiceless sonorants).  
Correspondences (10) and (11) also show a retention of voiceless [m ] and [n ] in Burmese 
and Myanmar Rakhine; Marma varies between retention of voiceless [m ] and [n ] and a change to 
voiced [m] and [n]. PTB prefixation led to the development of voiceless nasals in WB; voiceless 
[m ] and [n ] in Burmese, Myanmar Rakhine and some Marma correspond with the orthographic 
representation of WB (a retention of Burmese pronunciation from the sixteenth to eighteenth 
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century). In contrast to Marma which varies in voicing, Bangladesh Rakhine always has voiced 
[m] and [n]; as mentioned previously, Bengali language contact may have influenced the voicing 
of these nasals in Bangladesh Rakhine (and to some extent in Marma). Historically, then, nasals 
in Bangladesh Rakhine change from PTB *m and *n > WB /m / and /n / > [m] and [n]. 
The changes discussed above lead me to the following initial implications for the historical 
relationship of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma. The two examples of Burmese and Rakhine 
shared innovations (correspondences (2) and (7) above) seem to point to the possibility that 
Burmese and Rakhine are a subgrouping, distinct from Marma. Myanmar Rakhine partially 
shares the Burmese innovation of [ʧʰ] in correspondence (8). However, these shared innovations 
do not provide sufficient evidence for subgrouping. Rakhine (especially Myanmar Rakhine) has 
more contact with Burmese; this contact may have led to some borrowing from Burmese, 
especially in Myanmar Rakhine; correspondence (1) seems to be an example of this possible 
borrowing, with Burmese [t ] or [tθ] and some Myanmar Rakhine words with [t].  
Bangladesh Rakhine has contact with Myanmar Rakhine and some Burmese, as they live on 
the coast and waterways. Some Rakhine from Bangladesh are educated in Myanmar (mostly in 
Rakhine State) which increases their level of contact with both Myanmar Rakhine and Burmese. 
Increased contact may account for some of the similarities of Bangladesh Rakhine to Myanmar 
Rakhine and Burmese.  
The Marma, who live in the Chittagong Hill Tracts of Bangladesh, have little contact with 
Rakhine or Burmese, which may have contributed to the more conservative pronunciation of 
Marma, which often reflects WB pronunciation. The use of [θ] in Marma is an example of this, 
as this follows Burmese pronunciation from the early eighteenth to mid-19th century. These 
dates seem to coincide with the date given for the Marma departure from Myanmar in the early 
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17 0’s. For the most p rt, M rm  h s ret ined the pronunciations used in Burmese at that time. 
Marma has free variation of voicing for most nasals; Marma’s use of voiceless nasals 
corresponds to voiceless nasals in modern Burmese and WB.  
Rakhine spoken in Bangladesh differs in some ways from that spoken in Myanmar; one 
difference is the variation between [s] and [ʦ] in Bangladesh. The occasional use of [ʦ] in 
Bangladesh echoes Burmese pronunciation from the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, 
whereas Myanmar Rakhine’s use of [sʰ] and [s] date to the mid-19th century. Another difference 
is that, in my data, Bangladesh Rakhine does not have voiceless nasals; possibly Bangladesh 
Rakhine has eliminated the voicing contrast in nasals.  
Myanmar Rakhine shares the pattern of voiceless word-initial nasals with modern Burmese 
(and WB); sometimes, Marma also has voiceless word-initial nasals. These voiceless nasals are 
retentions of WB pronunciation. 
The merger in modern Burmese of [ɹ] to [j], especially in consonant clusters, brought about 
a major difference between Burmese vs. Rakhine/Marma. The later sound change of Burmese 
[kj] to [ʧ] further divided Burmese pronunciation from that of Marma (which split away from 
Burmese before this sound change). Rakhine shares the sound change of [kj] to [ʧ] with 
Burmese; this, however, is not a shared innovation in the strict sense because it had to happen 
after the split of Burmese and Rakhine (since Rakhine does not merge [ɹ] to [j]). The change of 
Rakhine [kj] to [ʧ] may be due to Burmese language influence and/or language contact between 
Burmese and Rakhine. Myanmar Rakhine partially shares the Burmese sound change of 
aspirated [kʰj] to [ʧʰ]; other words in Myanmar Rakhine, however, show a pattern with 
Bangladesh Rakhine in the change of aspirated [kʰj] to [ʃʰ/ʃ]. 
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Based on the data from sound changes listed in the correspondences, I conclude that Marma 
is the most conservative, evidencing fewer sound changes than those found in Rakhine and 
Burmese and thus is closer to proto-Burmish (or other proto-languages). Bangladesh Rakhine 
sometimes shares changes with Burmese and Myanmar Rakhine, while at other times it follows 
Marma in its retention of proto-forms or earlier forms of some consonants. Myanmar Rakhine 
often patterns with Burmese in changes; some of these correspondences are shared innovations 
and point toward the possibility of a Burmese and Myanmar Rakhine subgroup. A few 
similarities may be due to increased language contact between these two varieties. 
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CHAPTER 7  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The main purposes of this thesis have been to provide new data for Rakhine and Marma and 
to make some initial observations about the relationship between Burmese, Rakhine and Marma 
based on the sound correspondences of these languages.  
Although much literature is available on the Burmese language as the primary representative 
of the Southern Burmish languages, little is available on Rakhine and Marma. The literature 
occasionally mentions differences between Burmese and Rakhine (and, less frequently, Marma) 
but does not provide Rakhine or Marma data. I plan to make the Rakhine and Marma data I have 
collected, including my recordings, available by archiving it in PARADISEC or a similar 
archive. 
I have sought to provide a good corpus of lexical data on the Rakhine and Marma languages 
of Bangladesh and to provide previously-collected Burmese and Rakhine data of Myanmar in a 
format comparable to my data. I have presented an introduction to Burmese, Rakhine and 
Marma, including their language family, geographic locations, nomenclature, populations and 
L2s. I have identified cognate sets and listed the consonant correspondences of these three 
languages. Based on these correspondences, where possible, I have mapped out the relative 
chronology or order of sound changes. I have concluded with a discussion of the relationships of 
Burmese, Rakhine and Marma, including their level of contact with one another. 
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Researchers can benefit from the study of lower-level languages (lower than the main TB 
branch or Lolo-Burmese), as research of these languages can help researchers notice and 
recognize sound changes that have affected these languages, while also providing more 
information regarding higher- eve    ngu ges’ innov tions  nd retentions. Though Burmese is 
the largest Burmish language with the oldest written materials (WB), data from related languages 
help inform decisions regarding proto-forms for Tibeto-Burman and lower branches. Due to the 
merger of [ɹ] to [j], and the  later change of [kɹ] and [kj] to [ʧ], Burmese is not the ideal language 
to consider when proposing proto-forms of words with *kl, *kr or *kj. Data from Rakhine and 
Marma, especially Marma with its more conservative pronunciation, can prove helpful in proto-
form reconstructions. 
Modern Burmese pronunciation often differs from written Burmese (which is a closer reflex 
of the proto-language); these major sound changes obscure its relationship to Rakhine and 
Marma. A comparison of consonants in Burmese, Rakhine and Marma provides useful 
information for mapping the order of sound changes and making preliminary claims of the 
relationship of these three languages. 
Marma is more conservative than Burmese or Rakhine, as evidenced by its initial and medial 
consonants. For the most part, Marma has retained Burmese pronunciation from the early 1780’s, 
when the Marma left Myanmar.  
Rakhine is spoken in both Myanmar and Bangladesh; there are differences in the varieties of 
these two geographical areas. Bangladesh Rakhine consonants occasionally echo 18th and early-
19th century pronunciation while the pronunciation found in Myanmar Rakhine dates to the mid-
19th century. Some consonant correspondences of Bangladesh Rakhine group with Marma (also 
spoken in Bangladesh) while Myanmar Rakhine correspondences often  match Burmese due to 
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common (shared) innovations; some of these correspondences may be due to language contact 
and/or borrowing  
Burmese and Rakhine share two innovations which are not present in Marma: the change of 
*ʦ/*ʧ to [s], as well as the change of [kj] to [ʧ]. The Burmese innovation of [ʧʰ] instead of [kjʰ] 
is partially shared by Myanmar Rakhine, which varies between [ʧʰ] and [ʃʰ/ʃ]. Though my data 
does show some examples of shared innovations, these do not provide sufficient evidence to 
posit a subgrouping of Burmese and Rakhine. My data does show that these languages are 
historically related, and have many cognate forms. Furthermore, my data on correspondences 
demonstrate the important role of geographical location and language contact in the distribution 
of sound changes. When two varieties have greater contact, this may lead to borrowings or may 
influence the start of a sound change in one of the speech varieties. It is my hope that future 
Rakhine and Marma research will shed further light on the historical relationship of Burmese, 
Rakhine and Marma. 
Further research is needed to ascertain if words absent from the data conform to the sound 
correspondences presented and provide more examples for correspondence sets with few 
supporting forms. An analysis of phonological contrast is needed in Rakhine and Marma; this 
would potentially decrease the number of apparent exceptions to regular sound correspondences 
by removing non-contrastive details. Future research is also needed to determine how tone 
functions in Rakhine and Marma, as well as the correspondence of Burmese, Rakhine and 
Marma vowels and tones. 
It is possible that the comparison of Burmese, Rakhine and Marma consonants provided in 
this thesis may assist in future language development work among the Rakhine and Marma. A 
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list of the regular consonantal differences of these languages may assist in the adaptation of 
audio materials available in Rakhine for use in Marma, and vice versa.  
The information in this thesis may also be useful to an individual who speaks Rakhine and 
wishes to learn Marma, or vice versa. Wordlist data (given in Appendix B) would show lexical 
items that differ from one language to the other. Also, a recognition of the results of sound 










English translation of the Bengali questions I asked my consultants for demographic 
information is as follows: 
Demographic Questions 
 What is your name? 
 How old are you? 
 Where were you born? (village, township, district, division/state) 
 Which village did you grow up in? Have you lived anywhere else, and if so, where and 
for how long? 
 What is the first language you spoke? 
 Where was your father born? 
 What language did your father first speak as a child? 
 Where was your mother born? 





WORDLIST DATA USED IN THESIS 
This appendix includes a complete listing of the wordlist data used in this thesis. Some items 
of the wordlist have more than one cognate set among the speech varieties; these cognate sets are 
divided and labeled with the corresponding wordlist number and ‘ ’  nd ‘b’ (e.g.   ,  b). When 
there are multiple words in a variety for an item or a consultant provided different pronunciations 
of a word, these are divided with ‘/’. Wordlist words analyzed as non-cognate are enclosed with 
‘( )’. There are a few examples of Bengali words in my data;  these are enclosed with ‘[ ]’  s  n 
indication that they are possible borrowings from Bengali. I do not know to what extent (or if) 
these Bengali words are widely used throughout the  respective speech communities. 
Wordlist sources are listed in the same order as used in the thesis. The various sources are 











No. Gloss Burmese - BT Burmese - BC Rakhine - RT Rakhine -RS Rakhine - RB Marma - M1 Marma - M2 
Nature        
1 sky k  :ɡɪ  : mo: k  :kɪ   (ʔ k ) koŋkʰuŋ ɡoukʰ  ɡoŋk u ɡoŋk  
2 sun ne: ne ni ni neiŋ / nei ni ni 
3 moon   ʔ     la la   ʔ /       /   ʔ   ʔ 
4 star ʧɛ: ʧɛ kɹe kɹe kɹɛ kɹɛ kɹɛ 
5a cloud mo:t ɪ: / t ɪ: mo: te  moʔo ‘c oudy’ tiŋ    
5b cloud     muɹei muɹi muɹoi 
6a mist, fog mju: mjukʰo: mɹu ‘mist’ mɹəkʰu    
6b mist, fog   n   ‘fog’  n ŋ n  u n  nkj ʧw  
7 rain mo: mo: mo ‘r in, sky’ mo moː moː muɹwoi / 
muɹw ɹɛ 
8 rainbow t ɛ:t : t ɛʔt    θ ʔθɛ  θ t ŋ θəd ŋɹeθ  θəd ŋɹɛʃo θəd ɹɛθ  
9 lightning   j si:  ɛt i   j ʔsi:  ɛʔt i   jɛ sʰeʔ   j ʔse   ɹe (ʃɛpɹ tɛ) (moːɡɾu) (muɡɾo boiʧ ) 
10 thunder mo:ʧʰ ɪ:d  : 
‘sound of 
thunder’ 
mo:ʧʰe :t    moɡɹut ŋ moːkɹuɹɛ moːɡɹu ( θ iməko) 
11 shadow / shade ʔ jeɪʔ ʔəjeiʔ ɹeiʔ ‘to throw   
sh dow’ 
 ɹei  ɹei  ɹiʔ  ɹoi 
12 wind le: le li li  iː li  it ʧw  
13 night ɲ ʔ ɲ   ɲ  ɲiʔ ɲɪʔ /ɲɪ ɲɪʔ ɲi 
14 day neʔ / (jɛʔ) n  ni niʔ (ɹ ) niŋkɹ u ɲiŋkʰ  
15 morning (n nɛʔ) / (m nɛʔ) (nənɛʔ) motʰ  moθ uʔ mowθ  (təʤo) (ʤəʤoɡ ) 
16 noon ne: ɛ: ‘midd y’ n  ɛ ni e ‘1pm - 3 pm’ nikʰ ŋ (mwɛndɛ) nəbuɾi (mw indɛʔ) 
17 yesterday m neʔ mən k   ɲ ɡ  ɲ ʔzəɡ  ɲ ɡ  ɲ ɡ k  ɲ ɡ  
18 tomorrow m nɛpʰj : mənɛpʰj    n pʰeŋk  n pʰɹɛŋk  n pʰɹɛi / n ɸɹɛi nəpʰɹɛink  
19 year n ɪʔ n ɪʔ / kʰ nɪʔ n  iʔ kʰun  iʔ nai n  ʔ n oiʔ 
20 east ʔ ʃeʔ ʔəʃ ʔəj ʔ ʔ ɹi  ʃipʰ ʔ  ɹipʰ  /  ɹiɸ   ɹ i ɹ ipʰ  
21 west ʔ n ʔ ʔən uʔəj ʔ ʔ n  uʔ  n upʰ ʔ  n upʰ  /  n uɸ   noʔ n upʰ  











No. Gloss Burmese - BT Burmese - BC Rakhine - RT Rakhine -RS Rakhine - RB Marma - M1 Marma - M2 
23 to be hot (water) pu:d  : pu nipu ‘hot’ /  
p  ‘to ste m’ 
pude apu ɹibu ɹəbu 
24 to be hot (person)  ʔ iʔ nipu ‘hot’ puɹe puɹɛ puɹɛ / (  ɹɛ) puʧw  
25 to be warm 
(water) 
nwe:d  : nwe: nwi ‘w rm’ /  
n wi ‘to m ke 
w rm’ 
nwiɹe nwiɹɛ ( ə oŋ) / ( o oŋ) (t peʃjɛ puʧw ) 
26 to be cold 
 (person) 
ʧʰ : ‘(we ther) to 
be cold, to feel 
co d’ 
ʧʰ  : ʧʰɛ  ʃʰj ŋɹe ʃʰj iɹɛ kʰj iɹɛ kʰj iɹɛ 
27a to be cold (water) ʔe:d  : ‘cold’ ʔe: ʔi ‘coo ’ ɹi iɹe ʔ iɹɛ  ɹiʔi: 
27b to be cold (water) ʔe:mj :d  : ‘coo ’     m mɹ ʔ  
28 stream ʧʰ  : s  :ʧʰ  : (n   ʔ ŋeiʔ) 
‘stre m’ /  
(mɹ ) ‘brook’ 
ʦ nʃʰ u (mɹ u) kʰjoŋʃɛ kʰjoŋʃɛ 
29 river mjɪʔ mjɪʔ mɹeiʔ mɹ iʔ mɹ u ‘stre m’ / 
(ʃ u) 
mɹw iʔ ‘se ’ / 
( ɡɾikʰjoŋ) 
(kʰjoŋɡɾi) 
30 sea pɪ   ɛ: pɪ   ɛ  p ŋ  e p ŋ ɛ (mɹw iʔ) p ŋ ɛ 
31 soil (earth) mje:ʤi: /  
ɡ b : mjeʤi: 
‘e rth, ɡround, 
soi ,   nd’ 
mjeʧi: mɹi ‘e rth’ mɹeɡɹi mɹebɹ  (kaipa) nɛbɹ  
32 mud ʃ  ʔ ʃ    ʧouʔ ʧ u ʧouʔ kjouʔ kjouʔ 
33 dust pʰ :  
‘dirt in the  ir’ 
pʰo mou   pʰ  pʰoŋmo pʰumu pouɹmuʔ / 
pouɹəmuʔ 
(kjouʔmuʔ) 
34 stone ʧ ʔ ‘rock’ ʧ uʔ ʧ uʔ ʧ u ʧ u kjoʔ kj ʔ 
35 sand t ɛ: t ɛ: θɛ   te θɛ θɛ θɛ 
36 lime  tʰo : tʰ   tʰoŋ tʰum  tʰuŋ 
37 gold ʃwe: ʃwe ʃwe ʃwe ʃwɛ ʃwɛ ʃwɛ 
38 silver ŋwe: ŋwe ŋwe ŋwe mwɛ mwi ŋwɛ 
39 iron t : t    t ŋ θɛ θ i (kj ukɹi) 
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41 cave ɡu: ‘c ve, tomb’ / 
ʧ ʔ ‘rock’ 
ʧ uʔɡu ɡu ʧ uɡu ɡukʰ u kjeokoŋ (twa) 
Plants/Food        
42 forest t : ‘forest, jungle, 
wood’ 
t ɪʔt  / t   θ it  twa to to 
43 tree ʔ pɪ  : / t ɪpɪ  : t ɪʔpɪ   ʔ p   θ ip ŋ  p ŋ  p ŋ θoip  
44 branch ʔ k ɪ   / t ɪk ɪ   t ɪʔk  : k   θ ik iŋ ( tʰ )  kʰ ʔ θoip   kʰ ʔ 
45 tree bark ʔ kʰ ʔ / t ɪkʰ ʔ t ɪʔk uʔ  θ ikʰ uʔ θ ikwɛ  p ŋ  kwei (θoip   ɹi) 
46 thorn sʰu: su: sʰu su asu ʧuʔ θoip   ʧu 
47 root ʔ mjɪʔ t ɪʔmjɪʔ ʔ mɹeiʔ / mɹeiʔ θ i mɹ i  mɹ i  mɹoi θoip   mɹoi 
48 leaf ʔ jwɛʔ / t ɪjwɛʔ t ɪʔjwɛʔ ʔ ɹw ʔ / ɹw ʔ θ i ɹw ʔ  ɹw   ɹoʔ θoip   ɹw  
49 flower p : p  : pɛ  p iŋ pɛː p iboʔ pai 
50 fruit ʔ t i: t ɪʔt i: / ʔət i ʔ θi / θi θ iθi  θi /  θei  θi  θi 
51 seed ʔ seʔ / ʔ siʔ / 
t ɪsiʔ 
t ɪʔt i:s  / ʔəs  ʔ si θ iθi  siʔ  siʔ  ʧi  ʧiʔ 
52 grass mjɛʔ mjɛʔ mɹ ʔ mɹ ʔ mɹ up  mɹ ʔ (apa) 
53 bamboo wa: wa: wa wa w ː wa wa 
54 bamboo shoot (m ɪʔ)  
‘sweet bamboo’ 
(m jɪʔ) w douʔ w d  wədoʔ w ʃjɛ w b ŋʃjɛ 
55 mushroom m o: m o m o m o moː m o m o 
56 cane, rattan  ʧe  kɹ   kɹiŋ kɹein (nwɛ) (neipɹ ʧw ) 
57 kapok  ɛ:m oʔ  ɛ:m o  m o (b iʔ)    
58 sugar cane ʧ : ʧ   kɹɛ  ‘sug r’ kɹəŋ kɹeː kɹ i kɹ iʔ 
59 betel nut k  : k  :t i: k   ‘bete  chew’ kweŋθi kwɛθi kwɛθi kw iθi 
60 opium be: pe : b   b iŋ bein biŋ  
61 rice/millet beer ʔ jɛʔ ‘  coho ic, 
 iquor’ 
kʰ  je ʔ ɹ  / ɹ ʔ kʰ ŋɹe  ɹ   ɹ ʔ  ɹ ʔ 
62 banana ŋ pj : ŋəpj :t i: ŋ pɹ  θi ŋ pj ʔθi nəpjuθi nəpjuθi nəpjuθi 
63 mango t jɛ:ʔ t əjɛʔt i: t ɹ θi θəɹ ʔθi θ ɹ θi θəɹ uθi θəɹ θi 
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65 soy bean pɛ: ‘be n’ pɛ:pouʔ pɛ ‘bean’ pebo (swabin pizi) (ʧi ‘oi ’) (ɹeʧi) 
66 ginger ʤɪ  : ʧʰɪ  : ʧʰ s   ʧʰ ŋziŋ ʧʰ ŋ / ʃʰ ŋ kʰj  kʰj  
67 garlic ʧɛt  pʰju: ʧɛʔt  pʰju kɹ twɛ pʰɹu kɹ ʔθuŋpʰɹu kɹ θɛnpʰɹu / 
kɹ θɛnɸɹu 
kɹ uθɛnpɹu kɹ θw ipɹu 
68 corn pj  :bu: pj  :bu:  pɹ upʰu (ʃ ŋku pizi) (mouka) (mouk pʰu) 
69 red pepper, chili ŋ jo ʔ  chi i  ŋəjouʔt i: ŋ ɹoθi ŋəɹ θi ŋ ɹoː məɹoθi məɹoθi  mu 
70a dry field t  :ja: ‘mountain 
farmland; South 
farmland’ 
t  j  kʰɪ  :  θ u    
70b dry field ja: ‘farmland 
bearing crops 
other than rice’ 
t  j  kʰɪ  :   j bɹ  ja j m  toʔ 
71 wet rice field   ɛ: /  ɛ:  
‘p ddy fie d’ 
 ɛ kwɪ  :  e ‘fie d’ le (səb  bɹ ) (ʧɛb  kʰ ŋ) ʧɛb    inʧw  
72 paddy rice zaba: zəb : s b  ‘p ddy’ səb  səb  ʧɛb  ʧɛb  
73 rice seedling  zəb :pjo:bɪ    səb pjub ŋ səbənɛ  ʧɛb   p ŋʃjɛ 
74 to be ripe jɪ  m e:d  :  
‘fu  y ripe’ 
m ɛ  m e m eʔɹe ame  m   / m ɾɛ m   
75 pounded rice sʰ : s   sʰɛ  ‘husked rice’ s ŋ sɛ ʧ i / ʧw i ʧ i 
76 cooked rice tʰ mɪ  : tʰəmɪ  : tʰ m  tʰəm ŋ tʰ m ŋ tʰəmo tʰəm  
77a to winnow z b :   ed i: zəb :     səb  kɹeide    
77b to winnow   sʰɛ  pɹ   (tʰ ukʰɹ ŋ) pɹ ɹɛ ʧ i pɹ ʧw  
78 to dry (rice)     :   ɛ  ‘to dry in the 
sun’ 
səb    nɹe  eːkʰɹ ŋ (nəbum tʰ ɹɛ) k  iʧw  
79 to pound (rice) tʰ  d i: tʰ  : tʰ   səb  tʰ uɹe (nekʰɹ ŋ) ʧ i tʰoŋpʰo ‘to 
grind’ 
tʰoŋʧw  
80 to grind ʧe:ʔ ʧeiʔ kɹe ‘mill’ kɹ ide kɹeikʰɹ ŋ (ʧ i pʰwaipo ‘to 
pound (rice)’) 
( muŋ pj ŋʧw ) 
81 to cook (rice) ʧʰɛt i: ʧʰɛʔ ʧʰ ʔ ‘to cook’ / 
ʧ ʔ ‘to be 
cooked’ / 
 ʧ  ‘to fry’ 
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82a to boil pjo t i: pjouʔ  pɹ de pɹokʰɹ ŋ pɹopʰo / pɹoɸo pɹoʧw  
83 rice husk pʰwɛ:  
‘rice bran’ 
pʰwɛ: pʰwe  
‘bran of rice’ 
pʰwe pʰwekwɛ pʰwɛmoʔ (ʧ i moŋboiʧw ) 
84 salt sʰ : sa: sʰ  sa sa ʧ  ʧ  
Animals        
85 animal t ɾesʰ : təreiʔs   t ɹeʔsʰɛ  θəɹeis ŋ tw  təɹeise (pomwai) (pomawai) 
86 tiger ʧ : ʧ : ʧ  ʧ  ʧ  kja kja 
87 pangolin  (t ɪ  :ɡweʤ ʔ)   (θɛkɹui) (ui)  
88 bear w w  : / wɛw  : wɛʔw   w ʔwɛ  w ʔwuŋ w wɛ we wawe? 
89a barking deer  ʧʰi  ʤi (ʦɛ) / (sɛ) kʰi kʰi 
89b  t mɪ  : 'deer'  θ m      
90 monkey mj  ʔ mj uʔ mj uʔ mjau mjau mjau mjau 
91 gibbon mj  ʔ   wɛ:ʤ : mj uʔ  wɛ:ʧ   mj u  weʧ  (anumemjau)   
92 rabbit j : jo  j   juŋ jouŋ jouŋ [koɹɡoʃɛ] 
93 porcupine pʰju: pʰju:  pʰɹu pʰɹu pʰɹu pʰɹu 
94 rat ʧwɛʔ ʧwɛʔ kɹw ʔ kɹ ʔ kɹo ʔ kɹo ʔ kɹo ʔ 
95 dog kʰwe: kʰwe: kʰwi kʰwi kʰwi kʰwi kʰwi 
96 to bark h  :d i: h   h   h uŋɹe h uɹɛ kʰwi huwɛ hoŋʧw  
97 to bite k ɪt i: k iʔ k iʔ k iʔde kaite kʰwi kw itɛ koiʧw  
98 cat ʧ  : ʧ   kɹ   kɹ uŋ kɹ u kɹ  kɹ  
99 pig wɛʔ wɛʔ w ʔ w ʔ w ʔ woʔ w ʔ 
100 cow nw :m ʔ nwa: nwa ‘cattle’ nwa nwa nwa nwa 
101 milk noʔ nw : no  n o nw  nuʔ nuʔ nuʔ nuʔ 
102 buffalo ʧwɛ: ʧwɛ: ʧwe ʧwe ʧwe kjue kjue 
103 horn (buffalo) ʤo: ʧʰo ɡɹo ɡɹo  ɡɹo / kʰɹ nθe ɡɹo:  ɡɹo 
104 tail ʔ m i: / ʔ mi: / 
mji: 
ʔəmi: b d   bədoŋ bəduŋ məduŋ məduŋ /  məduŋ 
105 elephant sʰɪ  : sɪ   sʰ   sʰ ŋ ʦ n ʧ u ʧ  
106 elephant tusk ʔ swɛ: ‘ivory’ sɪ   zwɛ sʰ   sʰwe ‘ivory’ sʰ ŋ zwe aswe ʧ u ʤwe  
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108a dove ʤo: ‘dove’ ʧʰo: ‘dove’ ɡɹo ‘dove’ ɡɹu ŋ  ʔ kʰɹo ɡɹo  
108b pigeon kʰo: ‘pigeon’  kʰo ‘pigeon’    kʰo 
109 birdʼs nest  ŋ ɛʔt iʔ  ŋ  ʔθ iʔ ŋ ʔθ i ŋ ʔθwɛʔ (ŋ ʔ d ŋ) / 
(ŋ ʔd ŋ) 
110 wing t  :b : t  p   / ʔət   ʔ t   atau ŋ ʔt u ŋ ʔ  toŋ / ŋ ʔtoŋ ŋ ʔ  toŋ 
111 feather ŋ ɛ m we:   ŋ  ʔ mwi ŋ ʔ mwi ŋ ʔ mwi ŋ ʔ mwi 
112 to fly pj :d i:  pjɛ  / j   pj ŋɹe pjeɹɛ pj iɹɛ ŋ ʔ pjɛnʧw  
113 egg ʔuʔ  ʔu kɹ ʔuʔ oʔu oʔo uʔu 
114 chicken ʧɛ:ʔ  kɹ ʔ kɹ ʔ kɹ ʔ kɹ ʔ kɹ ʔuʔ 
115 crest   ʔ m  uʔ amau  m uʔ kɹ ʔ moʔ  
116 fish ŋ :  ŋ  ŋ  ŋ  ŋ : ŋ : 
117 snake mwe:  mwi mwein mɹein mwi mɹi 
118 poison    mɹein sʰeik  seiʔ  ʧiʔ  ʧoi 
119 house lizard ʔ ɪ:mj  :  ʔ  1m j ʔ eiŋm j uŋ imjau iŋmj u  
120 turtle  eɪʔ   eiʔ  eiʔ lei  eiʔ loi 
121 crocodile mi:ʤ  :   miʔdʒ uŋ minʤ u məjoŋ məjoŋ 
122 otter pʰj :  pʰjɛ  pʰjəŋ pʰje (toɡɾoŋ) / (toɡɾo)  
123 frog pʰ : pʰ : pʰ pʰɹouʔ pʰ  pʰ  pʰ  pʰ  
124 insect po:m w : / po:ɡ  :  poɡ   pomwa poʔ  po /  pʰo po:ʃjɛ 
125 spider pɪ  ɡu:  p kʰu p ŋku p ŋku p ŋkuŋ p ŋkuŋ 
126 spider web    p ŋkueiŋ p ŋkuiŋ (p ŋkuŋɡɹɛ) (p ŋkuŋkʰɛ) 
127 louse (head) t :  θɛ  θ ŋ (pwi) / (kʰwi) s i / ʦ i θ i 
128 termite ʧʰ ʔ ‘white  nt’ ʧʰ : kʰɹ ʔ kʰɹ ʔ kɹ ʔ (bə ibɛ  )  
129 ant p jwɛsʰeɪʔ  p ɹ ʔsʰeiʔ pəɹw ʔsei pəɹoʦi / pəɹosi pɹoiʧiʔ pɹw ʧi 
130 cockroach po:h ʔ  p heʔ puhɛʔ pohe b h iʔ b h im ʔ 
131 snail kʰ juʔ  kʰ ɹu  
‘  kind of she  ’ 
kʰəɹuʔ kʰəɹu kʰɹoʔ kʰəɹoʔ 
132 mosquito ʧʰɪ  :ɡ  :ŋ  kʰɹ   kʰɹ ŋ kʰɹ ŋ kʰɹ u kʰɹ  
133 bee pja:  pja pja pja pja pja 
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135 butterfly  eɪpj :    pɹ   əʔpɹ   əpɹ   eipɹ   oipɹ  
136 scorpion kɪ  mi:ɡ ʔ  k mik uʔ k nmik uʔ (k  enθu)   
137 water leech m j ʔ ‘ eech’  m j ʔ ‘ eech’ m j ʔ mjo mjo  
138 land leech ʧ ʔ ‘ eech’  kɹwɛʔ kɹ ʔ kɹwe kɹo ʔ  
139 earth worm ti:ɡ  : ti ti tiɡ uŋ ti ti ti 
Body        
140 head ʔu:ɡ  : / ɡ  :  ɡ   ɡ uŋ ɡ u  ɡoŋ  ɡoŋ 
141 face mjɛn  :  mj ʔn  mj n   mjauna mj un   mj n   
142 brain   ʔ  n  uʔ un uʔ unau ( ɡoŋʧi)  n  uʧi 
143 hair (head) z bɪ  :  sʰɛ b  ʦeŋb ŋ ʦɛb  ʧ ib ŋ ʧ ib ŋ 
144 hair (body) ʔ m we: / ʔ m wi:  mwi  m wi amwi amwi amwi 
145 forehead n pʰu:  n pʰu nəpʰu (tʰeipɹ ) nəpuʤ  nəpuʤ  
146 eyebrow mjɛkʰ  :m wi:   mj ʔkʰəuŋ mjaumwi (mj ɹoiʔ) (mj ɹoiʔ) 
147 eye mjɛsiʔ  mj ʔsi ‘eyebrow’ mj ʔsiʔ mj uʦi / mj usi mj uʧi mj ʧiʔ 
148 eyelid mjɛkʰ  :   mj ʔkʰwen mj ukʰɛ (mj utoŋ) (mj toŋ) 
149 nose n  kʰ  :  n   nəkʰ u n kʰ u nəkʰoŋ nəkʰoŋ 
150 cheek pa: pa: pa pa pa pa pa 
151 ear na:  na na na na: na 
152 mouth baz ʔ pə z  ʔ p zeʔ pəz ʔ paza p ʤ  p ʤ  
153 tongue ʃ : ʃ  ʃ  ʃ  ʃ  ʃ  ʃ  
154a spit (N) dadwe:  twɛ  ‘s  iv ’ / 
(ʃ ɹe ‘s  iv ’) 
t ŋtʰwi    
154b spit (N)     twensi tw iʧi tw iʧi 
155 tooth t w :  θw  twa θw  θw  θw  
156 gums t pʰ :  t pʰo / θ pʰo təpʰwoŋ θəpʰu θwəpuŋ θwəpuŋ 
157 chin me:zeʔ  m iʔ mɛiʔ mei  m ui moi 
158 beard mo sʰeɪm we:   məsimwi məswi məʧwi məʧwi 
159 to shave   ɹeiʔ məsimwi ɹeiʔde ɹekɹ  ɹeiʧ  (kʰwi tw tɛ) 
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161 shoulder b kʰ :  p kʰo p kʰ ŋ p ukʰuŋ p kʰuŋ p kʰuŋ 
162 back (ʧ :ɡ :)  n  ʔ n uʔk ŋ n ukuŋ nokuŋ n ukuŋ 
163 belly w :b ɪʔ  wɛ  wan weː wai wai 
164 navel ʧʰɛ:ʔ   ʃ ʔ ʃ ʔ kʰj ʔ kʰj ʔ 
165 heart n    :  n      n ə oŋ n  uŋ ( θ ke)  n  uŋ 
166 liver ʔ t e:  ʔ θe əθɛ  θɛː  θɛ  θɛ 
167 intestines ʔu: ‘entr i s’  ʔu u  ʔu oʔu uʔu: 
168 arm  ɛʔ    ʔ   ʔ lamo    ʔ lamo 
169 elbow d d  :zɪʔ  tɛ d   t ŋdəu (kɛŋɡ u) (   uʧwɛ) / 
(  uʧwɛ) 
(  ʧʰoiʔ) 
170a armpit ʤ ɪ    ʤ ɪ       
170b armpit     ʔk di   ʔɡədi   kədi   kədi /   ɡdi   kədoi 
171 palm  ɛpʰ w :  pʰ w    ʔpʰəw  lawa lauwa lawa 
172a finger  ɛʧʰ  :    ʔʧʰ     ʔʃ u    
172b finger       ɲu   ɲ o   ɲ o 
173 finger nail  ɛt e:    ʔθe ‘n i ’   ʔθɛ   θi   uθɛ   θɛ 
174 leg ʧʰe:d  ʔ  
‘ eg, foot’ 
 kʰ d uʔ kʰɹitʰ u kʰɹi  kʰɹi  kʰi 
175 thigh p  :  p  pau pau poŋθ  poŋθ  
176 knee du: / du:zɪʔ tu: du du duʦ i (pəʧwetu) duɡo 
177 calf ʧʰe:d    :   kʰɹidə on k θə uŋ θə uŋθ  kʰə uŋθ  / 
kʰe uŋθ  
178 shin (ɲo:t ʧi:)   (kʰənəɹ u) (k ʦ i) / (ʦ i) ( kʰɹi) (kukʰuŋ) 
179 heel pʰ n  :ʔ  pʰ n u pʰən uʔ pʰ n  k n uʔ n  ʔ 
180 bone ʔ jo:  ʔ ɹo  ɹu  ɹu  ɹo  ɹo / ɹo 
181 joint ʔ sʰɪʔ / sʰɪʔ ʔəsɪʔ   s iʔ  ʦ i  ʧoiʔ  ʧoiʔ 
182a marrow ʧʰɪ  zi  kʰɹ  zi kʰɹ ŋsi    
182b marrow      ɹusi  ɹoʧi ( ɹo  n  ʔ) 
183 ribs n :jo:   nəŋɹu neɹu (ɹ uɹo) (ɹ ŋ ʔ ɹo) 
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185 fat ʔ sʰi:   asi  ʦi  ʧʰi  ʧʰi 
186 skin ʔ je:bj : ‘skin 
(spheric  )’ / 
ʔ je: ‘skin’ 
 θ ɹi  hide(n)   ɹibɹ   ɹi  ɹi  ɹi 
187 blood t we:  θwi θwi θwi θwi θwi 
188 sweat ʧʰwe:  ʧʰwi ʃwi ʃwi kʰwi kʰwiʧiɾɛ 
189 pus pji: t ɛ:na: 
‘ bscess’ / 
(ʔ je:ʤi: ‘pus’) 
 pɹe pɹe pɹɛː pɹɛ pɹɛ 
190a excrement, feces ʧʰe: / ʧʰi: / ʧɪ  : ʧʰi: ʃi ʃʰi  kʰi kʰi 
190b excrement, feces m sɪ  :  
‘feces (impo ite)’ 
   məθwɛnθ    
191 urine sʰi: ‘urine 
(impo ite)’ / 
ʧɪ  :ŋɛ: ‘urine 
(po ite)’ 
 θ ɹe ‘urin te (n)’ təb ʔɹe ʃəɹɛ səɹɛ / θəboɹɛ θəɹɛ 
People        
192 man j  ʧ :  j  ʧ  j uʔʧ  j uʧ  jaukja jaukja 
193 woman m ɪm ʔ   mama mama mama mima 
194 person lu:  lu lupoku lu lu lu 
195 father ʔ pʰe: / pʰe:pʰe:  baba baba apʰ   pʰ   pʰ  
196 mother ʔ me: / me:me:  ʔ mi / meme ami amei ami ami 
197 to be old (person) (ʔ t ɛʧi:d  : 
‘(human) old’) / 
(ʔ t ɛʔ ‘age’) 
 ʔo ‘o d (hum n)’  ɹe  ʔo (w ɡɹim ) oʔo: 
198 child kʰ  e:  ʔ buʃe ‘inf nt’ / 
k  eʃe ‘boy’  
əʃɛ  ʃjɛ  ʃjɛ  ʃjɛ 
199a son t : t : θ   θ     
199b son j  ʧ : e: ‘boy’  j  ʧ ʃe ‘boy’  j uʧ ʃɛ jaukja j ukj ʃjɛ 
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201 husband  ɪ  : ‘husband (very 
impo ite)’ / 
(kʰɪ  b  : ‘husb nd 
(po ite)’) 
      ŋ   ŋ lau la 
202 wife m j : ‘wife (very 
impo ite)’ 
 maja məj  məj  mija məj  
203 widow mosʰo:m ʔ  m sʰ m  məsəm ʔ mosoma / 
bosoma 
m ʧom  m ʧəm  
204 elder brother (of 
F) 
ʔ ko: / ko:ko:  ʔ ko ‘e der 
brother’ 
əko  koɡɹi (moŋɡɹi) (amou) 
205 elder brother (of 
M) 
ʔ ko: / ko:ko:  ʔ ko ‘e der 
brother’ 
əko  koɡɹi koɡɹi ako 
206 elder sister (of F) ʔ m ʔ / m m   m m  ‘e der 
sister’ 
em ʔ m m ɡɹi mɛɡɹi  mɛɡɹi 
207 elder sister (of M) ʔ m ʔ / m m   m m  ‘e der 
sister’ 
em ʔ m m ɡɹi mɛɡɹi  mɛɡɹi 
208 younger brother 
(of F) 
m  : / m  :le:  m   ‘(woman's) 
brother’ / 
 (ɲi ‘younger 
brother’) 
m ŋʃe (ɲiŋ) moŋʃɛ  moŋʃɛ 
209 younger brother 
(of M) 
ɲi: e: / ɲi:  ɲiʃe ‘younger 
brother (elder 
brother c   )’ /ɲi 
‘younger brother’ 
ɲi ɲiŋ (moŋʃɛ) ( koʃjɛ) 
210 younger sister (of 
F) 
ɲ m ʔ / ɲi:m ʔ  nama / ɲ m  
‘(woman's) 
younger sister’ 
ɲəm ʔ ɲəm  (mim ʃɛ) ( mɛʃɛ) 
211 younger sister (of 
M) 
n  m ʔ  n  m  ‘(man's) 
sister’ 
ɲəm ʔ ɲəm  (mim ʃɛ) ( mɛʃɛ) 
212 friend t ŋɛ:ʤɪ  :   θəŋɛʃ ŋ θumeʃ  ( p uθ ) / 
( p uθəm ) 
(kʰ ubw i) 
213 name n :mɛ:  n  me nəme namɛ n mɛ n  m ɛ 
Home        
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215 road   :   ɛ  lan  eːm ː lai lai 
216 boat   e:      lau lau lo lo 
217 house ʔ ɪ:  ʔ   eiŋ eiŋ iŋ iŋ 
218 door d ɡ :    t ŋkʰ  tɛŋkʰ w  (  ipʰo) tɛŋkʰ boi 
219a roof kʰ   mo:    eiŋkʰ u iŋkoŋ iŋkʰo 
219b roof kʰ   mo:  ʔ m o amo    
220 area under house ʔeɪkʰ : 
‘bedroom’ 
  eiŋ uʔ iŋɡɹ u iŋkʰjɛ i:ʔ uk  
221 wall (house) n :j :  (tɛ d  ) nəŋɹəŋ iŋnɛɹɛ (iŋbo) (tʰəɹ i) 
222 sleeping area ʔeɪj : ‘bed’   eiʔɹ  eiɹ  eiɹ  oiɹ   
223a mat   pʰj  pʰj     
223b mat     θ b u θ ŋku θ b ʔ 
224 pillow ɡ    ʔ : / ʔ :   ɡ ŋ oŋ ɡo uŋ ɡo uŋ ɡo uŋ 
225 blanket s  :  pasbo pəsu pəso poʧuboi pəʧwo 
226 clothing    əweʔ awe  w iʔ  w iʔ 
227 to weave jɛk : 'loom'   ɹ ʔde ɹəke  w i ɹ utɛ  w i ɹ ʧw  
228 to dye ʔ j  : ‘co or’  ʔ ɹ   ‘co or’ əɹoŋ soɹe ɹ u suɹe  w i ɹoŋ tʰiɹɛ  w i ɹoŋ ʧuʧw  
229a sarong (M)   t j  ‘ oinc oth’ dəj  dəjo   dəj  doja 
229b sarong (M)   ʤi: ‘s rong’      oŋɡi  
230 sarong (F) tʰ m : / tʰ mi:   tʰəmiŋ tʰəbeiŋ tʰ bi tʰ bwi 
231 trousers b  :bi:   b uŋbi bopʰi boŋpʰɹi boŋpʰi 
232 to sew ʧʰo ʔ  
‘to sew, to bind’ 
 kʰɹouʔ kʰɹ ʔde kɹote  w i kɹutɛ kɹoʧw  
233 needle ʔ ʔ  ʔɛʔ ɛiʔ eː  iʔ  iʔ 
234 comb bi: pi: pʰɹi ‘to comb’ ɡ uŋpʰi ɡopʰɹi ɡopʰɹi ɡoŋpʰɹi 
235 ring  ɛs ʔ  
‘finger ring’ 
   ʔswɛʔ   swɛʔ   ʦwɛ   uʧwɛʔ   ʧw iʔ 
236 pot (cooking) ʔo:  ʔ   'basin' o  oː o: o: 
237 mortar sʰ : / ŋ jo sʰ :  sʰ   ŋəɹəusoŋ suŋʃɛ (duŋ) / (tɛduŋ) (məɹo kɹoiʧw ) 
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239 spoon z  :  zwɛ  zweŋ zwɛː ʤw i ʤw i 
240 plate (b ɡ : ‘cup, 
p  te, dish’) 
  (h uŋs ) laube  oŋb i  oŋb i 
241 firewood   tʰ   tʰ ŋ tʰ ŋ tʰ u tʰ  
242 fire mi:  mi mi meiŋ miŋ miŋ 
243a to burn something mi:ʃo:d i:  ʃo ‘to burn’     
243b to burn something    d i: ‘to burn’   (mi θ iʔde) meiŋ  okʰɹ ŋ miŋ  oɹɛ (miŋ poʧw ) 
244 to extinguish (mi:ɲ  ɪd i:)   mi θiɹe meiŋ θɛkʰɹ ŋ miŋ ʦ  miŋ θ iʧw  
245 ashes pja:  pɹ  pɹ  pɹ  pɹ  pɹ  
246 smoke mi:ɡo: / kʰo:  m kʰo məkʰu məkʰo mukʰo mukʰo 
247 drum b  :  (pɛ θ ) boŋ boŋ (ʤi)  
248 gong m  :  (sʰ  w   ‘gong’) mau moː (tunkoŋ) (θ imo) 
249 bow      e  eː (m ɹ )   ɛ 
250 crossbow du:le:      ekw ʔ / 
(tʰ  pʰu) 
du  e  eː (m ɹ )  
251 arrow m j :  m j  m ɹ  mja m ɹ ʤu (  ɛʤu) 
252 spear   :    ɛ    ŋ  ɛː lai (θ iŋʤu) 
253 knife da: ta: da da dəmj u d ʃjɛ d ʃjɛ 
Verbs        
254 to hear ʧ :d i:  kɹ  kɹ ɹe kɹ ɹe n  kɹ ɹe kɹ ɹe 
255 to listen n :tʰ  d i:  n tʰ   n tʰ uɹe n tʰoɹe n tʰombo 
n  ibojuɹe 
(kɹ ʧw ) 
256 to be smelly n d i: ‘to sme   
offensive y’ 
 nɛ  ‘stink’ n ŋɹe nɛɹe  n i ɹ ɹe  ʧʰo n je 
257 to smell 
(something) 
(ʔ n tʰwɛt i:)   ( n ŋkʰ ŋɹe) (nɛːɹe) ( n i juɹe) (n iŋʧw ) 
258 to see mjɪ  :d i:   mɹ ŋɹe mɹ uɹe  
‘to  ook  t’ 
mɹ uɹe mɹ ŋʧw  
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260 to weep ŋo:d i:  ŋo ‘to cry’ /  
(ʃ iʔ ‘to sob’) / 
(ʔ   e ‘to weep’) 
ŋuɹe muɹe (kjoʔ) moɹe 
261 to eat s :d i:  sa sʰ ɹe ʦ ɹe / s ɹe ʧ ɹe ʧ ɹe 
262 to swallow mjo:ʧʰ :d i:  mjo mjoʃ ʔɹe mjuɹe mjuɹe mjuʧw  
263a to be hungry b ɪsʰ :d  :  sʰ  w ns ɹe    
263b to be hungry     mwɛte mwaite mwaite 
264a to be full b ɪpje:bi:  pɹe ‘fu  ’   pɹɛbj   
264b to be full    w ŋt ŋɹe w ːɹe  w bj ʔ 
265 to be thirsty (je: sʰ :d  : 
’thirsty’) 
 ŋɛʔ ɹi ŋ ʔde ɹi ŋɛte ɹi mw ite ɹi mw ite 
266 to drink t  t i:  θ uʔ θ uʔde ɹi θ ute ɹi s ute ɹi θ ute 
267a to be drunk   j iʔ  jaite joite joite 
267b to be drunk ʔ jɛ mu:d i:   muɹe    
268 to vomit ʔ :d i:  ʔɛ   ŋɹe ɛːɹe  iɹe  iŋʧw  
269a to spit tʰwe:d i:  tʰwi tw ŋtʰwi tʰuɹe    
269b to spit     twenʦi b ite tw iʧi boite tw iʧi boite 
270 to cough ʧʰ   sʰo:d i:  kʰɹ   kʰɹ uŋs ɹe kʰ usuɹe kɹoŋʧuɹe kɹoŋʧuɹe 
271 to sneeze n  : ʧʰe:d i:  ʃi ʃiɹe ʧʰiɹe kʰiɹe kʰiʧw  
272 to yawn t :d i:  θɛ  w  θ ŋɹe θeɹe w w  θ iɹe  θ iŋ ɹe 
273 to breathe ʔ t ɛʃu:d i:  ʃu əθ ʃuɹe ( itʰote) ( θ  hw ite) ( θ ŋ nʧw ) 
274 to blow m o t i:  m ouʔ mi m oθe moute m oute m ouʧw  
275 to whistle  e:ʧʰ  d i:   iʧʰwɛ   iʃw ŋɹe  iʃwɛɹe (ɲ u pjuɹe) ( in oje) 
276 to suck (milk) so:d i:  souʔ nu suɹe ʦoute ʧoute ʧouʧw  
277 to lick jɛt i ‘to lick 
(speaking)’ 
 ja j θe jate jaute  
278 to smile pj d i:   pɹ ŋɹe pjuŋɹe (ɹɛɹe) (ɹɛɹe) 
279 to laugh ji:d i:/ jɛ:m :d i:  ɹe ‘to   ugh’ /  
h  ‘to   ugh  t’ 
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280 to speak pj :d i:  
‘to spe k, to s y’ 
 pɹo səɡ  pɹ ɹe s ɡ  pɹoɹe təɡ  pɹoɹe səɡ  pɹoɹe 
281 to tell about   pɹ  ‘to show’ pɹ pɹ ʔɹe pɹopɹ ɹe w itu pɹoɹe (ɹətʰun tʰoɹe) 
282 to shout ʔ :d i:    ɹe  ɹe (kiɹe)  ɹe 
283a to lie, fib   ɪ:d i: ‘to twist, 
to che t’ 
 (ɲ wɛ ‘to 
deceive’) 
    iŋʧw  
283b to lie, fib    w pɹ ɹe muθ pɹoɹe muθ pɹoɹe  
284 to sing t ʧʰɪ  :sʰo:d i: / 
sʰo:d i: 
 sʰo ‘to sing’ / 
θ  kʰɹ   ‘song’ 
θekɹ ŋsoɹe tikɹ ŋsuɹe eiʧuɹe eʧoɹe 
285 to think sɪ  z d i:  
‘to think of’ 
  s iŋz ɹe seiz ɹe (twote) ʧoiŋʤ ʧw  
286 to know t id i:  θi θiɹe θiɹe θikj ɹe θipʰo 
287 to forget me:d i:   miʔɹe miŋ  ɹe miŋbo  ɹe miŋ ipʰo 
288 to choose jwe:ʧʰɛd i:  ɹwi ɹwiʃeɹe ɹwiʃɛɹe (θibujuɹe) ɹwiʧw  
289 to love ʧʰɪt i:  ʧʰ  ʔ ʃ iʔte ʃ ite kʰjoite kʰjoiɡɹ ite 
290 to hate m :d i:  m   moŋɹe moŋɹe (ɹw iɹe) (ɹw iɹe) 
291 to be ashamed ʃɛd  : ‘shy’  ɹ   ‘shy’ ɹ  de ɹ te  ɹ  ukj ɹe ɹ  te 
292 to wait s  d i:  sau s ŋɹe (θ ŋniɹe) ʧoŋboniɹe ʧ ɹe 
293 to count   ɹi ɹit ɹe (twate) ɹwiɹe ɹwiʧw  
294 to be afraid ʧ  j  d i:  kʰɹ uʔ ‘to terrify’ kɹ uʔte kɹ ute kɹ ute kɹ ute 
295a to be angry seɪsʰo:d  : ‘ ngry’  seiʔto sis ɹe    
295b to be angry     mep ɹe m ip ɹe m ip ɹe 
296 to sleep ʔeɪt i:  ʔ  ʔ eiʔte eite iʔte (oipʰo) 
297a to snore   m wɛ   mweɹe n kʰomwɛɹe n kʰomɹeɹe 
297b to snore h  t i:   h uʔte    
298 to dream ʔeɪmɛmɛt i:  ʔ  m  ʔ eiŋm m de eiŋm m te / 
iŋm m tɛ 
iŋm mɹ ɹe iŋm mɹ ɹe 
299 to get up no:tʰ :d i: ‘to get 
up from bed’ 
 tʰ  ‘to st nd up’ eiʔɹ g ʔtʰ ɹe tʰ ɹe iko tʰ ɹe uɹ  ɡ tʰ  
300 to be hurt n :ʧɪ  :d o: 
‘p infu ’ 
 ʔ n  ‘wound’ / 
n  ‘p in’ 
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301 medicine sʰe: sa: sʰi si ʦiː ʧi ʧi 
302 to be itchy   j  ‘itchy’ j ɹe j ɹe j ɹe j ɹe 
303 to scratch (self) (ko t i:)  kʰɹɛʔ ‘to scr tch’ 
/ (kouʔ ‘to 
scr tch’) 
kʰɹ ite kɹ ite kɹoite (pɹ ute) 
304 to shiver   t   ‘to tremb e’ toŋɹe tuŋɹe tuŋɹe tuŋɹe 
305a to die   θi θiɹe θiɹe θibo  ɹe θi  k ɹe 
305b to die sʰ :d i:  
‘to  ose, to die’ 
 sʰo     
306a ghost t sʰe: / t jɛ:  sʰ sʰi təsi / θəɹe    
306b ghost w ɪɲɪ  : ‘spirit’    wuɲe (n  iʔ) (n iʔ) 
307 to sit tʰ ɪ  d i:  tʰ   tʰ iɹe tʰ i tʰoi tʰoiɹe 
308a to stand (standing) jɛʔ ‘to st nd 
upright, to stop’ 
  ɹ ʔde  ɹ ipʰo ɹ ite 
308b to stand (standing) tʰ :d i: ‘to get up, 
to st nd’ 
 tʰ  ‘to st nd up’  tʰ    
309 to kneel du:tʰ  t i:  dutʰ uʔ dutʰ uʔde dutʰ u otʰ i (poʧoitutʰopotʰoiŋ) duɡon  tʰoiɹe 
310a to walk    :ʃ  t i:  ʃ uʔ /  ɛ ʧʰ u   ŋʃ uʔde    
310b to walk    :ʃ  t i:   ɛ ʧʰ u   ŋʃ uʔde la la   ʧw  
311 to crawl tw :t w :d i:  twa tw biɡe  ɹe (dutʰ u o  ) tw bo  ɹe tw ʧw  
312 to go (t w :d i:)  la   ɹe la   ɹe   pʰo 
313 to come   :d i:  la   ɹe   ʔ  e /   ɹe   ʧw  
314 to return pj :  :d i:   pɹ i  ɹe pɹɛ pɹ iŋbo  ɹe pɹ iŋʧw  
315 to run pje:d i:  bɹi bɹiɹe bɹiɹe bɹiɹe bɹiɹe 
316 to ascend tɛt i: ‘to c imb’  t ʔ / (  wɛ ) tate  tʰ  t te  tʰ umo t te / 
 tʰ umo t te 
 tʰ m  t ʧw  
317 to descend   sʰ   ‘down’ s ŋɹe ʦ ŋɹe (auto sate) ʧʰ ŋʧw  
318 to enter wɪ  d i:  w   w ŋɹe w ːɹe wouɹe w ŋʧw  
319a to go out tʰwɛʔ ‘to go or 
come out, to rise’ 
  tʰw ʔde tʰwote tʰwote  
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320 to push to:  to toɹe tuːɹe tuɹe toɹe 
321a to pull sʰwɛ:d i:  sʰwe ‘to  e d (by 
h nd)’ 
sweɹe    
321b to pull ŋɪ  d i:  
‘to pu  , to dr w’ 
   ŋ ŋɹe ŋ uɹe ŋ ŋʧw  
322 to kick (k d i:)   ʧ uʔde ʧ ute (tʰ mwe  bute) (don  bote) 
323 to throw pjɪt i:  p iʔ / (we) p iʔ  iʔde baite boite boite / boiʧw  
324 to fall ʧ :d i:  
‘to f   , to drop’ 
 ʧ  ‘to drop’ ʧ ɹe ʧ   ɹe  tʰ k  otʰukj ɹe  tʰ ɡ  kj ʧw  
325 to swim je: ku:d i:  ɹi ku ɹiɡukuɹe ɹəɡunkɛte ɹi kuɹe ɹi kuɹe 
326a to float b :  :p :d i:  pʰ  ɹitʰ ʔm  p   p ɹe    
326b to float   mj   mjuɹe  ɹim  mjuɹe 
327a to submerge mjo t i: ‘to m ke 
something sink’ 
 mɹouʔ ‘to get 
drowned’ 
ɹi mɹuʔ  kʰ ɹe mɹute noite ɹi noite 
327b to submerge nɪʔ ‘to sink, to 
drown’ 
 neiʔ ‘to get 
drowned’ 
  noite ɹi noite 
328 to flow je: si:d i:   ɹi siɹe ɹi siɹe (ɹi   ɹe) (ɹi   ɹe) 
329 to give pe:d i:  pi piɹe piɹe piɹe piʧw  
330 to tie ʧʰi:d i:  ʧʰ   kɹuneʔ ʃ iŋɹe ʃʰj iɹe (kʰeŋɡot ɹe) kʰjoiŋʧw  
331 to wipe    t ʔsweɹe θoute twaite (pwaiploite) 
332a to rub, scrub put i:  pwɛʔ ‘to rub’ pweʔ θ ide    
332b to rub, scrub   θouʔ ‘to scrub’ pweʔ θ ide tuɹe  tiŋtuɹe  
333 to wash sʰe:ʧ :d i:     ʔsiɹe   siɹe    u ʧiɹe     ʧiʧw  
334a to wash (clothes) ʃ :pʰ t i:       
334b to wash (clothes)   pʰwɛʔ  wɛʔ pʰwɛʔte  wei pʰwɛte / 
 wei  ɸwɛte 
 w i pʰw ite  w i pʰw ite 
335 to bathe je: ʧʰo:d i:  ɹi ʧʰo ɹi ʃoɹe ɹi ʃuɹe ɹi kʰjuɹe ɹi kʰjuɹe 
336a to hit, beat j ɪt i: 'to hit/strike 
with hand' 
 ɹ iʔ  to hit      
336b to hit, beat (t ɪʧ :d i:) ‘to hit’  (ti) ‘to be t’ θ ʔde θɛʔte (boute) (n ɹe) 
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337b to split   s   ‘to mince’  seite   
338 to slice   i:d i: ‘to cut into 
sm    pieces’ 
   i / (ɲ  )   iɹe  iɹe (ʃ ute) (kwɛ  ək ɹe) / 
(kwɛʧw ) 
339 to cut hair z bɪ  : (ɲ j t i:)  pʰɹɛʔ s ŋb ŋ (k iʔde) pʰɹete ʧ ib ŋ (pw ite) ʧ ib  (ɹoite) 
340 to stab   tʰo tʰuθ iʔbə  iʔde d  tʰuɹe d ʃjɛ tʰuɹe d ʃjɛ tʰoɹe 
341 to plant   seiʔ s iʔte asi saite  ʧi ʧw ite  ʧi ʧoipʰo 
342 to dig tu:  tu tuɹe tuɹe tw ŋ tuɹe tw ŋ tupʰo 
343 to bury m jo n  d i:  
‘to inter’ 
 m ɹouʔ m ɹ ʔpə  iʔde mɹote (θoŋkʰeŋ kʰj ɹe) nebɹ ŋ m ɹ ʔpʰo 
344 to work ʔ  o ʔ  
‘work, job’ 
  ə oʔ oʔde alulote alolote  o: opʰo 
345 to play ɡ z :d i:  ɡ zɛʔ kəz de kəzɛte kəz ipʰoniɹe kəz ipʰo 
346 to dance k :d i:  ka k ʔɹe k ɹe k ɹe k pʰo 
347 to shoot pjɪt i:  peiʔ p iʔte θəneb ite boliboite θ n  iboite 
348 to hunt (tʰ  pʰ :d i: ‘to 
tr p ( nim  )’) 
  ( me  iʔde) tw  ɛɹe to iɹe to epʰo 
349 to kill t t i:  θɛʔ θəʔbə  iʔde θɛp  ite θ ib oite boploite 
350 to fight j  pʰjɪt i:  ɹɛ pʰɹɛʔ  
‘to qu rre ’ 
ɹ ŋpʰɹ iʔde ɹɛ pʰɹ ite bukwaite bokɹ ite 
351 to buy wɛ:d i:  we wɛɹe w iɹe w eɹe weʧw  
352 to sell j  d i:  ɹ   ɹ uŋɹe ɹ uɹe ɹ ŋɹe ɹ ŋʧw  
353 to exchange   pʰj  ‘to change 
money’ 
pʰ k iʔde pʰ ɹe (k  ibojuɹe) pʰ b oite 
354 to pay    əkʰ ʔ piɹe  kʰ ʔ (teŋɡ ) piɹe (teŋɡj ) piʧw  / 
(teŋɡɹ ) piʧw  
355 to steal   kʰo kʰuɹe kʰuɹe kʰobojuɹe kʰoʧw  
356 to hide(self) p :d i: ‘to hide 
from someone’ / 
pʰ d i: ‘to cover, 
to conceal or hide 
something’ 
 pʰo ‘to cover’ poŋniɹe    
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Numbers        
357 one tɪʔ tɪʔ tiʔ t iʔ tai t iʔ toiʔ 
358 two n ɪʔ  n  iʔ n  iʔ nai n  iʔ n oiʔ 
359 three t :  θ   θ ŋ θuŋ θuŋ θuŋ 
360 four le:  le le  eː le le 
361 five ŋ :  ŋ  ŋ  ŋ ː ŋ  ŋ  
362 six ʧʰ ʔ  kʰɹ uʔ kʰɹ uʔ kʰɹ u kɹ uʔ kɹ uʔ 
363 seven kʰ  nɪʔ  kʰu3 n  iʔ kʰə  n iʔ kʰən i kʰən iʔ kʰənoiʔ 
364 eight ʃɪʔ ʃɪʔ  ʃ iʔ ʃ i ʃ ʔ ʃoiʔ 
365 nine ko:  ko ko koː ko ko 
366 ten sʰɛ: / t sʰɛ:  sʰe təse ʦe ʧe təʧe 
367 twenty n  sʰɛ:   nəse nəʦe n  iʧe n oiʧe 
368 hundred ja:  t ɹ  / ɹ  təɹ  təɹ  təɹ  təɹ  
369 one thousand tʰ  :  t tʰ   / tʰ   tətʰ uʔ tətʰ u tətʰoŋ tətʰ u 
370 to be many mj :d  :  mj  ‘a lot’ əmj ɡɹi amja  mi  ɡɹi  mi  ɡɹi 
371 all ʔ :   :  ʔ       oŋ   uŋ   uŋ ( kuθo) 
372 some    (təʃjoʔ) (təkʰunuku) (təθe) (təpje) 
373 to be few nɛ:d  :   neɹe ane anoi  neʃje 
374 half t wɛʔ   təw ʔ təw ː (n  ipotopo) (təboi) 
Dimensions        
375 to be big ʧi:d  :  kɹi kɹiɹe / əɡɹit ŋ  ɡɹi  ɡɹi ɡɹi 
376 to be small ŋɛ:d  :  ʔ ŋeʃe ‘ itt e’ / ŋe  ŋeʃe  ʃe  ʃɛ  ʃɛ 
377 to be long ʃe:d  :  
‘(human) tall’ 
 ɹ e ‘long’ əɹ eɡɹi  ɹe  ɹ i  ɹ i 
378 to be short to:d  : ‘short (in 
time, length or 
temper)’ 
 to ‘short (length)’  toʃe  tʰu ato  toʃɛ 
379 to be tall mjɪ  d  :  
‘(thing) high’ 
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380a to be short n ɪ:d  :  
‘(thing) low’ 
   neiŋʃe  neiŋ ( toʃɛ)  niŋ 
380b to be short pu:d  : ‘(human) 
low (short)’ 
 pu  
‘short (height)’ 
    
381 to be thick tʰu:d  :  
‘(thing) thick’ 
 tʰu  tʰuɡɹi tətʰu θətʰo (w iɡɹi) 
382 to be thin p :d  :  
‘(thing) thin’ 
 p  ‘thin (thing)’ / 
(  w  ‘thin 
(thing)’) 
p b ʃe p b ː paba ( ɲeʃɛ) 
383a to be fat w :d  :  
‘(man) fat’ 
 wa w ɹe w ːɹe   
383b to be fat      θəduŋ  o təduŋ 
384a to be skinny p :ɪd  :  
‘(woman) thin’ 
 p    
‘thin (human)’ 
pəbeiŋʃe    
384b to be skinny     kɹuŋɹe kɹuŋɹe kəɡɹuŋʃɛ 
385 to be wide ʧɛ:d  : ‘wide’  ʧe  ʧeɡɹi  ʧiː ( ɹ i) (  i  ɹ e) /  
( ɹ e  ɡɹi) 
386 to be narrow ʧɪ  d  :  ʧ    ʧeiŋʃe ʧjɛte ( mouŋʃɛ) (  i  ʃɛ) 
387 to be deep nɛd  :  na 'deep'  n ʔɡɹi  n ː ana ana 
388 to be shallow t ɪ:d  : ‘shallow’   əteiŋʃe  tʰein  tiŋ ( n  məh ʔ) 
389a to be round   :    oŋniɹe   uŋpj ŋbo (wəw i) pj ɹo 
389b to be round w ɪ  d  : ‘round’  w   ‘round’  waite  wəw i pj ɹo 
390 to be full pje:d  :  pɹe ‘fu  ’ pɹiniɹe  bɹe  bɹe  bɹe 
391 right side ɲ :bɛ:ʔ ‘right 
(spe king)’ / bɛ:ʔ 
‘direction, side’ 
 ɲ pʰ  ‘right side’ ɲ pʰ ʔ ɲ pʰ  ɲ bɹ uk  ɲ pʰ  ‘ eft side’ 
392 left side bɛ:bɛʔ ‘left 
(speaking)’ 
 bepʰ  ‘left side’ bepʰ ʔ bɛpʰ  bɛbɹ uk  bepʰ  ‘right side’ 
393 to be straight pʰj  :d  : 
‘handsome’ 
 pʰɹ   ‘straight’ pɹ uŋniɹe (tade:) pəbɹ ŋ pəbɹ  
394 to be far we:d  : ‘far’  wi  wɛɡɹi  wiː awi awi 
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396a this di: / di:ha:      deʃ  
396b this    eʃ ŋ eʃ  (eiθu)  
397 that (ho:)   tʰuʃ ŋ tʰuʃ  (j uθu) tʰweʃ  
Appearance        
398 black ʔ mɛ: j  : ‘b  ck 
(spe king)’ / 
(ʔ nɛ j  : ‘black 
(writing)’) 
 ʔ me  mɛ  mɛː məme məme 
399 white ʔ pʰju j  :  ʔ pʰɹu  pʰɹu ɹ ŋ  pʰɹu  pʰɹu (pəpʰwi) 
400 red ʔ ni: j  :  ni  ni ɹ ŋ  neiŋ ani (ɹəɹe) 
401 green ʔ s ɪ: j  :  ʔ s   əsiŋ ɹ ŋ  ʦeiŋ (ɲuɲo) ( ɲo) 
402 yellow ʔ w : j  :  ʔ w  / w  əw  ɹ ŋ  w ː awa awa 
403 to be dirty ɲɪp d  :  ɲeiʔpɛʔ ɲ iʔp iʔde ɲ ipɛte  w i ɲɪʔ ( w i ʧʰo) 
404 to be new t ɪd  :  
‘(thing) new’ 
  əθ iʔ  θ i  θoiʔ  w i θoiʔ 
405 to be old h  :d  :  h   ‘old (thing)’ əh uʔ ahau ahau wai hau 
406 to be dark m   :d  : ‘d rk’  m    ‘g oomy’ / 
m    ‘to get d rk’ 
m iʔniɹe amai məmoiŋʤ i / 
məm oiŋʤ i 
ɲi m  
407 to shine  ɪ  d  : ‘bright’     ŋniɹe    ŋ  ə  ŋ (niŋ ʧweɹe) 
408 to be the same   tu ‘similar’ ətudu (tʰəkʰude) (təmju) (ʤ  e) 
Taste/Feel        
409 to be sweet ʧʰo:d  :  ʧʰo ‘sweet’ ʃuniɹe  ʃou  kʰjo kʰjoɹe 
410 to be sour ʧʰɪ  :d  :  ʧʰ   ʃ iʔniɹe  ʃj i kʰjoiɹe kʰjoiɹe 
411 to be bitter kʰ :d  :  kʰ  kʰ niɹe  kʰ  kʰ ɹe kʰ ɹe 
412 to be spicy s d  :  sɛʔ ‘to taste hot’ sade  sɛʔ zaite ʧ ite 
413 to be rotten po d  : ‘(animal, 
fruit) rotten’ 
 pouʔ /  
(θo ‘to spoil’) 
p ʔniɹe  pouʔ /  pou  pouʔ  pouʔ 
414 to be swollen j : ‘slightly 
swollen’ 
 ɹ   ɹ ŋniɹe ɹ uɹe ɹ iɹe  kʰi ɹ iɹe 
415a to be dry ʧʰ ʔ   kʰɹ ʔniɹe kʰɹ ute   kʰɹ uʔ 
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416 to be wet so:ʃwɛ:d  : ‘wet’  swɛʔ ‘to get wet’ sweniɹe / suniɹe  sweː  ʧw   ʧw i 
417a to be sharp tʰɛd  : ‘sharp’  (ʧwɛ ) ‘to 
sh rpen’ /  
(mɹiʔ ‘sharp’) 
tʰ niɹe    
417b to be sharp     pɹɛte pɹ ite k ŋɡ ŋ pɹ ite 
418a to be blunt t :d  : ‘stupid, 
blunt’ 
 t   ‘dull’ toŋniɹe    
418b to be blunt     məpɹe m pɹ i m pɹ i 
419 to be heavy  e:d  :  li ə iɡɹi   iː  ə i  iɹe 
420 to be light p :d  :   poboʃe pəbw  pəbo (mə i) 
421a to be hard m :d  : (material) 
h rd’ / ʔ m : 
‘anything hard’ 
 ma m niɹe    
421b to be hard     (ʤəʤe) kəɡjeŋ kəɡj i 
422a to be soft pj :pj  :d  : ‘soft, 
flexible, gent e’ 
  pəpj ʔʃe   pəbe 
422b to be soft ɲɪ  :t :d i: ‘soft, 
gent e’ / 
(nuɲ d  :) 
 (nu) ‘tender’  ɲəɲe ɲəɲe  
423 to be smooth ʧʰ :m d  : 
‘smooth’ 
 ʃ  ʃoniɹe ʃəʃo  / ʃəʃw  (ɲiɲi) (lai ako) 
424 to be rough (ʧ :t :d  :) 
‘rough, vio ent’ 
  (kəɡɹ ŋɡɹi) (ʃəʃe) (kətoɡəɹo) (  i məko) 
Other Qualities        
425 to be fast ( jɪ  : jɪ  : mj :mj : 
‘to be swift, to be 
fast, to be quick’) 
 j   ‘quick’ (kəɡ uŋ mɹeɹe)  j ːj ŋ ( pɹ uŋ)  j   j ŋ 
426a to be slow n e:d  :  n e ‘sluggish’ kəɡ uŋ n eɹe    
426b to be slow      θ ːθ   θe  θ se  θ se 
427 to be strong ʔ :ʃi:d  : ‘strong’  ʔ h   ‘force’ ( kɹiɹe)  hiɹe ( pɹoite)  hiʧw  
428 to be weak ʔ :nɛ:d  : ‘weak’  n   'to feel weak 
and tired' 
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429 to be tired ŋ ɪd  : ‘to feel 
sleepy, to nod (in 
drowsiness)’ 
 ɲ   ‘to be tired’ ɲ uŋɹe ɲ uɹe ɲuŋɹe ɲ iɹe 
430 to be ill pʰj :n :d  : ‘to be 
sick, to be i  ’ 
  neməɡ uŋ 
pʰɹ iʔde 
nim kou pʰɹ te [ɹoɡ ] (kʰ itʰ məko) 
431 to be blind k  d  :  kɛ  ‘blind’ mj ʔsiʔ k ŋneɹe kɛ ɹe akai (mj ʧi məmɹ ) 
432 to be deaf n :pɪ  d  :  (n b  ) ‘de f’ n p ŋ niɹe nap nɹe n p ŋ n p ɹe 
433 to be bald pj  : ‘to shine, 
b  d, b re’ 
  nəpʰu pj ŋɹe (teiʧ n) (ɡoŋkʰj ) (ʧ ib mhi) 
434 to be good k  :d  :  ɡ   k uŋɹe akau  kouŋ k ɹe 
435a to be bad sʰo:d  : ‘b d’  sʰo ‘b d’   (apja)  
435b to be bad    k uŋɹe mək u  mək  
436 to be correct m  :d  : ‘to hit’   m  ŋɹe mɛɹe ( θ ) (kʰj ɹe) 
437 to be wrong m  :  m   m  ɹe m ɹe ama (mək ŋsw ) / 
(mək ŋʧw ) 
Miscellaneous        
438 when (past) (bɛ:d : ɛ:) / 
(bɛ:ʔ ʧʰ ɪ ɛ:) 
 s kʰ  z kʰ  ɡ ʔ e z kʰ  ʤ kʰ  ʤ kʰ  e 
439 when (future) (bɛ:d : ɛ:) / 
(bɛ:ʔ ʧʰ ɪ ɛ:) 
 s kʰ  z kʰ  
pʰɹ iʔ  pʰuʔ e 
z kʰ  ʤ kʰ  ʤ kʰ  e 
440 where (bɛ:m  : ɛ:)  s m   z neɹ m  e zama ʤ m  ʤ m  e 
441 who bɛ:d u: ɛ:  ʔ θu z   tʰu e  θu e  θuɹoŋ  θu e 
442 what b : ɛ:  za zale zale ʤ  e ʤ  e 
443 how many bɛ:n ɪʔ    uz  n i uʔ e za niaule n  ijoʔ (m j i j u e) 
444a I ŋ :   ŋ  ŋ  ŋ  ŋ  
444b I   ʔ ʧwɛ  ‘I 
(fem  e)’ /  
ʧwɛ d  ‘I (m  e)’ 
  akjwe  
445 you (S) t ɪ  : ‘you (general, 
formal)’ 
 (n ) (m ŋ) θ ŋ (koub uŋ) (kouba) 
446 he, she t u: ‘he’  θu ‘he’ j ŋθu j ŋθu (j ŋ u) (twe)θo 
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448 you (pl) t ɪ  doʔ ‘you 
(general, formal)’ 
 (n ɹo) (m ŋɹoʔ) θ ŋɹoʔ (koub uŋɹoʔ) (koub ɹoʔ) 
449 they t u:doʔ ‘they 
(m  e   nim  )’ / 
t u:m :doʔ ‘they 
(fem  e)’ 
  θuɹoʔ j ŋθuɹoʔ [un ɹ ] (twe)θoɹoʔ 
450 to take (j :ʃi:d i:) ‘to 
receive, to t ke’ 
  juɹe juː jupʰo jouʧw  
451 to put, place tʰ :d i:  tʰe ‘to put in’ tʰ ɹe tʰ  tʰ ɹe tʰ ʧw  
452 to be lost pʰj  pjɪt i:  
‘to m ke  ost’ 
 pjauʔ  
‘to dis ppe r’ 
pj uʔ əkʰ ɹe pjaute pj uɹe pj u əkʰ ɹe 
453a to bend kwe:d i:   koŋniɹe kʰ uʃukʰɹ  kʰ ute kʰ u  ʔ 
453b to bend ɲ  :ʔ ‘to bend’  ɲweʔ     
454 to lift pwe:ʔ ‘to  ift, to 
c rry’/ (m :d i:) 
 (ɹ  ) p ŋɹe p uŋt  (n  ɹe) (kwent ɹe) 
455a to do, make pju: o t i:   pɹ ʔ oʔde   pj ŋʧw  
455b to do, make  o t i:  
‘to do, to work’ 
  pɹ ʔ oʔde loute loute  
456a don't do it      məpj ŋɡe məpj ŋɡe 
456b don't do it    mə  ʔkʰeʔ mə oukʰɛ   
457 to be difficult kʰɛkʰɛ:d  :  kʰ  kʰ ʔkʰɛɹe kʰ te dukʰ  kʰəɡj i 
458 to be easy  wɛ:ɡu:d  :  lwe kəɡ uŋ  weɹe / 
a weʃe 
 wɛɹe   we / (ɲeɲe)   oiʃe 
459 to be loose ʃ :d  : ‘ oose 
(spe king)’ 
   ʃ uɹe (kɹiɹe) ( ɡɹi) 
460 to be tight ʧ d  :  ʧɛʔ ʧeniɹe ʧɛte (təd ŋ) ( touʃe) / 
(təboŋʃe) 
461a to set free, release   t i    wɛʔ ‘to set free’   uʔbə  iʔde  wɛm ukʰɹ    
461b to set free, release pw :d  : ‘ oose’  pɹi ‘to be untied’   pwaite  
462a to squeeze ɲ ɪt i:   ɲ  iʔbə  iʔde    
462b to squeeze pʰi:ɲ ɪt i: ‘to 
squeeze in fist’ 
 (sʰouʔ) ‘to tear 
off, to squeeze’ 
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